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Abstract
Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe (PCCP) is a large-diameter and high-pressure conduit for
drinking water and wastewater transmission. Due to its large diameter, high pressure, and mode
of breakdown, PCCP failures usually have catastrophic consequences. To mitigate failures, it is
very important to assess the condition of the pipe and take proactive measures, such as repair,
rehabilitation, or replacement.
There are many challenges in assessing the condition of PCCP. PCCP has a complex structure
with several layers of materials (e.g. mortar coating, prestressing wire, steel cylinder, and
concrete core) working together under loading. This means that there are many factors that can
cause pipe failure, and that failure mechanisms are complicated. Data collection could be
difficult, and existing data are often unavailable or unreliable.
Considerable research has been conducted by scholars and engineers in developing models to
evaluate the condition of PCCP. There are mainly two types of models: statistical models, and
numerical models using finite element method. Statistical models consider only a few factors,
such as pipe age and failure rate, to predict the failure of PCCP. However, the failure of PCCP
can be caused by many other factors including pipe material, and loading conditions. Models
only considering a few factors are not robust enough for reliable results. The current numerical
models assume that all broken wires are centrally distributed in the same location and broken
wires have no prestress, thus all broken wires are completely removed from the model. These
assumptions could be overly conservative when actual broken wires are distributed in different
locations along the pipeline and broken wires have remaining prestress due to the bond between
the wire and mortar coating. Therefore, a more comprehensive numerical model is needed to
have a better understanding of the condition of PCCP.
In this research, an extensive literature and practice review was conducted on PCCP failures to
understand the critical factors that affect pipe condition. The available technologies commonly
used to detect pipe defects were reviewed in order to better understand the accuracy and
uncertainties of the collected data. Existing models were reviewed to better understand their
limitations and to advance the research on condition analysis of PCCP using numerical models.
Based on these comprehensive reviews, this dissertation proposed a numerical model to analyze
the condition of PCCP for its long-term performance management. Detailed structural
components such as concrete cores, prestressing wires, steel cylinder, and mortar coating were
modelled. The interactions between different layers of pipe components were considered. An

algorithm was proposed to account for the bond between the prestressing wire and mortar
coating, which is a critical factor for the condition of PCCP with broken wires. A FORTRAN
program was developed to assign linear stress distribution between the broken point and the fullprestress resuming point.
The proposed numerical model was verified utilizing data from lab tests and forensic study. Lab
test data helped to understand the functionality of the model and to verify the model parameters
used in analyzing pipe components and the simulation of interactions between different layers.
The forensic data helped to verify the model under actual field working conditions of the pipe.
Validation of the proposed numerical model was conducted using a 66-inch Embedded Cylinder
Pipe and two Lined Cylinder Pipes (42-inch and 48-inch, respectively) from a water utility. In
the validation, field data were collected for model development. The simulation results were
consistent with the field observation, which proved the validity and applicability of the proposed
numerical model in practice.
A series of sensitivity studies were conducted to investigate the impact of longitudinal and
circumferential location on the structural integrity of the pipe. These investigations showed that
considering the actual longitudinal and circumferential location of broken wires is very important
to get accurate analysis of pipe condition, while assuming that all broken wires fail in one
longitudinal location (assumptions by current numerical models for PCCP) will overestimate the
actual damage to the pipe caused by broken wires.
To consider the bedding condition, a critical factor for PCCP, the four most common bedding
types found in practice were analyzed. Results show that poor bedding could lead to cracks in
PCCP, which could cause corrosion in prestressing wires. Therefore, it is very important to
account for bedding conditions in the PCCP analysis.
The model presented in this dissertation is more comprehensive and robust compared with
existing numerical models, and could provide a better understanding of the condition of PCCP.
This is because the proposed model considers the contribution of remaining prestress in broken
wires due to the bond between the wire and mortar coating. This model can consider the actual
longitudinal and circumferential location of broken wires rather than centrally distribute them,
and it can consider the actual bedding locations, and the interaction between different layers of
materials. This model was calibrated using lab test data and forensic data, and was further
validated using field data which showed consistence between simulation results and field
observations.
The proposed model does have limitations due to limited availability of data and assumptions.
Material tests were not conducted to verify the material properties used in the model, which
could cause accuracy issues in the results. A full-scale simulation of the interaction between
prestressing wire and mortar coating was not considered because it could significantly increase
the computation time. Lab tests were not conducted to verify the parameters used for the
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simulation of interaction between concrete core and steel cylinder which could lead to accuracy
problems. Finally, it is acknowledged that the model was only validated in one water utility and
validations in more geographically distributed utilities might further test the model’s validity and
robustness.
Nonetheless, the comprehensiveness and robustness of this proposed model improved the
analysis of the condition of PCCP. The findings and results of this research will provide
guidance for better management of PCCP pipelines for water utilities, and provide reference for
future research on numerical modeling of PCCP as well.
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1 Introduction
Water and wastewater pipeline infrastructure in the U.S. is decaying at an accelerating rate. This
is due to, among many other things, reduced funding; insufficient quality control during pipe
installation; little or no inspection and maintenance; and a general lack of uniformity and
improvement in design, construction and operation practices. The water infrastructure networks
consist of many different pipe types. Among the select products used specially for large water
and wastewater pipe is Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipes (PCCP). PCCP was first introduced
to the U.S in 1942 and had been widely used because of its high capacity to withstand loading
and its promise of a long life at economic price. More than 22,000 miles of PCCP has been
installed in North America (Semanuik and Mergelas, 2006; Romer et al., 2008). According to
American Concrete Pressure Pipe Association (ACPPA), 90 out of 100 large water utilities in
North American installed PCCP (ACPPA, 2012).
There are two types of PCCP commonly used in the U.S. (Zarghamee and Fok, 1990; Wardany,
2008; Sinha and Kola, 2009): the Lined Cylinder Pipe (LCP) and the Embedded Cylinder Pipe
(ECP). Each type of PCCP has four major components: mortar coating, prestressing wire (wire),
steel cylinder, and concrete core. Each PCCP end is an engaged joint, consisting of a spigot ring,
a bell ring and field installed rubber gaskets, diapers, and joint grout. The concrete core is
compressed by high strength prestressing wire to withstand the internal high pressure and the
external loads; mortar coating is applied around the pipe to protect the wire against corrosion
(Wardany, 2008). LCP and ECP are usually manufactured in different sizes: LCPs are usually
16-48 inch in diameter; and ECPs have diameters of 48 inch and above. The LCP has wires
wrapped directly on the steel cylinder; while in ECP, the wires are wrapped on the outer concrete
core and the cylinder is casted between the inner and outer concrete cores (See Figure 1 and
Figure 2).
LCPs are manufactured in several steps, including the fabrication and hydrostatical test of the
steel cylinder with joint rings, concrete placement, curing of concrete lining, wrapping
prestressing wires on cylinder, and then covering mortar coating. ECPs are manufactured in a
similar way, except that the cylinder is embedded in the concrete core during the concrete
placement, and that the prestressing wires are wrapped against the concrete core after it is cured
(AWWA, 2007).
According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) report (USEPA, 2009), approximately
3% of pipes used in water network are PCCP (see Table 1). Though the percentage is low, PCCP
pipelines are generally considered as critical assets in a water network.
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Figure 1: Structure of LCP (Ge and Sinha, 2014)

Figure 2: Structure of ECP (Ge and Sinha, 2014)
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Table 1: Water Network by Pipe Material (USEPA, 2009)

Source of Data
Utilities
Responded/Surveyed
Response Rate

Water Industry
Database (a)
1,097/3,000
37%

Water://Stats 1996
Distribution Survey
(b)

Water://Stats 2002
Distribution
Survey (c)

898/3,200

337/3,000

28%

11%

Pipe Material

Miles
Installed

Percent
of Total

Miles
Installed

Percent
of Total

Miles
Installed

Percent
of
Total

Cast Iron

341,175

39.6

155,038

41.3

71,472

35.4

Ductile Iron

189,115

21.9

81,119

21.6

45,004

22.3

34,047

3.9

16,415

4.4

7,821

3.9

136,196

15.8

56,360

15

30,484

15.1

23,584

2.7

15,921

4.2

4,774

2.4

665

0.08

422

0.1

NA

NA

3,349

0.4

1,318

0.4

1,377

0.7

114,152

13.2

42,125

11.2

29,835

14.8

20,169

2.3

6,719

1.8

11,391

5.6

Steel
Asbestos Cement
Prestressed Concrete
Glass
Plastic

Reinforced

Polyethylene
Polyvinyl Chloride
Others/Unknown

Not Available (NA), (a) (AWWARF, 1992), (b) (AWWARF, 1996), (c) (AWWA, 2004)
PCCP has been used in water utilities since early 1940s and with many exhibiting signs of
deterioration over time, PCCP failures are becoming more frequent. PCCP failures are generally
catastrophic and can severely threaten public safety. PCCPs usually fail suddenly and severely
without warning. By the time utilities take any action, the damage has already occurred and
drawn public attention. An example of a PCCP failure which caused significant loss to society
was a 66-inch PCCP pipeline failure on River Road in Maryland before Christmas Eve in 2008
(CNN, 2008). The water rushed out at approximately 150,000 gallons per minute (see Figure 3).
Drivers were trapped in the flooding water and helicopters were sent out to rescue them. This
pipe failure cost $1.7 million for repairs alone. Over millions of gallons of water were lost and
many people were in serious jeopardy (WSSC, 2012).
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Figure 3: 66” PCCP main break on River Road, Maryland, 2008 (WSSC, 2012)
Another failure was a 54-inch PCCP water main break in January 2011 on the Capital Beltway in
Maryland. This failure damaged surrounding offices, and shops; I-95 had to be closed for several
hours because of the ice on the road. More than 400,000 residents were affected in this main
break (Figure 4 and Figure 5). Three cars were overturned by the force of flushing water.

Figure 4: 54” water main break in Capitol Heights, Maryland, 2011 (WSSC, 2012)
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Figure 5: 54” water main break in Capitol Heights, Maryland, 2011 (WSSC, 2012)
The failure of PCCP force main could cause significant environmental problems once the pipe
fails. A 72-inch PCCP sewer force main managed by Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Department
(WASD) had a sudden failure and released over 15 million gallons of untreated wastewater into
Biscayne Canal in 2010. The public advisory against swimming and recreational activities in
related areas had to be initiated. Over 1 million dollars was needed to get the pipe back to service,
and WASD received a civil penalty of around 1 million dollars (UIM, 2011; USEPA, 2013).
PCCP failures are devastating and many pipes are reaching to the end of design life. However,
according to recent study (WaterRF, 2012), only 3.7% of inspected PCCPs were found to have
broken wires and the remaining 96.3% were intact. Considering the high cost of replacing PCCP
estimated at approximately $80,000 per pipe segment according to WSSC (2012), immediate
replacement of all PCCP is impractical. A more realistic but feasible way is to analyze the
condition of each pipe and then take targeted actions before the failure.
1.1 Motivation of Research and Problem Statement
To avoid the catastrophic failures of PCCP, it is necessary to know the condition of the pipe
before its failure and take proactive action to repair, rehabilitate or replace the pipe. There are
many challenges in analyzing the condition of PCCP:


Complex pipe structure: many layers of materials including mortar coating, prestressing
wires, concrete core, and steel cylinder; complex pipe end structure such as spigot ring,
bell ring, etc. It is important to consider how different pipe components work together
under loading conditions for a more practical simulation of the pipe.
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Complicated failure mechanism: initial or “born” defects such as cracks caused during
construction or manufacture can exist. Groundwater may reach the prestressing wires via
cracks and then the corrosion starts when other conditions such as oxygen and chemicals
are present. The wires suffer hydrogen embrittlement during the corrosion process and
then break, after which the stress redistributes among pipe components. Concrete core
losing compression due to wire breaks generates tension and fractures. As the number of
broken wires increases, the concrete cracks and the cylinder takes the loads transferred
from the concrete and bursts when the stress excess its ultimate tensile strength. In this
failure process, the corrosion of the prestressing wires is too complicated and the detailed
mechanism of hydrogen embrittlement is still unknown.
It is difficult to accurately evaluate the condition of the pipe based on only limited
number of factors, since there are so many possible influencing factors.
o Design and Manufacture defects: low prestress or cracks, the bond quality of
mortar coating, etc.
o Construction and operational defects: random cracks in the coating, operation
pressure, pressure surges, and bedding condition of the pipe, etc.
o Internal and external environment: Chloride in soil, corrosion on the wire causing
hydrogen embrittlement.
Constraints in data collection
o Limited historical data regarding pipe condition.
o Accuracy problems in data collected using condition assessment technologies.
o Lab tests are too costly and cannot simulate the actual working condition when
the pipe is in service.
o Property data of materials used in the pipe: improper assumption of pipe material
properties could lead to inaccurate simulation results using numerical models.

Considerable work has been conducted to develop condition assessment technologies to detect
pipe defects such as cracks in concrete core and broken wires. However, defects detected by
technology cannot provide the actual condition of the pipe in detail. A confident and timely
decision cannot be made regarding to repair, rehabilitate or replace the pipe without such detail.
Hence, models are needed for further analysis based on the available data collected using
technologies.
To analyze pipe condition, various models including statistical models, fuzzy logic models,
advanced mathematical models, and numerical models have been developed. Among these
models, numerical models have more advantages since it can provide the structural condition of
the pipe, taking into account the loading conditions of the pipe and material properties. However,
current numerical models have limitations in considering some critical factors such as bedding
condition and mortar coating bond quality that affect the condition of the pipe. Therefore, a
numerical model that can fully consider the critical factors affecting the pipe condition is needed
to achieve more practical results in analyzing PCCP condition.
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1.2 Research Goal
The goal of this research is to develop a more comprehensive numerical model to analyze the
condition of PCCP for long-term performance management. To achieve this goal, several
objectives were detailed as follows:
1.3 Research Objectives
1) Conduct extensive literature and practice review on PCCP failures, technologies for data
collection, and models for PCCP condition evaluation.
A review on PCCP failure (failure factors, failure modes, and failure mechanism) aids in
understanding and identifying the critical factors that affect the pipe condition. A review
of available condition assessment technologies helps to understand the data that can be
collected and limitations of the data. A review of the current models for PCCP condition
evaluation is helpful to understand their advantages and weaknesses.
2) Collect data needed for model development.
The development of numerical model for PCCP requires data including dimensions of the
pipe components, mechanical properties of materials used in the pipe (bedding and
backfill material as well), static and live loads, and pipe defects such as number and
location of broken wires.

3)

4)

5)

6)

The pipe dimension data and part of the material property data can be obtained in pipe
specification sheets. The internal pressure and surge pressure working on the inside
surface of the pipe can be determined based on hydraulic profile of the pipe. The surface
live loads can be determined based on the land use of the top surface. The pipe defects
can be collected from either in-pipe inspection using electromagnetic tools or real-time
acoustic fiber optic monitoring system.
Develop numerical model for PCCP.
The proposed model will consider the key components of the pipe, including the details
of pipe end structure. The interaction between the concrete cores and the steel cylinder
and the mortar coating will be simulated. An algorithm is to be developed to consider the
bond between the prestressing wire and the mortar coating in the numerical model.
Verify the proposed model using lab test data and forensic data
Lab test data and forensic data will be used to verify the proposed model. The lab test
results and observation data from forensic study will be used to compare against the
simulation results of the model.
Validate the proposed model using field observation data
Actual field observation data from utilities will be collected to validate the proposed
model. The participating utility will provide data required for model development, and
the simulations results will be sent to utilities to compare against actual field observations.
Apply the developed model considering critical factors for PCCP condition.
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Critical factors identified in literature review will be considered in the application of the
proposed model, including analysis of the effect due to locations (circumferential and
longitudinal) of broken wires and various bedding conditions on the pipe condition.
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation is organized in the following manner:
Chapter 2: Literature Review - This chapter presents a comprehensive literature and practice
review on PCCP failure including failure factors, failure modes, and failure mechanism, based on
which the critical factors affecting pipe condition are identified. The available condition
assessment technologies that can detect pipe defects are reviewed to understand the availability
of data and its accuracy. A review of current models is conducted to identify the limitations of
current numerical models based on the understanding of PCCP failures and to provide grounds
for the proposed model in this research.
Chapter 3: Data Collection – This chapter introduces the data to be collected for PCCP model
development. The data sources and possible data gaps are discussed.
Chapter 4: Model Development - This chapter provides introduction of the methodology used
to develop the model. Detailed information such as material constitutive models and algorithms
are introduced.
Chapter 5: Model Verification – This chapter presents the process to verify the model. The
results of lab tests were used to verify the functionality of the proposed model. Forensic
observation data was used to compare against the results by the proposed model. In this
verification process, the parameters of the model were determined which can be used for model
validation.
Chapter 6: Model Validation – This chapter presents the process to validate the proposed
model using actual field data collected from PCCP utility. The available data, data gaps, and
assumptions were introduced. The simulation results were compared against the field
observations to validate the applicability of the proposed model. The validation process includes
both embedded cylinder pipe and lined cylinder pipe.
Chapter 7: Model Sensitivity Study I: Effect of Circumferential and Longitudinal Location
of Broken Wires on Pipe Condition – This chapter presents the sensitivity of the proposed
numerical model to broken wires at different locations (circumferential and longitudinal).
Chapter 8: Model Sensitivity Study II: Effect of Bedding Condition on Pipe Structural
Integrity This chapter provides the analysis of PCCPs with different bedding conditions using
the proposed model. The most common bedding conditions identified in field are used for
analysis and the results are summarized. This analysis highlights the importance of good bedding
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for PCCP and could provide guidance for condition assessment and management of PCCP
pipelines.
Chapter 9: Conclusions and Recommendations - The concluding chapter summarizes the
overall research presented in this dissertation, lists the limitations of this model and provides
recommendations for future research on the analysis of condition of PCCP.
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2 Literature Review
To get practical results in analyzing PCCP condition using numerical models, it is important to
understand the failure of PCCP and consider the critical factors that affect pipe condition.
Numerical simulation of PCCP requires pipe defects data, such as number and location of broken
wires. A good understanding of condition assessment technologies helps identify the available
pipe defects data and the related limitations of the data to be used in numerical model. This is
important as the limitations of the data used in numerical model can greatly affect the accuracy
of model simulation. With data collected by condition assessment technologies, models can be
used to analyze the pipe condition. A review of existing models helps identify their limitations
based on the comprehensive understanding of PCCP failures, and provides direction for more
practical model development to analyze the condition of PCCP.
This chapter reviewed all aspects of PCCP failure including the failure factors, failure modes,
and failure mechanism of PCCP which helps to identify the critical factors affecting the pipe
failure. The most commonly used condition assessment technologies were reviewed and their
capabilities and limitations were summarized to provide good reference for data to be used in
models. Research on various models used to predict the pipe failure or evaluate pipe condition
was reviewed and their limitations were summarized.
2.1 Review of Failure of PCCP
Literature and practice review of failure of PCCP were summarized identifying factors causing
failures, common failure modes, and failure mechanisms of PCCP. The study of PCCP failure
helps to understand the critical factors causing pipe failure and impacting pipe condition. This
provides foundation to understand the limitations of current condition assessment technologies
and various models used to predict pipe failure or pipe condition and suggests ways to improve
numerical models.
2.1.1 Failure Factors of PCCP
There are many factors influencing the condition and causing the failure of PCCP. In general,
they can be grouped in three categories: manufacture and design, construction and operation, and
internal and external environment.
2.1.1.1 Design and Manufacture Factors
The design and manufacture standards of PCCP have changed several times in history (AwwaRF,
2007). The thickness of cylinder, mortar coating, wire size, and prestress applied in the
prestressing wire have changed multiple times since 1949. These changes in material and
manufacture process have a significant influence on the performance of the PCCP. For example,
the thickness of the mortar coating determines how long the PCCP can withstand the influence of
carbonation in aggressive environments. The prestress level applied in the prestressing wire
determines how much load the pipe can withstand without generating cracks in the concrete core.

The thickness of the cylinder (given that the tensile strengths of the cylinder of different pipes
are the same) determines the structural capacity of the pipe after the failure of the prestressing
wires and the cracking of the concrete core. Factors during the design and manufacture and their
impacts on pipe performance are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Failure factors during design and manufacture influencing the performance of PCCP
(AWWARF, 2007; Sinha and Kola, 2009; Kola, 2010)
Factor
Dented
cylinder

Impacts
This weakens the capacity of cylinder.

The cracks generated during manufacture (if the over-wrapping of the
prestressing wire occurs) could cause cracks in the concrete core and
reduce the structural capacity of the pipe.
Low quality of Wires of low quality cannot provide enough prestress.
wire
The function of mortar coating is to protect the prestressing wire from
corrosion; low quality of mortar can easily let aggressive agents reach the
Low quality of wire and start corrosion. High-strength prestressing wires are quite
sensitive to the hydrogen generated during the corrosion process, and
mortar
become brittle due to hydrogen embrittlement; low quality mortar also has
poor bond with the prestressing wire.
The cracks in cylinder welds can be caused by poor manufacture or they
Cracks in
can be developed during the hydrostatic test (leak examination of the
cylinder welds
cylinder). Such cracks could weaken the cylinder’s capacity.
Cracks in
concrete core

PCCP cannot perform well under designed pressure and buried depth if
the prestress in the wire is not enough. The pipe could be crushed due to
inadequate prestress.
Concrete core has large compressive strength; therefore, the pipe can hold
Low quality of high internal pressure and other loads. If the core has low quality, the
pipe’s structural capacity is greatly reduced and could fail under designed
core
loading conditions.
The joints are the vulnerable part of the pipe. Cracks in the joint welds
Cracks in
weaken the joint and it may fail under designed internal pressure.
joint welds
Excessive prestresssing of the wire could cause cracks in the concrete core
Over
which reduces the structural capacity of the pipe.
wrapping
Missing slurry Slurry shall be applied to reduce the effect of carbonation and to protect
the prestressing wires. The early carbonation reduces the pH of the wire
application
environment, making it easier for the initiation of corrosion (AWWA
before
Inadequate
prestress
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wrapping
Too little
spacing
between wires
at pipe ends

C301 2007; Romer et al. 2008).
If the spacing between prestressing wires is too narrow, the bond quality
is compromised. Once the wire breaks, the wire loses its prestress easily
and need a longer length for the wire to resume its prestress beyond the
breakage point (Gomez et al., 2004; Woodcock, 2008).

Some of the factors listed in Table 2 are not recorded and are hard to detect using current
technologies. For example, current inspection technologies cannot detect the inadequate prestress
in the wire, the dented cylinder, etc. Since the PCCP standards have changed several times and
the specifications on wire grade, spacing, etc. have changed over time, assessing the exact base
conditions of the materials used in the pipe can be very challenging. Forensic studies have found
in many cases that the pipes were not manufactured to the specifications specified in AWWA
C301 (Ojdrovic et al., 2009).
Often, the type of mortar coating used is generally not provided in pipe specifications. The only
information obtained about the coating is whether the wall is thinned or carbonated using
sonic/ultrasonic inspection techniques (Fisk and Marshall, 2006; 2009; 2010; Wardany, 2008;
Marshall and Fisk, 2010). The quality of the mortar is very important in two ways: 1) good
quality of mortar provides a high alkaline environment and prevents the ingress of aggressive
chemicals from reaching the prestressing wires; 2) good mortar coating has a good bond with the
prestressing wires and it retains some prestress in the wire even if it is broken. If the bond is very
good, the prestress will not be greatly reduced in the wire when it is broken and the structural
capacity of the pipe will not be highly compromised. In practice, it had been found that pipe with
good mortar coating bond were still in good condition even though there are large number of
broken wires. Since the bond of mortar coating is a critical factor affect pipe condition after the
prestressing wire breaks, it should be considered in models used to evaluate pipe condition.
Some materials used in PCCP have variable properties. For example, the Class III wires made
before and after 1988 perform differently in hydrogen embrittlement tests. In 1988, the torsion
test of all wires was required for wire quality control purpose. In the specification sheet of PCCP,
the year when the wire was manufactured is generally not given, so the properties of the
prestressing wires for specific pipe are hard to determine (Lewis, 2002).
2.1.1.2 Construction and Operational Factors
The common factors during construction and operation and their possible impacts are
summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3: Factors during construction and operation influencing the condition of PCCP
(AWWARF, 2007; Sinha and Kola, 2009; Kola, 2010)
Factors

Impacts
Damage such as micro-cracking could be caused to the pipe mortar
coating during the delivery and installation. The micro-cracks
Construction
provide passage for aggressive agents to reach the prestressing wire
damage
and to cause corrosion.
The joint coating/diaper protects the joint from the penetration of
Missing joint
groundwater. Without its protection, groundwater can enter the pipe
coating /diaper
and reach the prestressing wires and cause corrosion.
If the bedding material for the pipeline is not uniform, the
differential settlement causes stress in the pipe that can lead to
cracks in mortar and concrete core. Cracks in mortar let chemicals
Settlement
in and cause corrosion to the wires; cracks in concrete core can
reduce the structural capacity of the pipe.
Looped gasket causes leaking which in turn causes corrosion to the
cylinder and the wires. The pipe could burst if the pipe is weakened
Looped gasket
enough by the wire breaks.
Poor bedding cannot provide uniform support for the pipe, causing
stress in the pipe or even cracks in it. If there are rocks under the
Poor bedding
pipe, the mortar coating can be damaged and cracked; chemicals
can pass through these cracks and corrode the prestressing wires.
Poor grouting cannot protect the bell and spigot rings at the pipe
end from the corrosion caused by groundwater. The poor grout at
Poor grouting
invert is hard to detect. The poor grout leads to undermining of the
coating and corrosion in the wires near the bell or spigot rings.
The surge/overpressure can cause cracks in the pipe. Vulnerable
Surge/overpressure/ positions are the crown, invert, and springline. The cracks in
springline facilitate the passage of groundwater that reaches the
improper pump
prestressing wires and causes corrosion. The surges are generally
operation
caused by improper pump operation.
Malfunctioned valves cause negative pressure during the dewatering
process which might trigger the failure of PCCP if there are a
Valve operation
critical number of prestressing wires are broken.
The excess external load generally includes excess earth cover,
Excess external
vehicles loads. The excess loads can cause cracks in the pipe,
load
reducing its structural capacity.
Pressurize/depressu Prestressing wires may break during the watering and dewatering
process according to literature (Stroebele et al., 2010). This is
rize the pipe
13

Connection with
distribution pipe of
small diameters

Cathodic protection

because these wires have already suffered the hydrogen
embrittlement, the loading and unloading process causes the
deformation change which triggered the failure of the prestressing
wires.
For small diameter PCCP (16” - 24” LCP), the saddle connections
made for house connections fail because of corroding saddle bolts.
These could go on and cause prestressing wire failures then cause
the failure of PCCP.
According to Marshall (1998), cathodic protection which is used to
control the corrosion process also causes the failure of PCCP.

Some factors contributing to pipe failure in Table 3 can be obtained from construction, operation
and maintenance records, and inspection results. Other factors (e.g. pipe damage during
construction) cannot be found from records. Even with available information, it is often not
complete due to the limitation imposed by condition assessment technologies. For example, due
to the complexity of the structure at PCCP ends, the electromagnetic (EM) equipment cannot
accurately detect the wire breaks at the pipe ends (Kong and Mergelas, 2009; Catalano et al.,
2009; Parks et al., 2001; Dion and Zarghamee, 2008; Kong and Mergelas, 2005; Galleher et al.,
1998; Ojdrovic et al., 2009; Harren et al., 2010). Also, for the EM technologies or Acoustic Fiber
Optic (AFO) monitoring system, the wire break location and number can be identified. However,
the circumferential location of the wire break is not known (Diaz et al., 2005; Galleher et al.,
2005; Galleher et al., 2009; Lenghi et al., 2009; Higgins and Paulson, 2006), though it is very
important in pipe condition evaluation. Ge and Sinha (2011) investigated the influence of the
location of circumferential wire break on the pipe performance and found that wires broken at
different circumferential locations have quite different influence on the stress redistribution.
Other defects such as poor welding, incomplete or improper filling of the diaper with grout at the
invert of the pipe are hard to detect.
It has been found in practice that bedding condition is a critical factor affecting the pipe
condition and many PCCPs failed due to poor bedding (WSSC, 2011; Marshall et al., 2014).
Pipes placed directly on rigid bedding such as rock could cause cracks in coating or concrete
core under the earth load, and such cracks could provide passage for moisture to reach the wires
and the steel cylinder. Therefore, the bedding condition should be considered to get more
practical evaluation of pipe condition using models.
2.1.1.3 Internal and External Environmental Factors
Environmental factors include both internal (mainly for force main which has H2S.) and external
factors such as aggressive soils. External factors also include precipitation, vegetation, etc.
Factors from the environment are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4: Environmental factors influencing the condition of PCCP (Sinha and Kola, 2009;
AWWARF, 2007; Kola, 2010)
Factors
High
chlorides in
soil

Impacts
Chloride is a depassivating agent. When pH is low (between 9 and 10), even
trace amount of chloride can initiate corrosion (Price et al., 1998)

WSSC identified that too much CO2 will cause carbonation of the mortar
coating (Woodcock, 2008).
For PCCP force main, the presense of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) provides
hydrogen needed for the hydrogen embrittlement of prestressing wires. The
H2S inside
sewer PCCP H2S can react with water to form sulfuric acid (H2SO4) which causes
corrosion of the interior of the pipe (Lewis and Fisk, 2005).
According to experience of WSSC, the precipitation increases the
Precipitation groundwater activity. This could accelerate the corrosion process of the
/groundwater prestressing wires. Also, the bedding or the surrounding soil of the pipe
could be flushed with more active groundwater activity causing failures of
movement
PCCP.
According to our literature review and interview with major utilities that uses
PCCP, there is no very obvious case in which PCCP failure is directly
caused by the vegetation. However, the decaying vegetation could generate
Vegetation
organic acid which increases the CO2 content of the groundwater and causes
corrosion to the pipe.
CO2 in soils

Since the working environment of each pipe section is different (especially wastewater),
generalizing the situation of the whole PCCP pipeline based on the condition of one pipe section
is not realistic. However, more effort shall be taken to collect data such as the chemical
components in the soil.
2.1.1.4 Summary
This section summarizes the factors that cause the failure of PCCP in three groups: design and
manufacture, construction and operation, and internal and external environment. Among these
factors, the bond between the mortar coating and the prestressing wires is a critical factor as it
governs how much prestress could be lost once the wire is broken. Bedding condition of the pipe
is another critical factor that affects the pipe condition. These two critical factors should be
considered in models used to evaluate pipe condition. The number of broken wires is critical
factor affecting the condition of PCCP; in addition, the circumferential location and longitudinal
location of broken wires are also very important. Therefore, the analysis of pipe condition should
not only focus on the number of broken wires, the location of the broken wires should also be
considered. Other failure factors either cannot be detected by available technologies or are
incomplete for further analysis.
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2.1.2 Failure modes of PCCP
Failure modes are the symptoms or results of failure. These failure modes are caused by the
factors summarized in the previous section. The condition and failure modes of PCCP are
summarized in Table 5. The failure models are shown in Figure 6 - Figure 11.
Table 5: Failure modes of PCCP
Failure Mode
Cracks in mortar
coating and
concrete core

Coating
delamination

Prestressing wire
breaks
Cylinder burst

Spalling

Carbonation of
mortar coating
(coating thinning)

Description
After the pipe loses prestress due to breakage of prestressing wires, the
mortar coating and concrete core could have cracks.
There are two possible results from delamination and both can happen:
one is the cracking of mortar because when coating delaminates, this
delamination can facilitate the passage of groundwater to reach the
prestressing wires; the other is that the wire could lose all its prestress
if it breaks, because the bond quality could be greatly reduced if
delamination occurs.
The prestressing wire breaks lose the prestress in the concrete which
cracks due to low tensile strength. A certain number of wire breaks will
cause the failure of the pipe.
This is the direct result of PCCP failure. With a certain number of wire
breaks and overloading, the cylinder cannot take the load and it burst
after the stress is over its tensile strength limit.
The spalling on the mortar coating can make it easier for the
groundwater to penetrate the coating and reach the prestressing wires,
causing corrosion and wire failure.
Groundwater penetrates the coating and corrodes the prestressing wires
if the coating is carbonated. Consequently, the carbonated coating loses
the bond with the prestressing wires and once these wires break, the
prestress will be gone or very little remains, causing cracks in concrete
core.
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Figure 6: Cylinder burst

Figure 7: Broken wires
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Figure 8: Cracked concrete core

Figure 9: Coating delamination
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Figure 10: Carbonation of coating

Figure 11: Coating cracking
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2.1.3 Failure Mechanism of PCCP
In general, the failure of PCCP is either caused by the failure of prestressing wires which can
greatly reduce the structural capacity of the pipe or the overloading of the pipe that can cause
cracks in the pipe and seriously weaken its integrity. To evaluate the condition of the pipe, the
number and location of broken wires must be considered. The earth load caused by the weight of
soils should be considered as well to achieve more practical results.
2.1.3.1 PCCP failure due to broken wires
Most of the PCCP failures are related to the breakage of prestressing wires (AWWA, 2008; Bell
and Paulson, 2010). Once the wire breaks, due to the release of prestress, the wire will have
some degree of slippage depending on the quality of the bond between the wire and the mortar
coating. This slippage causes cracks in the mortar. The volume of the wire expands due to the
release of the prestress which can cause cracks in the mortar. Finally, the corrosion products,
generally F3O4, expand and cause cracks in the mortar. The cracks in mortar coating make it easy
for the passage of groundwater with chemicals, and more wire breaks occur. According to a
forensics study and monitoring records (Woodcock, 2008; Stroebele et al., 2010), the wires
generally break in groups (all the wires break within a certain region, this usually occurs in pipe
sections, not in pipeline; see Figure 7): once one wire breaks it may cause micro-cracks in the
mortar between the spacing; and then groundwater or moisture seeps in and reach adjacent wires;
the subsequent corrosion to these wires causes more wire breaks.
The prestressing wire is the primary component of PCCP. Once it fails, the concrete core loses
compression. Since concrete has very low tensile strength, and the steel cylinder has limited
structural capacity, the pipe cannot hold the soil load and the operation pressure without the
prestressing wires.
The breakage of prestressing wires is mainly caused by the brittleness of the wire induced by the
hydrogen during the corrosion process. According to the forensics study conducted in utilities
(Price et al., 1998; Crook and Henry, 2009), most of the wire failures are caused by hydrogen
embrittlement (HE) or stress corrosion cracking (SCC). For HE, it is generally considered to be
a result of an absorption of atomic hydrogen into the high-strength prestressing wire, which
makes the wire brittle and fail at only 60-65% of their tensile strength. For SCC, its cracking
process is thought to be the crack propagation in the crack tip with the evolvement of the
hydrogen in acid conditions and the hydrogen is generated during the corrosion process (Price et
al., 1998).
The corrosion of the prestressing wire is dependent on two conditions: the presence of aggressive
agents and damage to the passivating film on the surface of the prestressing wires (Bentur et al.,
1997; Broomfield, 2006; Mietz et al., 1997; Price et al., 1998). These two conditions will be
detailed in following sections.
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2.1.3.1.1 Corrosion initiation
The ingress of aggressive agents occurs in two scenarios: slow penetration via the pores in the
mortar coating (Broomfield, 2006; Mietz et al., 1997) and the penetration via the cracks in the
coating (Romer et al., 2008).
For the first scenario, the chemicals penetrate through the microstructure of cast concrete or
spray coating; this process is generally very long (can be decades) and the PCCP, depending on
the quality of the mortar coating, may not be seriously damaged due to the corrosion within its
life expectancy. If the groundwater is rich in CO2, the carbonation occurs and this erodes the
mortar coating, making the ingress of the chemicals much easier.
For the second scenario, cracks could generate in mortar coating during its delivery, installation,
or operation process. If the bedding is not good, for example, if there are rocks in the bedding,
the pipe cracks in the mortar coating. Excess earth cover will also cause cracks at the springline
of the pipe. The cracks in the mortar coating make it susceptive to the passage of aggressive
agents and subsequent wire corrosion and failure.
2.1.3.1.2 Corrosion process
Once the chemicals reach the prestressing wire, the acids reduce the pH value of the alkaline
environment of the wire; then the de-passivating agents such as chloride damages the passivating
film that protects the wire. With the availability of moisture and oxygen, the corrosion starts due
to the anodic and cathodic reactions (Broomfield, 2006):
Fe→Fe2++2e-

(Equation 2-1)

2e-+2H2O+1/2O2→2OH-

(Equation 2-2)

Fe2++H2O →FeOH++H+

(Equation 2-3)

In this process, with the presence of oxygen (O2) and water (H2O), the atomic hydrogen is
generated. The availability of oxygen governs the rate and continuity of the corrosion process.
However, the rate of hydrogen generation and the corrosion rate are not easy to predict, because
it is hard to know the available amount of oxygen and moisture reaching the wire surface. Some
statistical simulation shall be conducted to consider these factors and correlate the corrosion
process of the wire with the surrounding environmental factors such as soil moisture, ground
water table, chemicals in the soil, etc.
Prestressing wires are categorized as Class I, II, III, or IV wire. According to the forensic studies
conducted by utilities and engineering consulting companies (Woodcock, 2008; Lewis, 2003),
these high strength wires are sensitive to hydrogen. The higher strength they have, the more
sensitive they are to hydrogen. Class I and II wires generally have very good performance in pipe
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service life; Class III wire is a little complicated in its manufacture process, due to the heat
generated during the rod drawing process, it has similar properties as Class IV wire which is very
sensitive to hydrogen. Forensic studies (Woodcock, 2008; Stong et al., 2007) show that Class IV
wire is extremely sensitive to hydrogen.
Corrosion of prestressing wire is difficult to quantify but mostly depends on the available amount
of oxygen and moisture on the surface of the wires, and the availability of chlorides and the pH
value in the wire’s environment.
Compared with the corrosion process, the hydrogen embrittlement of the high-strength
prestressing wires is more complicated. Current research has not reached agreement on the
mechanism of hydrogen embrittlement (Betti et al., 2005; Price et al., 1998; Gibala and
Hehemann, 1980; Turnbull, 1995; Flis, 1991). Considering the HE test of class II wires for
example, Class III wire can be extremely variable in HE performance, from very good with no
failures in over 100 hours, to very poor (“very poor” means that the wire fails within very short
time, for example, wires fail within 10 hours are defined as “very poor”.). Richard Lewis from
Lewis Engineering has tested a significant amount of Class III wires. It was found that class III
wire is very similar to class IV wire in terms of the sensitivity to HE.
The corrosion and hydrogen embrittlement process are complicated and not fully understood.
However, with the help of technology, some indicators of this deterioration can be captured. In
current practice, Acoustic Fiber Optic (AFO) monitoring systems are used to capture the wire
break activity in real time. Existing broken wires can be detected by electromagnetic tools.
2.1.3.2 PCCP failure due to overloading
The major loads for PCCP are external earth load and internal pressure. Generally, high earth
load will impose high flexural stresses on the pipe concrete core. The earth load is usually
higher than internal pressure and governs the cracking of the pipe. Under earth load and internal
pressure, the springline, crown and invert are the places that have the maximum tensile stress.
For the pipe subjected to only earth load, the crown, invert and springline have the maximum
tensile stress. Under internal pressure, only the inner layer of the pipe is under tensile stress and
the outer side of the pipe is under compression. With two loads together, the tensile stress is
reduced at the springline and increased at crown and invert. So in practice, longitudinal cracks
are common for pipes with excess earth cover.
2.2 Review of Major Condition Assessment Technologies for PCCP
To inspect the condition of the pipe and provide reference for pipeline management, several
inspection and monitoring technologies have been developed. This section summarizes the most
commonly used technologies such as sonic and ultrasonic, electromagnetic, and acoustic fiber
optic monitoring technologies. Sonic and ultrasonic technologies are used to detect the condition
of the concrete core and mortar coating, such as cracks, delamination, and wall thinning.
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Electromagnetic technologies detect the location and number of broken wires. Acoustic fiber
optic monitoring systems monitor the wire break activity in real time when the pipe is in service.
Other technologies such as leak detection technologies, impact echo (Wardany, 2008), visual and
sounding inspection (Padewski et al., 2007), and soil corrosivity of the surrounding soil (Paul,
2003) are not mentioned in this section. Due to the limited number of literature sources covering
these technologies however, it is not easy to justify the capabilities and limitations of these
technologies based on a few independent papers.
2.2.1 Sonic and ultrasonic technology
Lewis and Fisk (2005) summarized sonic and ultrasonic technologies used to detect pipe flaws
such as wire failures, delamination, cracks, and the thinning of wall thickness. This technology
directly measures the transmission velocity of both the compression and shear waves and the
reflected phases of the compression wave. Based on the transmission velocity, the elastic
deformational characteristics of the concrete, such as Young’s, shear and bulk moduli, and
Poisson’s Ratio can be determined. The reflected signals resonate at a frequency that is related to
the compression wave velocity and the thickness of the concrete. The average strength of
concrete core, the presence of delamination, spalls, or pipe thinning can be determined by
measuring the resonation frequency. The application of this technology has been covered in
many other literatures (Fisk and Marshall, 2006, 2009, 2010; Wardany, 2008; Marshall and Fisk,
2010).
Though this technology has been frequently used to detect cracks, delamination, wall-thinning,
etc., it still has limitations:


The inspection process is not automated, so it takes excessive amount of time for the
inspection of long-distance pipelines.
 This technology cannot detect the condition of prestressing wires, especially for the ongoing corrosion of the prestressing wires.
 Dimensions such as the width and depth of a crack cannot be determined. The specific
location and type of cracking (micro or macro) can be determined with sonic and
ultrasonic tests, however, the detailed dimensions of the cracks are very important for the
structural analysis of the pipe.
 The corrosion state and the degree of hydrogen embrittlement of the wires cannot be
detected.
 The pipeline has to be dewatered prior to the inspection.
In the literature review, little information was found regarding the accuracy in detecting broken
wires when using sonic and ultrasonic technology.
2.2.2 Electromagnetic technologies
There are currently two electromagnetic (EM) technologies commonly used in PCCP inspection:
Remote Field Eddy Current/Transformer Coupling (RFEC/TC) and P-wave. Galleher et al. (1998)
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introduced the application of EM tools to detect distressed PCCPs in San Diego County Water
Authority. The EM technology uses moving platforms equipped with EM systems composed of
an emitter and a receiver. The emitter generates an EM field, and the receiver catches the EM
energy transmitted through the prestressing wires. If there is a broken wire, the recorded signal at
the receiver shows an anomaly (Wardany, 2008; Kong and Mergelas, 2009; Kong et al., 2010).
Studies have shown that EM technologies have good accuracy in detecting the number and
location of broken wires for the middle part of the pipe section (Parks et al., 2001; Catalano et al.,
2009; Kong and Mergelas, 2009; Kong et al., 2010). The application of EM technologies have
also been mentioned in other papers (Mergelas et al., 2001; Parks et al., 2001; Bambei and Lewis,
2005; Kong and Mergelas, 2005; Dion and Zarghamee, 2008; Kong and Mergelas, 2009;
Catalano et al., 2009; Harren and McReynolds, 2010).
Most EM tools work inside the pipe. However, new tools have been developed to work outside
of the pipe or swim inside the pipe. For those tools that only work inside the pipe, dewatering of
the pipeline is required prior to the inspection. Biggar (2010) introduced a new tool which can
perform the inspection outside of the pipe. However, the soil above the pipe must be removed,
making it only for local inspection and not for whole pipeline. Free-swimming tools have been
developed for both small diameter (24”- 48”) and large diameter PCCP. These tools can perform
inspections of pipelines in service based on the EM technique (Kong and Mergelas, 2007; Kong
et al., 2010). Field tests using this tool showed good agreement with the results of other EM
inspections taken inside the dewatered pipe.
EM technologies have widely been used by utilities to detect the broken wires in PCCP.
However, there are still some limitations:








EM technology is sensitive to all magnetic components of a pipe and its surroundings.
Therefore, when steel other than the cylinder and wires are close to or part of the pipeline,
signal distortions are generated. This may mask wire break signals or cause anomalies
that may be misinterpreted. This is quite common for the inspections at the joints of
PCCP (Wardany, 2008). The accuracy problems of EM tools at pipe joints could lead to
inaccurate condition evaluation using models, especially numerical models which heavily
rely on the number of broken wires for further analysis.
There are accuracy problems for PCCPs repaired with steel components. For example,
the external tendons, internal or external steel bands, steel slip lining, and internal joint
seals can affect the electromagnetic signal, causing accuracy problems in the inspection.
The welding conditions of the steel cylinder can mask actual damage or mimic damage
where none exists, leading to overestimating or underestimating the wire break damage
(Galleher et al., 1998; Ojdrovic et al., 2009; Woodcock, 2010).
The wire break damage is estimated by measuring the physical length of an anomaly and
comparing the length against a calibration curve for a similar pipe section. However, the
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calibration process is not always available for some utilities (Catalano et al., 2009; Kong
et al., 2010).
The circumferential location of the wire break cannot be detected (Dion and Zarghamee,
2008; Wardany, 2008). However, the circumferential location of the broken wire in very
important since it has much influence on the stress redistribution after wire breaks (Ge
and Sinha, 2011b).
The corrosion state and the degree of hydrogen embrittlement of the wires cannot be
detected by EM tools.

2.2.3 Acoustic Fiber Optic monitoring technologies
Holley and Diaz (2001) introduced Acoustic Fiber Optic (AFO) monitoring in PCCP pipelines.
AFO is a technology used to monitor the wire break activity when PCCP pipeline is in service.
When a prestressing wire breaks, there is a release of energy which transmits in the form of a
sound wave in the water (Tennyson and Morison, 2005; Higgins and Paulson, 2006; Bell et al.,
2009; Bell and Paulson, 2010). AFO technology uses the water in the pipe as the medium to
transmit the acoustic wave to the sensors. The arrival time of the “wire break signal” to the
sensors spaced along the length of a pipeline is recorded, and then the location of the wire break
is determined. AFO technology is used for both short-term (less than a year) and long-term
monitoring (Diaz et al., 2005; Galleher et al., 2009).
Many utilities are now using AFO technology to monitor the real time wire breakage activity in
their PCCP pipelines. However, this technology has some limitations in practice.







Only wire break activities that occur when the pipe is in service can be recorded. The
wire breaks that already exist cannot be detected. Therefore, other technologies (mainly
EM technologies) must be used to get the baseline condition of the pipe prior to the
installation of the AFO monitoring system (Wardany, 2008; Zarghamee et al., 2011a).
However, using EM and AFO technologies together can have accuracy problems,
because the EM tools have difficulties in detecting the wire beak at pipe ends. AFO
technology cannot detect the wire breaks when the pipe is dewatered although the system
that is already installed.
The circumferential location of the wire breaks cannot be determined.
The accuracy of this system in determining the location of broken wires is not well
addressed in published literature. According to the discussion on PCCP Forum held on
ASCE Pipelines Conference 2012, the accuracy of AFO is within one diameter of the
pipe when detecting the location of broken wires. This range of error becomes critical
when the wires break near pipe ends.
The corrosion state and the degree of hydrogen embrittlement of the wires cannot be
detected.
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2.2.4 Summary of the capabilities and limitations of condition assessment technologies
The sonic and ultrasonic, EM, and AFO monitoring technologies have played important roles in
detecting the defects such as cracks, the delamination or thinning of the mortar, and the number
and location of broken wires. However, these technologies have limitations in practice. Sonic
and ultrasonic technologies take long time for long-distance pipeline inspection since it is not
automated. The EM technology has accuracy problems in detecting the wire beaks at the ends of
PCCP due to the complex structure. The AFO system cannot record the wire break activities
when the pipe is dewatered. Neither EM nor AFO technologies can provide the circumferential
location of the broken wires which is important information for stress redistribution evaluation in
structural analysis (Ge and Sinha, 2011b). None of these technologies can provide the corrosion
conditions, especially the hydrogen embrittlement of the prestressing wires which is the cause of
most pipe failures.
2.3 Review of Existing Models
Considerable research has been conducted to either predict the failure or the condition of PCCP.
Based on the data and methodology used, existing models are categorized into three groups: 1)
models based on recordings of condition assessment technologies, 2) models using on statistical
analysis and advanced mathematical analysis such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), and 3)
models using 2-dimentional (2D) or 3-dimentional (3D) finite element (FE) analysis.
2.3.1 Review of models based on condition assessment technologies Data
Some research has been conducted to predict the performance of PCCP using the inspection or
monitoring records of PCCP. Information such as the thinning of pipe wall thickness, the number
of wire breaks, etc. is used for long-term prediction.
2.3.1.1 Decay rate analysis using sonic and ultrasonic inspection results
Fisk and Marshall (2006) have used the results of sonic and ultrasonic inspection to determine
the deterioration rate of PCCP. By comparing the datasets of measurements at two different
times, the deterioration rate can be determined. In their research, the decay rating system is based
on two parts: 1) the absolute pipe quality determined in 2002, and 2) the rate of decay
determined by comparing 1999 and 2002 datasets. The comparison of this method with the field
testing and the structural analysis using finite element method shows consistency.
This method provides a way to predict the long-term deterioration of PCCP. However, since the
decay analysis is based on only two time points, the results assume a linear decline and might not
be reliable. If more points are available, then a decay curve can be constructed with more
reliability.
2.3.1.2 Deterioration rate analysis based on AFO records
Wrigglesworth and Higgins (2010) used the data from AFO monitoring to determine the
deterioration rate of PCCP. Since this technology can record the wire breaks as they occur when
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the pipe is in service, by analyzing the wire break activities over a period of time, the
deterioration rate of PCCP can be determined. Since wire breaks are the major factor weakening
the structural capacity of the pipe, by monitoring this number and the deterioration rate, the
prediction of the pipe failure can be conducted.
The failure of prestressing wires is generally influenced by the complex corrosion activities and
many factors such as the availability of water, oxygen, chemicals, etc. are involved. The
prediction of the deterioration rate is not predictable without considering the factors that
influence the wire corrosion activities.
2.3.2 Models using statistical and advanced mathematical methods
Many statistical, probabilistic models, and advanced mathematical models have been developed
for PCCP. Many methods such as regression, ANN, and fuzzy techniques are used to predict the
wire failures or conditions of PCCP.
2.3.2.1 Wire failure prediction using ANN
Amaitic and Amaitic (2008) developed a model to predict the failure of wires using ANN. This
model considers nine input variables that affect the deterioration process of PCCP such as
monitoring period, age, soil condition, internal pressure, soil density, soil cover, wire wrap
condition, wire diameter, and wire pitch. In this paper, some of the results of the models showed
adequate performance. However, the prediction of wire failures is not accurate when the input
patterns have large varieties. This is because the method proposed in this paper does not consider
many factors (e.g. wire type) that affect the wire performance.
2.3.2.2 Use of fuzzy techniques
Rajani et al. (2006) translated distress indicators obtained via inspection technologies into the
condition rating of PCCPs, by using fuzzy techniques to incorporate engineering judgment and
experience. The factors they used for long term behavior and performance of the pipe include
pipe size, internal pressure, water quality, soil condition, etc. They assumed that those adverse
impacts on the pipe caused by corrosion, cracking, etc. are reflected in the distress indicators
which are captured by inspection technologies. However, the condition rating of a specific pipe
segment relies heavily on the reliability of inspection methods.
This paper did not address issues such as reliability and accuracy of technologies. However, such
information is important in translating the distress indicators to condition rating. The fuzzy
synthetic evaluation process only handled uncertainties related to vagueness (fuzziness), while
the other components of uncertainty such as ambiguity were not addressed.
2.3.2.3 Weibull distribution and Ogive curves
In AWWARF report (2008), statistical models based on Ogive curve and Weibull distribution
were developed to estimate the remaining service life of the PCCP pipelines. The Ogive curve is
used to forecast future failures of PCCP that already occurred; The Weibull distribution is used
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to incorporate unfailed pipe to predict failure rates. Ogive curve can be used to graphically
express the cumulative frequency distribution. It is based on historical PCCP failure data to
estimate the proportion of data that falls above or below a certain value (percentage). In this
report, Ogive curve is used to plot the cumulative frequency of PCCP failures as a function of
age. By using the Ogive curve, the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles can be determined, which
represent the number of years it will take for 25, 50 and 75 percent of pipe failures to occur.
Zarghamee et al. (2011b) also utilized Weibull distribution to predict the failure of PCCP based
on long-term PCCP failure records.
Both Ogive curve and Weibull distribution are based on a large volume of historical PCCP
failure data. If there is not enough data, the reliability of the prediction results will be low. Also,
since PCCPs fail due to many factors, the prediction results based on the Ogive curve shall be
used with caution, because it assumes that PCCP failure is a function of age, no other factors are
considered. Both Ogive curve and Weibull distribution can only be used to predict pipe failures
over time, it cannot provide the condition state of the pipe based on other factors
2.3.2.4 Predictability and preventability of PCCP failure
Sinha and Kola (2009) put forward a method to calculate the predictability and preventability
index for PCCP failure. The predictability index indicates the inherent, theoretical predictability
of key types of pipe failures. It is calculated by identifying high priority pipe types (LCP or ECP)
and characterizing their failure modes, mechanism, conditions, indicators, reliability of indicators,
lead-time of the indicators, and other factors. The preventability index indicates the technical and
economical methods of preventing key types of pipe failures. The pipe failure preventability
index is similar to the predictability index, but it considers the capability of existing inspection
technologies for measuring the required failure indicator parameters.
The predictability index is calculated using an arithmetic mean. To avoid eclipsing, if any value
is indicating a higher likelihood of failure, the index thus calculated will indicate a high
likelihood of failure. The lead-time contribution of a factor is considered when the factor
reiterates itself through the calculations.
This method uses historical data, taking many parameters such as manufacture, construction, and
operation parameters into account. However, this method cannot predict the remaining structural
capacity of the pipe, which requires sophisticated computation considering the material
properties, loading conditions, etc.
2.3.2.5 Models using other methods
Models have been developed to predict the failure of PCCP using fuzzy Markov techniques
(Marshall et al., 2005; Kleiner et al., 2004) when data is scarce or unreliable. Prosser (1996)
predicted the future performance of PCCP based on failure rate analysis. Probabilistic model or
statistical models have been developed to determine the remaining useful life of PCCP (Nelson
2005). Bradish et al. (1995) have used linear extrapolation to estimate the failure of PCCP
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manufactured by Interpace with Class IV wire. These methods need rich long-term historical
data. These analyses are based on only few parameters and only predict the failure of PCCP.
Detailed information such as the remaining structural capacity cannot be predicted, which is case
by case and needs computations considering physical properties and loading conditions.
2.3.3 Physical models
Considerable research has been conducted to evaluate the condition of PCCP using physical
models. Among those studies, numerical simulation methods such as finite element (FE) method
have been used. Linear or nonlinear finite element analysis for 2D or 3D problems is widely used
in PCCP modeling. Loads such as soil pressure, internal pressure, live traffic loads, prestress,
and gravity of pipe body and water are considered.
2.3.3.1 Analytical models
Zarghamee et al. (1990) proposed a multi-layered model for PCCP structural analysis. This
model considers the nonlinear material properties of the concrete and steel used in PCCP. The
combined loading conditions such as internal pressure, the soil cover, and the gravity of the pipe
are also considered.
In this model, the interaction between the cylinder and concrete cores is not considered. The
prestressing wires are treated as an equivalent steel layer, which cannot provide information,
such as the stress redistribution, after some wire breaks. In addition, since this is a 2D model, it
cannot fully consider the broken wires at pipe ends.
2.3.3.2 Nonlinear 3D FE models
Zarghamee et al. (1993, 2001, 2002, 2003), Erbay et al. (2007), and Weare et al. (2007) conduct
3D structural analysis of PCCP using finite element method to analyze the structural response of
PCCP under combined loads. Their models consider the nonlinear properties of the materials of
the pipe. Loading conditions include the internal pressure, soil cover, and the gravity of the pipe
and water. The broken wires are also considered, but these models assume that all the broken
wires lose prestress completely.
Most of current nonlinear 3D FE models use equivalent radial pressure to simulate the effect of
prestressing wires. This does not consider the contribution of wire stiffness to the pipe structure.
Without the simulation of broken wires, the stress redistribution among the remaining wires
cannot be provided. These models do not fully consider the interaction between the cylinder and
inner/outer concrete cores. Only broken wires are considered in these models, other defects such
as delaminations and cracks are not considered. These models only consider the broken wires in
the middle part of the pipe, while most failures occur at pipe ends (Woodcock 2010).
Lee (2011) proposed multi-layer model based on equilibrium of forces to consider the different
pipe materials working together in PCCP. This model is used to simulate the rehabilitation with
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fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP). This model doesn’t consider the bond of mortar coating; neither
does it consider the effect of circumferential/longitudinal location of broken wires.
Rauniyar (2013) developed 3D FE model to simulate the three-edge bearing test for PCCP. In
this FE model, all pipe components were considered. The interaction between mortar coating and
concrete core was simulated using general contact. The steel cylinder is assumed to be
constrained by the concrete core and it was embedded within the concrete core. The interaction
between the prestressing wire and the concrete core was simulated using general contact. Both
concrete and mortar coating was simulated using concrete damaged plasticity model to simulate
their behavior under tension and compression. The properties of steel cylinder and prestressing
wire were assumed to be consistent with that specified in AWWA C304-07. The prestressing
wires were embedded within the mortar coating. The concrete shrink and creep was considered
following the equations to calculate the shrink and creep specified in AWWA C304-07. In
Rauniyar’s model, the bond condition of between the prestressing wire and mortar coating is
assumed to be perfect and no slippage occurs. This assumption doesn’t hold true when the wires
are broken and a certain length of the wire beyond the broken point would lose prestress.
Alavinasab et al. (2013) analyzed the effect of broken wires at different location of PCCP
including pipe end and pipe middle. The model considered the pipe end structure with spigot and
bell rings. The results showed that pipe ends are more sensitive to the broken wires. However,
the model doesn’t consider the bond quality of mortar coating, the broken wires are removed
from the model; neither does it consider the bedding condition.
2.3.3.3 Linear 2D and 3D FE models
Diab and Bonierbale (2001), Gomez et al. (2004), and Alavinasab et al. (2010) proposed linear
elastic PCCP models to analyze the performance of PCCP under loading conditions. All these
models are linear models, which cannot simulate the highly nonlinear failure process. These
models use equivalent radial pressure to simulate the prestress. They do not consider the pipe
defects such as delaminations and cracks. These models assume that the cylinder has perfect
contact with the concrete core and the pipe ends are not simulated.
2.3.3.4 New wire contact models
Xiong et al. (2010) proposed a new wire contact model, which simulates the contact between the
wire and concrete core for ECP. To apply the prestress in the wire, they simulate the whole wire
wrapping process. This can be very computationally expensive when simulating the whole pipe
section. This model assumes that the cylinder and concrete cores have perfect contact, which is
only true for pipes with small elastic deformations. This model has a difficulty in simulating the
pipe with broken wires, since the prestress is applied by simulating the wrapping process and
broken wires are discontinuous.
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2.4 Summary of Capabilities and Limitations of Condition and Performance Prediction
The condition assessment technology records are important and can be used to predict the future
deterioration of the pipe. However, these predictions are limited to one or two parameters such as
the wire break number. The prediction of the pipe’s structural condition relies on more physical
data such as defects, loading conditions, and physical properties of the material.
Statistical and advanced mathematical models have been used for the management of PCCP
pipelines. However, since these methods rely on long term historical data which is not always
available, it is not deemed reliable to predict the failure of PCCP with short history. Most of
these models consider only a few parameters and most of them focus on the prediction of pipe
failures, not pipe conditions. Since PCCP working in different locations are subject to varying
loading, bedding, and soil conditions, statistical analysis cannot be used to evaluate the
conditions of pipe sections.
The numerical simulation using either linear or nonlinear FE method in current literature has
been conducted to analyze the condition of PCCP. However, these FE models have limitations as
are summarized below:
1) Current models assume the wires have perfect contact with the bond before they fail, however,
they will lose prestress immediately after they break. Hence, broken wires are all removed from
the model. This is very conservative assumption. In practice, even after the wire breaks, some
amount of prestress still remains in the wire (Gomez et al., 2004; Woodcock, 2010), depending
on the quality of the bond. Therefore, the bond quality of the mortar coating should be
considered in the modeling.
2) Current models use radial pressure to simulate the effect of prestress in the wires. This method
cannot consider the contribution of the stiffness of the prestressing wires. Since some wires used
in the past were sensitive to HE and failed at stresses as low as 60-65% of their ultimate tensile
strength, it is important to know the stress level in the remaining wires after wire breaks. In
addition, the circumferential location of the broken wires is not considered in current models.
However, this is an important factor affecting the pipe condition.
3) Current models assume that the PCCP is fully fixed at the two pipe ends (Alavinasab et al.
2010). This boundary condition does not reflect the actual working conditions of the pipe. Also,
most of the current models focus on the middle part of the pipe. However, according to the
forensic studies of Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC), almost 85% of pipe
failures occur at the pipe ends. Therefore, pipe end structure should be considered if there are
wires broken at this location.
4) Current models do not consider the effect of bedding condition on the structural capacity of
PCCP. As has been identified in many forensic studies of failed PCCPs, bedding condition is
critical factor affecting the pipe condition.
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5) Current models either consider the cylinder has perfect contact with concrete cores or assumes
only the outer concrete core has connection with the cylinder (Gomez et al., 2004; Zarghamee et
al., 2003; 2006). Actually, during the failure process of the pipe, the cylinder has interaction with
the inner and outer concrete cores.
In sum, the limitations of current models should be improved to achieve more practical
evaluation of PCCP condition.
2.5 Contribution of the Proposed Research to the Current Literature and Body of
Knowledge
The contribution of the proposed research to the current literature and body of knowledge is
summarized below:






The extensive literature and practice review of PCCP failures provided a comprehensive
understanding of the failure factors, failure modes, and failure mechanism of PCCP. Most
importantly, it helped to identify the critical factors that could affect the pipe condition.
The review of technologies helped to understand the capabilities and limitations of
technologies, and review of existing models of PCCP was helpful to layout the direction
for improvement of future research.
A more comprehensive numerical model is developed for better analysis of the condition
of PCCP by accounting for critical factors that affect the pipe condition.
o An algorithm considering the bond between the prestressing wires and mortar coating
was proposed to have more realistic analysis of PCCP condition. Existing numerical
models remove broken wires completely from the model which is overly conservative
and causes unnecessary waste of limited budget.
o The effect of location of broken wires was analyzed. Previous research does not
consider the influence of circumferential and longitudinal location of broken wires on
the pipe condition.
o Four most common bedding conditions in practice were analyzed to investigate the
effect of various bedding conditions on the pipe condition. Previous research does not
consider the influence of bedding conditions on the pipe.
The model was verified using both lab tests and forensic data. It was further validated
using field observation data to demonstrate its functionality and applicability in the real
world.
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3 Data Collection
This chapter presents the data required for the development of the proposed PCCP model, which
includes pipe dimension data, material property data, pipe defects data, and loading data. The
sources of required data are discussed to help data collection.
3.1 Pipe Dimension Data
The dimension of each pipe components is required for model development. The dimensions are
available from specification sheets of the pipe. However, it has been found that there are
differences between the dimensions listed in the specification sheet and the actual dimensions
measured in forensic study. Therefore, the simulation results based on design dimension data
listed in specification sheets should be used with caution. Consistency between the design data
and actual data should be checked before using the simulation results. The pipe dimension data is
summarized in Table 6.
Table 6: Pipe dimension data
Pipe Dimension Data
Inside diameter (inch)
Outside diameter (inch)
Steel cylinder thickness
(inch)
core thickness (inch)
coating thickness (inch)
wire diameter (inch)
wire spacing (center to
center) or # of wraps/ft

Value

Pipe length (ft)
If the broken wires are at pipe
end, pipe end dimensions are
needed. The thickness (in
inch) of spigot and bell ring is
also required.
Thickness of Bedding (inch)
Trench width (ft)
3.2 Pipe Material Data
Both elastic and plastic property data of materials used in the pipe system should be considered,
which includes the materials of pipe components and the materials used in bedding, backfill, and
base material under the bedding, etc. The elastic material data is listed in Table 7.

Table 7: Material property data (elastic)
Material
Coating
Concrete core
Prestressing wire
Steel cylinder
Pipe end steels
Soil on top of the pipe
Backfill soil
Bedding material
Material under bedding

Young's Modulus (Pa)

Poisson's Ratio

Density (kg/m3)

The plastic property data of the materials should also be considered. For steel cylinder and
prestressing wires, the yield strength and ultimate strength should be collected. AWWA C301-07
(AWWA, 2007) has requirements for such data and can be used as reference in simulation.
The plastic property data of concrete and coating is critical in analyzing the failure mode of the
pipe. The compressive strength and tensile strength of concrete and coating can be estimated
using AWWA C301-07. In the proposed PCCP model, the elastoplastic behavior of concrete will
be simulated using concrete damaged plasticity (CDP) model. Parameters such as dilation angle,
eccentricity are needed. The compressive/tensile behavior and crack compression/tension
damage are needed as well (see Figure 12 - Figure 15). To obtain these data, uniaxial
compression/tension test and biaxial compression test of concrete should be conducted.
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Compressive Behavior
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Yield Stress (Pa)
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Inelastic Strain

Figure 12: Compressive behavior of concrete

Tension Behavior
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Figure 13: Tensile behavior of concrete
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1.50E-03

Crack Compression Damage
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Figure 14: Crack compression damage of concrete

Crack Tension Damage
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0.00E+00
0.00E+00

5.00E-04

1.00E-03
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Figure 15: Crack tension damage of concrete
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1.50E-03

To simulate the plastic behavior of soils used in backfill, the Mohr-coulomb model will be used,
which requires data such as cohesion (c), friction angle (∅) and shear strength (𝜏𝑓 ) which can be
determined via direct shear test.
3.3 Pipe Loading Data
The loadings considered in the model include internal working pressure, surge pressure, weight
of soil above the pipe, weight of pipe, weight of water inside the pipe, and the live surface load
on top soil. The internal working pressure and surge pressure can be calculated via hydraulic
modeling. Live surface load can be determined based on the land use of the top soil above the
pipe.
3.4 Pipe Defect Data
The pipe defect data includes the number and location of broken wires, the cracks or thinning of
mortar coating and concrete. The number of broken wires can be collected using electromagnetic
tools or real-time monitoring technologies. However, since these technologies cannot provide
circumferential location of the broken wires, sensitivity study of broken wires at different
locations should be conducted to get a range of the conditions of the pipe.
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4 Model Development
This chapter presents the development of PCCP model using finite element method. The pipe
components, the simulation of broken wires, interactions between different layers of pipe
components, and material constitutive models used to simulate the material behavior are
described in this chapter.
4.1 Introduction
As was summarized in the literature review on PCCP failure and existing models for PCCP,
especially numerical models, the key to practical evaluation of pipe condition is to consider the
pipe components (e.g. prestressing wires) and critical factors (e.g. bond of mortar coating) in the
model. Hence, in the proposed PCCP model in this research, all pipe components are considered,
and an algorithm is proposed to consider the bond between the mortar coating and the
prestressing wires.
Since PCCP is a composite pipe, the behavior of the pipe is determined by the properties of each
pipe material and their interaction. In the proposed model, the interaction between different
layers of pipe material is considered.
4.2 Finite Element Model of PCCP
Finite element (FE) method is used to analyze the condition of PCCP and FE software ABAQUS
is adopted in this research. In the finite element (FE) model, the prestressing wire is modelled
using three-dimensional (3D) linear truss element (T3D2). The concrete cores and mortar coating
are modelled using 8-node linear brick element with reduced integration (C3D8R). The steel
cylinder is also modelled using C3D8R element instead of shell element to consider the
interaction between the steel cylinder and concrete cores. The elements for each component of
the pipe are shown in Figure 16.
The interaction between the outer concrete core and the mortar coating is simulated using “*
SURFACE INTERACTION”, “*COHESIVE BEHAVIOR” option in ABAQUS. With surfacebased cohesive behavior simulation, the cohesion between the mortar coating and concrete core
can be considered.
For the interaction between the steel cylinder and outer (or inner) concrete cores, the
“*CONTACT PAIR, SMALL SLIDING” option is used. In the normal behavior definition, it is
assumed to be “Hard” contact, and the tangential behavior has “Penalty” friction formulation
with a friction coefficient of 0.57 (Rabbat and Russell, 1985).
The prestressing wires are embedded in the mortar coating, assuming the translational degrees of
freedom of the wires are constrained to the mortar coating. The relative slippage between the
prestressing wires and the mortar coating are neglected. For the interaction between the
prestressing wires and the outer concrete core, the “*CONTACT PAIR, SMALL SLIDING”
option is used. In the normal behavior definition, it is assumed to be “Hard” contact, and the

tangential behavior is assumed to be frictionless. The procedure of applying prestress in the
prestressing wire is achieved in three steps:





Step 1: Deactivate the coating and soil elements using “*MODEL CHANGE, REMOVE”
Step 2: Apply prestress in prestressing wires by assigning strain in the wire using
temperature drop method. After the temperature of the wire drops, it shrinks and
compresses against the concrete core to gain prestress. The prestress is assigned by using
the equation: 𝜎 = ∆𝑇 ∙ 𝛼, where 𝛼 is the thermal expansion coefficient of prestressing
wires and ∆𝑇 is the temperature drop needed to achieve the prestress 𝜎 in the prestressing
wire. Since after the wire shrinks against the concrete core when its temperature drops,
the concrete core gets compressed and deforms as well. Therefore, ∆𝑇 needs to be
adjusted and re-run these steps until the actual prestress 𝜎 in the prestressing wire is
consistent with the wrapping prestress in the wire during manufacturing.
Step 3: Add back coating and soil elements using “*MODEL CHANGE, ADD= STRAIN
FREE”, so there is no stress in coating and soil after the wire is prestressed.

For the interaction between the surrounding soil and PCCP, it is assumed that the soil has good
contact with the pipe, and there is no delamination between them when the pipe is working,
therefore, the soil surface is tied to the surface of the mortar coating, using “*TIE” constraint
option.
The illustration of the numerical model is shown in Figure 17. In the proposed model, loads such
as internal pressure, weight of soil, pipe, and the water inside the pipe are considered. If the pipe
is under the road or highway, the live traffic load will also be considered. For boundary
conditions of the model, the bottom of the model in Figure 17 is fully fixed (Ux = Uy = Uz = 0,
URx = URy = URz = 0). The top surface of the model is free, while the other four surfaces of the
model are assumed to be fixed only in the normal direction of the surface (either Ux = 0 or Uz =
0).
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Figure 16: Pipe components in PCCP FE model

Figure 17: Numerical model of PCCP
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4.3 Simulation of Broken Wires
As is summarized in section 2.1, the bond between the prestressing wire and mortar coating is a
critical factor in evaluating the condition of PCCP with broken wires. Forensic studies have
found that broken wires resume prestress beyond a certain length away from the broken point
because of the bond with the mortar coating (Gomes et al., 2004; Woodcock, 2010). However, in
current numerical models, the broken wires are completely removed from the analysis; hence,
the simulation results of such models could be very conservative. This would cause unnecessary
replacement of PCCPs that are still in good condition. Such conservative assumption causes big
economic loss, therefore, considering the bond between the prestressing wire and coating is very
important to get results much closer to actual condition of the pipe.
In analyzing the condition of PCCPs with broken wires, the most critical consideration is to
determine how much of the broken wire has lost prestress. In practice, the sonic/ultrasonic
technique can be used to determine the quality of concrete cores based on the frequency of the
stress wave. If the frequency of the wave indicates the concrete is properly prestressed, then it
can be further concluded that the wires in the tested range has full prestress. Similarly, if the
frequency of the stress wave indicates that the concrete has cracks, then it is interpreted that the
prestressing wires are either broken or have inadequate prestress. However, in current practice of
sonic/ultrasonic inspection, only circumferential positions at 2:00, 4:00, 8:00, and 10:00 are
tested, so the concrete quality in the area between these positions cannot be determined.
Moreover, inspecting each circumferential position is technically too time-consuming and costly.
In addition, the concrete core cracks could also possibly be caused by the lower prestress in
intact prestressing wires. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the length of broken wires losing
prestress in the pipe, so that a more realistic analysis of pipe condition can be achieved. In this
research, an algorithm is proposed to calculate the length of broken wires that loses prestress
considering the bond quality of the mortar coating.
The bond between the prestressing wire and coating provides cohesion which helps to resume
prestress in the broken wire after a certain length beyond the broken point. In most cases, the
bond strength is less than the tensile strength of the coating, because most times, the adhesive
failure occurs at the interface between the coating and the prestressing wire. In this research, it is
assumed that the average bond strength is 𝜎𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 , the prestress in the prestressing is 𝜎𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 , and the
diameter of the prestressing wire is 𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 . Then, the length needed to resume the prestress is
expressed below.
The analysis of this length is illustrated in Figure 18 and Figure 19.
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Figure 18: Prestress resuming in the broken wire of PCCP

Figure 19: External forces acting on the broken wire
Based on the equilibrium of the broken wire, equilibrium equations can be obtained as:
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∑ 𝐹𝑥 = 0
∑ 𝐹𝑦 = 0

(Equation 4-1)

{∑ 𝑀 = 0
From ∑ 𝐹𝑥 = 0, it can be derived as:
𝜽

𝜽
𝒅𝝋
𝒅𝝋
−𝑭𝟏 + ∫ 𝒅𝑭𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 ∙ 𝒄𝒐𝒔
∙ + ∫ 𝒅𝑵𝒓 ∙ 𝒔𝒊𝒏
=𝟎
𝟐
𝟐
𝟎
𝟎
Where,

(Equation 4-2)

𝒅𝑭𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 = 𝝈𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 ∙ 𝝅 ∙ 𝑫𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆 ∙ 𝒅𝒔

(Equation 4-3)

𝒅𝑵𝒓 = 𝒒𝒓 ∙ 𝒅𝒔

(Equation 4-4)

𝒅𝒔 = 𝑹 ∙ 𝝋

(Equation 4-5)

R is the diameter of the turns of prestressing wires
𝑭𝟏 = 𝝈𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆 ∙

𝝅 𝟐
∙𝑫
𝟒 𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆

(Equation 4-6)

From ∑ 𝐹𝑦 = 0, it can be derived as:
𝜽

∫ 𝒅𝑭𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 ∙ 𝒔𝒊𝒏
𝟎

𝜽
𝒅𝝋
𝒅𝝋
∙ − ∫ 𝒅𝑵𝒓 ∙ 𝒄𝒐𝒔
=𝟎
𝟐
𝟐
𝟎

(Equation 4-7)

The sum of all the moments about point O is zero, from ∑ 𝑀 = 0, it can be derived as:
𝜽

𝑭𝟏 ∙ 𝑹 − ∫ 𝒅𝑭𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 ∙ 𝑹 = 𝟎

(Equation 4-8)

𝟎

Since the purpose is to calculate the range of the wire lost prestress, therefore, equation (4-8) is
enough to obtain the results.
From equation (4-8), it can be further derived as:
𝜽
𝝅 𝟐
𝝈𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆 ∙ ∙ 𝑫𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆 ∙ 𝑹 − ∫ 𝝈𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 ∙ 𝝅 ∙ 𝑫𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆 ∙ 𝑹 ∙ 𝒅𝝋 ∙ 𝑹 = 𝟎
𝟒
𝟎

𝝈𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 ∙ 𝑹 ∙ 𝜽 = 𝝈𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆 ∙

𝟏
∙𝑫
𝟒 𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆
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(Equation 4-9)

(Equation 4-10)

Thus,
𝜽=

𝝈𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆 𝑫𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒆
∙
𝝈𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝟒 ∙ 𝑹

(Equation 4-11)

𝑳= 𝜽∙𝑹

(Equation 4-12)

The 𝜎𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 is generally around 1.09e10 Pa (158,250 psi), 𝜎𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 is lower than the tensile strength
of the coating. According to the test results done by Zarghamee et al. (1993), the tensile strength
of the coating is 4.33e6 Pa (628 psi). The average bond strength can be determined by direct
tension pull-out lab test (Tastani and Pantazopoulou 2009). In the model, a certain length of the
prestressing wire is removed (deactivated) from the model after it breaks, the prestress between
the broken point and the full-prestress resuming point is assumed to be linearly distributed, and it
is assigned by a program developed in this research (see Appendix A).
4.4 Pipe Material Models
In the proposed PCCP model, the nonlinear behavior of the materials is considered. This section
introduces the material constitutive models used for concrete core, mortar coating, prestressing
wires, steel cylinder, and soil.
4.4.1 Concrete
The nonlinear behavior of concrete and mortar coating is described using concrete damaged
plasticity (CDP) model which is available in ABAQUS software. The description of this model
is summarized below (ABAQUS, 2008).
CDP model was proposed by (Lubliner et al., 1989), and the yield function was further modified
by (Lee and Fenves, 1998) to account for the different evolution of strength under tension and
compression.
Strain rate decomposition: An additive strain rate decomposition is assumed for the model:
(Equation 4-13)
   el   pl
where  is the total strain rate,  el is the elastic part of the strain rate, and  pl is the plastic part
of the strain rate.
Stress-strain relations: The stress-strain relations are:
(Equation 4-14)
σ  (1  d )Del : (   pl )  Del : (   pl )
0

where D

el
0

el
el
is the initial (undamaged) elastic stiffness of the material; D  (1  d )D0 is the

degraded elastic stiffness; and d is the scalar stiffness degradation variable, and σ is the stress
tensor. Adopting notations of continuum damage mechanics, the effective stress is defined as
def
(Equation 4-15)
σ  D elo : (   pl )
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Thus eq. (4-14) can be written as:
σ  (1  d )σ

(Equation 4-16)

Hardening variables: Damaged states in tension and compression are characterized
pl
pl
independently by two hardening variables, ~t and ~c , which are referred to as equivalent

plastic strains in tension and compression, respectively. The evolution of the hardening variables
is given by
~t pl  ~ pl
pl
~
(Equation 4-17)
   ~ pl  ;   h(σ , ~ pl )   pl
 c 
Yield function: For the plasticity-damage model

F (σ,~ pl )  0

(Equation 4-18)

The specific form of the yield function is material-dependent.
Flow rule: Using non-associative plasticity flow rule, the plastic strain rate is given by
G (σ )
(Equation 4-19)
 pl  
σ
where  is the nonnegative plastic multiplier, and G is the material-dependent potential.
The evolution law for the damage variable d will account for the cracks in the concrete or mortar coating;
d = 0 implies no damage and d = 1 implies complete failure.

4.4.2 Steel
The prestressing wire and steel cylinder are simulated using elastic-perfectly plastic model, as is
shown in Figure 20 for simplicity purpose, as the hardening parameters for the steel used in steel
cylinder and prestressing wires are not available. The von Mises yield criterion is used to
represent the yielding of steel cylinder and prestressing wire in this research (Mendelson, 1968).
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Figure 20: Elastic-perfectly plastic model for steel
4.4.3 Soil
In the proposed numerical, the surrounding soil (including bedding soil) of PCCP is also
considered. The simulation of the soil is necessary because the weight of soil is important load
for PCCP working in the field. Also, the simulation of bedding soil is critical for more realistic
simulation of PCCP with different bedding conditions.
In this research the nonlinear behavior of the soil is simulated using Mohr-Coulomb model. The
Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion has been used for materials that yield when the actual shear stress
at any plane (𝜏𝑚 ) is equal to their shear strength (𝜏𝑓 ). This can be expressed as:
𝝉𝒎 = 𝒄 + 𝝈 𝐭𝐚𝐧 ∅=𝝉𝒇

(Equation 4-20)

Where, c is cohesion, ∅ is friction angle.
According to Mohr-Coulomb criterion, when the Mohr’s circle defined by the maximum and
minimum principal stress is tangent to the failure curve (straight line determined by the cohesion
and the friction angle, see Figure 21), the yield stress state is determined. The yield surface
defined by equation (4-20) is an irregular hexagon in the principal stress space, its projection on
the deviatoric plane is shown in Figure 22. The usefulness of the model is verified in Appendix B.
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Figure 21: Mohr-Coulomb model

Figure 22: The projection of the Mohr-Coulomb yield surface on deviatoric plane
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5 Model Verification
This chapter presents the verification of the proposed numerical model using both lab test data
and forensic data. In the verification using lab test data, the simulation results of the model were
compared against the test data provided by Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC).
Since the lab test cannot fully represent the working condition of the pipe, forensic data were
used as well, and were compared against the results of the proposed model. The verification of
the model helped to test the functionality of the model and adjust the parameters used in the
model.
5.1 Verification Using Lab Test Data
In lab test of PCCP, the response of the pipe under loads such as vertical load, internal pressure,
the weight of pipe and water inside the pipe, can be measured. These loads are the major loads
the pipe is subjected to when working in the field. The only differences are the application of
vertical loads and the support system of the pipe. In the lab test, the vertical load is applied on
the top of the pipe, while in the field, the actual soil weight is applied on the top arch surface of
the pipe; the pipe is directly placed on concrete or wood block in lab test, while its bottom arch
surface is supported by bedding and surrounding soils. Therefore, the system simulated in the lab
is different than the actual system when the pipe is working in the field. In this research, the lab
test data can help to verify the proposed model in simulating the pipe components, and the
interaction between different material layers.
5.1.1 Introduction
A 96-inch PCCP (ECP) from WSSC was tested at Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL)
in 1989. This test was conducted to confirm if the pipe condition, strength and overall ability
were consistent with pipe design. In this lab test, pipe deformations were recorded which were
used in this research to validate the proposed model. Due to data incompleteness, only the
springline diameter deformations were adopted for analysis. Since this lab test was conducted in
1989, the original report doesn’t have complete material property data. Some assumptions have
to be made before using the test results.
5.1.2 Pipe dimensions and material properties
The dimensions of the pipe are summarized in Table 8. The pipe materials provided in the
manual are presented in Table 9. The test report didn’t include other properties of the materials
used in the pipe. The properties such as Poisson’s ratio, density, and parameters used in concrete
damaged plasticity model were not provided in the report. This creates difficulties for simulation
because the material properties govern how the material performs under loading and wrong
material properties lead to inaccurate pipe deformation in the simulation. Due to unavailability of
some critical material properties in this test, some assumptions have to be made based on some
published literatures on PCCP and the basic requirements of pipe material properties specified in
AWWA C304-07.The material properties are assumed and summarized in Table 10.

Other properties of the materials include: The ultimate strength of steel cylinder is 3.87e+8 Pa
(56,100 psi). The wrapping stress is assumed to be 75% of its ultimate tensile strength, 1.24e+9
Pa (180,000 psi). Compressive strength of concrete is 72.58 MPa (10,526.41 psi) and its tensile
strength is 4.94 MPa (716.67 psi). The compressive strength of mortar coating is 37.90 MPa
(5,500 psi), and its tensile strength is 3.57 MPa (518 psi). The parameters used for concrete
damaged plasticity model are summarized in Table 11. Some of the parameters were referred
from published literature on application of concrete damaged plasticity models (Jankowiak and
Lodygowski, 2005).
Table 8: Pipe dimensions
Pipe Component

SI Unit
2.4384 m
0.1651 m
0.0318 m
0.0015 m
2.5464 m
0.0064 m
0.0008 m2
79.69 per m
6.11 m

Inside Diameter
Core thickness
Mortar coating thickness
Cylinder thickness
Cylinder inside diameter
Prestressing wire diameter
Prestressing wire area
Number of wire wraps
Pipe length

US Unit
96 inch
6.5 inch
1.25 inch
0.061 inch
100.25 inch
0.25 inch
1.193 inch2
24.29 per ft
20.03 ft

Table 9:Pipe material properties
Material Properties
Young's Modulus of concrete
Young's Modulus of steel
Ultimate tensile stress of wire
Yield stress of steel cylinder

SI
unit
(Pa)
3.22E+09
1.93E+11
1.65E+09
3.10E+08

US unit (psi)
4.67E+05
2.80E+07
2.40E+05
4.50E+04

Table 10: Material properties used in the model
Material
Concrete
Coating
Prestressing wire
Cylinder

Young's Modulus
Poisson's
Ratio
Pa
psi
3.22E+09 4.67E+05
0.17
2.51E+10 3.64E+06
0.17
1.93E+11 2.80E+07
0.30
2.07E+11 3.00E+07
0.30
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Density
kg/m3
lb/ft3
2322.61
145
2322.61
145
7832.80
489
7832.80
489

Table 11: Parameters of concrete damaged plasticity model
Parameters of CDP model
Dilation
38o
angle (ᵝ)
Eccentricity
0.1
(m)
f=fb0/fc
1.12
0.666
ᵞ
Concrete compression damage

Material Parameters
Concrete elasticity
32.2
E (GPa)
0.17
Poisson’s ratio (𝒗)
Concrete compression
hardening
Crushing
Stress [MPa]
strain
2.18E+01
0.00E+00
2.93E+01
7.47E-05
4.35E+01
9.88E-05
5.85E+01
1.54E-04
7.26E+01
7.62E-04
5.84E+01
2.56E-03
2.93E+01
5.68E-03
7.64E+00
1.17E-02
Concrete tension stiffening
Cracking
Stress [MPa]
strain
1.78E+00
0.00E+00
3.57E+00
3.33E-05
3.14E+00
1.60E-04
2.74E+00
2.80E-04
1.39E+00
6.85E-04
5.03E-02
1.09E-03

DamageC

Crushing strain

0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
7.47E-05
0.00E+00
9.88E-05
0.00E+00
1.54E-04
0.00E+00
7.62E-04
1.95E-01
2.56E-03
5.96E-01
5.68E-03
8.95E-01
1.17E-02
Concrete tension damage
DamageT

Cracking strain

0.00E+00
2.94E-02
1.42E-01
2.49E-01
6.15E-01
9.86E-01

0.00E+00
3.33E-05
1.60E-04
2.80E-04
6.85E-04
1.09E-03

5.1.3 Test setup
The pipe was tested in the horizontal position. The three-edge bearing load was applied
according to ASTM Designation: C 497-83, “Standard Methods of Testing Concrete Pipe,
Sections, or Tile” (ASTM, 1984). The 96-inch PCCP was supported by a continuous concrete
block. On the block, two1-inch-thick, 60-durometer neoprene rubber strips were placed with 8
inch apart. The three edge bearing load was applied through hydraulic rams working against the
bottom of the test floor. The force from loading rods were transferred to crossheads and further
transferred to the longitudinal loading beam. A 6 x 6 inch hardwood bearing block was placed
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between the loading beam and the pipe. Under the hardwood, a 1-inch-thick 60-durometer
neoprene rubber strip was placed to ensure even distribution of the load along the top of the pipe.
The bell ring and spigot ring of the pipe specimen were welded to a 0.75-inch-thick steel end
plates which were further bolted to the bulkheads. End plates were free to slide laterally in any
direction by approximately 1 inch. This facilitated the centering of the end plate rings on the pipe
rings.
Bulkheads were supported by a hydraulic cushion consisting of eight 10-ton hydraulic rams. The
pressure in these rams was maintained constant, thus the weight of the bulkhead was
counteracted during the test. In this way, the weight of the bulkhead wouldn’t transfer to the pipe
specimen or vice versa.
Steel restraining rods were used to react against the internal pressure working on the inside face
of each bulkhead. The force in the rods increased its elongation occurred as the pressure was
increased. The bulkheads were allowed to slide longitudinally within the joints. Each bulkhead
was mounted on a wheel and track assembly to accommodate the sliding. With this sliding,
bulkhead could roll in and out during the pressure testing without creating undesired forces in
response to sliding within the joint. The pipe was filled with water of room temperature the night
before testing and the testing lab was maintained at approximately 75 oF during the test.
The pipe deformations were measured across the vertical and springline diameters at mid-length
and at 3 ft from the bell end of the pipe. The deformations were measured using 2-inch linear
potentiometers connected to instrumentation reference frame at the top and sides and connected
to the lower support block at the bottom. Since the pipe end was not simulated in this research
due to the size of the model, only the deformations in the mid-length were adopted for
verification purpose. In this research, only springline diameter deformation was used for
comparison, because some of the vertical diameter displacements were missing.
The test setup is illustrated from the Figure 23 and Figure 24 below. The horizontal diameter
deformation was compared with simulation results.
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Figure 23: Loads and support in 96-inch PCCP lab test

Figure 24: Schematic of test setup for 96-inch PCCP (WSSC, 1989)
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5.1.4 PCCP model
The length of the tested pipe is over 6 m (20 ft). To save computation cost, only 2 m (39.37 inch)
of the middle part of the pipe was simulated. The PCCP model includes pipe components
including mortar coating, prestressing wire, concrete core, and steel cylinder. As was proposed in
Chapter 3, the interactions between different layers of pipe components are considered. The
interaction between concrete core and mortar coating was simulated using the surface-based
cohesive behavior. The interaction between the cylinder and concrete cores was assumed to be in
general contact. In the normal behavior “hard” contact was selected; and in the tangential
behavior, a friction coefficient of 0.57 was used according to related research (Rabbat and
Russell, 1985).
The top loading block and bottom supporting blocks were simulated and the interaction between
these blocks and the pipe was assumed to be in full contact and no sliding occurred during the
test. Loading block and bottom support blocks were constrained as rigid body to neglect the
deformation of these blocks.
The FE model used to simulate the lab test is shown in Figure 25. In this model, 45,481 elements
are used, including 17,331 2-node-3D linear truss elements (T3D2) for prestresing wires, and
28,150 8-node brick elements (C3D8R) are used for other components of the pipe.
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Figure 25: FE model used for lab test simulation
Loads such as weight of pipe, weight of water inside the pipe, the vertical load, and the internal
pressure are considered. The vertical load was simulated as pressure load placed on the top
surface of the loading block (see Figure 26). For boundary conditions, the bottom supporting
blocks were fixed in y-direction, assuming there is no displacement in y direction (namely, Uy =
0 at surface nodes of supporting block), but translations in other directions are free. Since the
simulated pipe model is only the middle part of the pipe, the back and front sections are actually
constrained by the deformation of the whole pipe. In this research, these two sections are
assumed to be free of constraints, because simulating the whole pipe is too large for computation.

Figure 26: Loads and boundary constraints
The wrapping stress in the prestressing wire is 1.24e+9 Pa according to the manufacture data, the
actual prestress of the prestressing wire in the model is shown in Figure 27. The error is 0.16%.
This error is caused by the size of mesh used for calculation. Theoretically, if both the
prestressing wire and concrete element can be meshed small enough, this error will be close to
zero.
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Figure 27: Actual prestress in prestressing wires
5.1.5 Simulation results and comparison with model results
The loadings and the corresponding pipe deformation are summarized in Table 12. Due to some
missing data in vertical diameter deformation, only springline deformations (diameter
deformation in horizontal direction, see Figure 28) were used for comparison in this research. In
Table 12, the vertical load is applied in the model in the form of equivalent pressure on top
surface of the loading block.
Table 12: Loads and pipe deformations
Loading
Step

Vertical
Load
(Pa)

Internal
Pressure
(Pa)

Springline
Deformation
(m)

1
2
3
4
5
6

1.62E+06
2.05E+06
2.04E+06
2.04E+06
2.00E+00
2.04E+06

2.76E+04
2.07E+05
4.83E+05
7.65E+05
1.04E+06
1.39E+06

0.00122
0.00180
0.00201
0.00224
0.00244
0.00287
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Figure 28: Springline deformation
The comparison of the lab test results and model simulations is shown in Table 13 and Figure 29.
From Table 13 and Figure 29, it can be seen that the model simulation results are generally
consistent with the lab test results. Loading step 1 and 6 have higher errors compared with lab
test results, this could be caused by the material properties used in this research. Since no
material property data was available, the assumed properties could cause accuracy problems in
the simulation results.
Table 13: Springline deformation comparison
Loading
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6

Springline Deformation
(m)
Lab test
Simulation
0.00122
0.00116
0.00180
0.00184
0.00201
0.00205
0.00224
0.00222
0.00244
0.00239
0.00287
0.00270
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Error
-4.6%
2.2%
2.0%
-0.9%
-2.1%
-6.1%

Figure 29: Comparison between lab test and model simulation in horizontal displacement
5.1.6 Conclusion of verification using lab test
The simulation results of the proposed model were compared against the lab test results to
validate the functionality of the model. The comparison showed that both simulation results and
lab test results are generally consistent. Some loading steps have higher errors which could
possibly be caused by material properties assumed in this research. The lab test report had some
information missing such as material properties which could lead to some errors in the
simulation.
5.2 Verification Using Forensic Data
In this verification, field observations such as the cracks in the pipe were used to verify the
validity of the proposed numerical model in analyzing the condition of the pipe. The location of
the observed cracks in concrete coating and core were compared against the results of the model.
5.2.1 Introduction
The 96-inch PCCP used this verification was installed in 1968 and the manufacturer of the PCCP
was Interpace Corporation. The pipeline was inspected in 2007 using electromagnetic (EM) tools
to detect the broken prestressing wires during which 25 wires were identified as broken wires in
one pipe section. In the end of June, 2010, several sudden wire break activities were recorded on
the same pipe section. Based on the records of previous electromagnetic (EM) inspection, this
pipe section was selected to take electrical resistance continuity test to identify the location of
broken wires. Approximately 100 wires were identified as broken wires. The pipe was taken out
of service to avoid possible failure.
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The circumferential location of the broke wires is approximately 9 o’clock springline (looking
from bell ring end, or 3 o’clock looking from spigot ring end). The longitudinal cracks on the
cast concrete coating are shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30: Cracks on external coating
Forensic study was conducted to identify the prestress level in the prestressing wires (see Figure
31). Test results showed that remaining prestess in the wires is 57% of the minimum tensile
strength of the wire which was supposed to be 75%.
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Figure 31: Testing of prestress in the prestressing wires
The cast concrete coating was found to have a sound bond with prestressing wires and concrete
core via hammer sounding. The field observation didn’t show delamination between the coating
and the prestressing wires (see Figure 32). This helped to explain why the pipe didn’t fail even
with approximately 100 broken wires.
The broken wires were found to be severely corroded and had failed initially due to corrosioninduced hydrogen embrittlement. Due to the release of prestress in the wires, the concrete core
cracked at locations of broken wires (see Figure 33).
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Figure 32: Coating and wires

Figure 33: Broken wires and cracked concrete core
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5.2.2 Pipe dimensions and material properties
The pipe dimensions are shown in Table 14. The properties of materials used in the pipe are
summarized in
Table 15. Since there was no information regarding to the cast concrete coating, it is assumed
that the coating and concrete core have the same properties. The pipe specifications of the pipe
are attached in Appendix C.
Table 14: Pipe dimensions
Pipe Component
Inside Diameter
Core thickness
Mortar coating thickness
Cylinder thickness
Cylinder inside diameter
Prestressing wire diameter
Prestressing wire area
Number of wire wraps
Pipe length

SI Unit
2.4384 m
0.1651 m
0.0318 m
0.0015 m
2.5464 m
0.0064 m
0.0008 m2
77.26 per m
4.89 m

US Unit
96 inch
6.5 inch
1.25 inch
0.061 inch
100.25 inch
0.25 inch
1.193 inch2
23.55 per ft
16.03 ft

Table 15: Material properties used in the model
Material
Concrete
Coating
Prestressing wire
Cylinder
Soil

Young's Modulus
Poisson's
Ratio
Pa
psi
2.22E+09 3.21E+05
0.17
2.22E+10 3.21E+06
0.17
1.93E+11 2.80E+07
0.30
2.07E+11 3.00E+07
0.30
6.90E+06 1.00E+3
0.25

Density
kg/m3
lb/ft3
2322.61
145
2322.61
145
7832.80
489
7832.80
489
1480.00
115

Other properties of the materials include: The ultimate strength of steel cylinder is assumed to be
3.87e+8 Pa (56,100 psi) since no such information is available in the specifications, and the yield
strength of steel cylinder is 2.28e+8 Pa (33,000 psi). The wrapping stress of the prestressing wire
is assumed to be 57% of its ultimate tensile strength, 1.45e+9 Pa (211,000 psi). Compressive
strength of concrete is 24.99 MPa (3,625 psi) and its tensile strength is 2.90 MPa (421.46 psi).
The coating is assumed to have the same compressive strength and tensile strength as concrete
because such information is not available in the pipe specifications. The other parameters of soil
include cohesion (c = 3.45 MPa), friction angle (∅ = 30o), and dilation angle (𝜓 = 0o). The
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parameters of concrete damaged plasticity model for the concrete used in this field verification
are summarized in Table 16.
Table 16: Parameters of concrete damaged plasticity model
Parameters of CDP model
Dilation
38o
angle (ᵝ)
Eccentricity
0.1
(m)
f=fb0/fc
1.12
0.666
ᵞ
Concrete compression damage

Material Parameters
Concrete elasticity
22.2
E (GPa)
0.17
Poisson’s ratio (𝒗)
Concrete compression
hardening
Crushing
Stress [MPa]
strain
7.50E+00
0.00E+00
1.01E+01
7.47E-05
1.50E+01
9.88E-05
2.01E+01
1.54E-04
2.50E+01
7.62E-04
2.01E+01
2.56E-03
1.01E+01
5.68E-03
2.63E+00
1.17E-02
Concrete tension stiffening
Cracking
Stress [MPa]
strain
2.46E+00
0.00E+00
3.57E+00
3.33E-05
2.30E+00
1.60E-04
1.06E+00
2.80E-04
2.78E-01
6.85E-04
6.97E-02
1.09E-03

DamageC

Crushing strain

0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
7.47E-05
0.00E+00
9.88E-05
0.00E+00
1.54E-04
0.00E+00
7.62E-04
1.95E-01
2.56E-03
5.96E-01
5.68E-03
8.95E-01
1.17E-02
Concrete tension damage
DamageT

Cracking strain

0.00E+00
4.03E-02
4.06E-01
6.96E-01
9.20E-01
9.80E-01

0.00E+00
3.33E-05
1.60E-04
2.80E-04
6.85E-04
1.09E-03

5.2.3 PCCP model for field verification
The PCCP model used for verification includes pipe components such as cast concrete coating,
concrete core, prestressing wire, and steel cylinder. The soil is also included to consider the soil
weight applied on the pipe when it was buried in the field. As was proposed in the model
development, the model considered the bond between the wires and coating. The broken wires
were simulated using the approach proposed in Chapter 3 for broken wires model. To save
computation cost, only 2 m (6.5 ft) of the pipe was modelled in this research.
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The FE model is shown in Figure 34. The model has 29,896 elements in total to simulate all
components of the pipe. The pipe in radial direction is meshed with 6 elements to get finer mesh
for more accurate results. The element types chosen for analysis are the same as are introduced
in section 4.2. The interactions between different layers of pipe components are the same as
described in section 4.2.
The loads include internal pressure (5.31e+5 Pa or 77 psi) and the weight of soil, pipe, and water
inside the pipe. For boundary condition, the bottom surface of the FE model is fully fixed, the
top surface of the model is free, and all other surfaces are fixed in their normal direction.

Figure 34: Finite element model for field test verification
5.2.4 Simulation results
The tensile damage on the cast concrete coating and concrete core is shown in Figure 35.
According to the simulation results, the external coating has tensile damage and the damage
evolves into the concrete core. As is shown in Figure 30 and Figure 36, the broken wires caused
cracks in concrete coating and concrete in approximately the same location of the pipe (9
o’clock). According to Figure 35, the crack penetrates till inner core and half of the inner
concrete core is damaged. In the forensic study, it was found that the outer concrete core cracked
through and reached to the steel cylinder (see Figure 37); the inner concrete core in contact with
steel cylinder also had cracks (see Figure 38), which are consistent with the simulation of the
model.
According to the simulation results of steel cylinder (see Figure 39), the steel cylinder has
highest stress of 2.11e+8 Pa which is below the yield strength (2.28e+8 Pa) of the steel cylinder;
therefore, the steel cylinder is still in the elastic zone without yielding. This is consistent with the
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field observation on the condition of the steel cylinder (see Figure 40) which shows no sign of
yielding. However, there are some corrosion stains due to water penetrated through the outer
concrete core. With more time, the penetrated water could corrode the steel cylinder, thinning it
till a critical thickness and causes cylinder failure.

Figure 35: Tensile damage on concrete coating and core, deformation scale factor=150

Figure 36: Cracks in concrete core
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Figure 37: Cracks in outer concrete core in contact with steel cylinder

Figure 38: Cracks in inner concrete core in contact with steel cylinder
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Figure 39: von Mises stress in the steel cylinder, deformation scale factor=150

Figure 40: Condition of the steel cylinder in forensic study
5.2.5 Conclusion of verification using forensic data
The verification of the model using forensic data shows that the results of the model is consistent
with observation in the location of cracks and the degree of damage (cracking through the outer
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concrete core till steel cylinder) in the concrete coating and concrete cores. The simulation
results of steel cylinder are also consistent with the field observation of the steel cylinder in the
forensic study.
5.3 Summary of Model Verification
This chapter presents the verification of the proposed model using both lab test data and forensic
data. In general, the comparison between the results of the proposed model and the test data (or
field observation data) showed good consistency, which proved the functionality of the model
and the proper selection of model parameters and assumptions. However, due to lack of data on
pipe material properties, some assumptions had to be made, which could cause some
inaccuracies in the results. In this verification, since these inaccuracies are within acceptable
range for guidance in the PCCP pipeline management practice, the proposed model is verified
for its functionality in practice.
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6 Model Validation
This chapter presents the validation of the numerical model developed to evaluate the condition
of PCCP. PCCP models for Embedded Cylinder Pipe (ECP) and Lined Cylinder Pipe (LCP)
were validated using field data from Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC). In
this chapter, section 6.1 describes the basic information of a 66-inch ECP, the model
assumptions, and simulations results. Section 6.2 summarizes the validation of LCP model using
a 42-inch LCP, and Section 6.3 summarizes the validation of LCP model using a 48-inch LCP.
6.1 Model Validation Using 66-inch ECP
This section presents the validation process for ECP model using a 66-inch ECP from WSSC. It
includes the introduction of the pipe used for analysis, the assumptions made for the analysis,
and the comparison between simulation results and field findings.
6.1.1 Background of the 66-inch ECP Used for Validation
The PCCP used in this validation is a 66-inch ECP (Pipe # 3-54) which was manufactured using
class IV wire by Interpace Corporation in Perryman, Maryland in 1977. The internal operating
pressure is approximately 120 psi based on the hydraulic grade line and as-built drawings of the
pipe. The pipe was placed in cut bed rock (see Figure 41) and a layer of gravel (ASTM C33 #57)
with a depth over 6 inches paved under the pipe. The pipe design information (design B was
supposed to be used) can be obtained in the pipe specification sheet in Figure 42.

Figure 41: Trench of 66-inch ECP

Figure 42: Specification sheet of 66-inch ECP (Design B)
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According to the field investigation, the pipe was found to have a high level of distress along its
entire length. WSSC suggested using an estimate of 120 broken wires centrally placed along the
pipe. In the field observation report, two regions experienced severe broken wires. Region I is
located between 8.5 feet from upstream joint (usj) and 11.5 feet from usj, and has approximately
45 out of 56 wire wraps broken; Region II is located between 11.5 feet from usj and 16.5 feet
from usj, and has approximately 93 broken wires. The locations of these two regions are shown
in Figure 43. Prestressing wires broke at approximately 5:30 with 7 wires unbroken but could
have broken somewhere else, as were indicated in Figure 44. Figure 44 also shows the cracking
of outer concrete core. The cracking location is approximately at 5:30, as was indicated by the
corrosion stains on the steel cylinder at 5:30 about 13.5 feet from the upstream joint (see Figure
45).

Figure 43: Locations with severe broken wires
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Figure 44: Broken wires in the region

Figure 45: Corrosion stains on the steel cylinder at 5:30
In the field investigation, it was found that the mortar coating at bottom of the pipe between 4:00,
6:00, and 8:00 clock position had poor quality, ranging between 5 feet from upstream joint and
the downstream joint of the pipe.
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The field observation report indicated 1/4 inch coating instead of 13/16 inch coating in the
specifications. In some places of the coating, the prestressing wires are exposed and some of
them are broken (see Figure 46 and Figure 47).

Figure 46: Exposed prestressing wires

Figure 47: Exposed prestressing wires (broken)
The earth cover by design is 10 feet, with H-20 live load (plus 50% impact) considered. In the
field, the pipe has an earth cover of 13.5 feet, with top surface paved as parking lot of a hotel as
indicated in Figure 48.
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Figure 48: Surface condition above the pipe
WSSC suggested running the model using data obtained from forensic study, e.g. 6 gauge wires
with 18.5 wraps per foot, and minimum ultimate wire stress of 282,000 psi.
6.1.2 Data gaps and assumptions
With most data needed for model development presented in Figure 42 and section 6.1.1, there are
still some data missing. The data gaps are summarized below:





Circumferential location of broken wires;
The plasticity parameters of concrete needed for nonlinear analysis to identify the failure
mode of the pipe;
Material properties (both elastic and plastic) of mortar coating;
Material properties of gravel.

These data gaps create uncertainties in building the model and could lead to different simulation
results. The most critical gaps are the plasticity parameters of concrete and the material
properties of mortar coating. The plasticity parameters of concrete govern how the concrete
degrades under loading; while the properties of mortar coating determine how much of broken
wire loses prestress. To continue the analysis, certain assumptions were made as below:




It was assumed that the wires were broken at 5:30 based on the indications in Figure 44
and Figure 45;
A set of plasticity parameters of concrete was assumed. More details can be found in
model development section 6.1.4.3;
The mortar coating was assumed to have the same material properties as concrete core,
the poor mortar coating between 4:00 and 8:00 (see red region in Figure 49) was assumed
to have 50% of the strength of mortar coating in other regions;
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Material properties of gravel used in pavement were used for this analysis (see more
details in section 6.1.4.3);

Figure 49: Mortar coating of PCCP
6.1.3 Methodology used to consider the bond quality of mortar coating
The analytical methodology proposed in section 4.3 was used to calculate the length that a
broken wire needs to resume prestress. It is assumed that the average bond strength of the mortar
coating is 𝜎𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 , the prestress in the prestressing wire is 𝜎𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 , and the diameter of the
prestressing wire is 𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 . Then, the length needed to resume the prestress is expressed below:
𝐿 =𝜃∙𝑅
𝜃=

(6-1)

𝜎𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
∙
𝜎𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 4 ∙ 𝑅

(6-2)

6.1.4 Numerical model for PCCP based on design data
This section presents the numerical model based on design data, the material properties used for
simulation, loadings and boundary conditions, and simulation results of the model.
6.1.4.1 Introduction
Based on design data presented in section 6.1.1, a numerical model was developed using finite
element method (FEM) to evaluate the condition of PCCP. In this numerical model, pipe
components such as mortar coating, concrete core, prestressing wires, and steel cylinder were
considered. Loadings including weight of soil, pipe, water inside the pipe, internal/surge
pressure, and the live load on top surface of the earth cover were considered (see Figure 50). The
FE model of PCCP is shown in Figure 51.
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Figure 50: Model of PCCP

Figure 51: FE model of PCCP
In this study, the wire bond strength (𝜎𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 ) was assumed to be the same as the tensile strength
(2.72 MPa) of mortar coating (the best scenario). According to equation (6-2), 𝜃 = 34°. In the
numerical model, it was assumed that the prestress between the broken point and full-prestress
resuming point is linearly distributed.
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6.1.4.2 Model dimensions
In this model, a total of 120 broken wires were considered, a length of 1 m (3.28 ft) was
simulated to save computation cost. The pipe dimensions are listed below:












Pipe diameter: 1.68 m (66 inch)
Cylinder thickness: 1.40 mm (0.05 inch)
Concrete core thickness: 0.13 m (5.00 inch)
Coating thickness: 6.35 mm (1/4 inch)
Wire size (#6): 4.9 mm (0.19 inch)
Wire spacing (18.5 wraps per foot): 0.17 m (0.65 inch)
Wire wrapping stress: 1.94e+9 Pa (282,000 psi)
Earth cover: 4.11 m (13.5 ft)
Trench width: 30 inch+Pipe O.D.+30 inch: 3.50 m (137.63 inch)
Depth of gravel (6 inch +): 0.20 m (8 inch)
Bed rock considered: 0.30 m (12 inch)

6.1.4.3 Material properties
The adopted properties of prestressing wire and steel cylinder are referred from AWWA C30407. The yield strength of cylinder is 1.86e+8 Pa (27,000 psi). Yield strength of prestressing wire
is 1.72e+9 Pa (249,050 psi), according to Equation 2-4 in AWWA C304-07.
The Young’s modulus of concrete was calculated according to Equation 5-2 from AWWA C30407, namely, 𝐸𝑐 = 158𝛾𝑐 1.51 (𝑓𝑐′ )0.3
Where, 𝛾𝑐 = 145 lb/ft3
𝑓𝑐′ = design 28-day compressive strength of concrete in psi.
According to the specification sheet in Figure 42, the minimum compressive strength of concrete
is 3,200 psi, therefore, according to Equation 5-2 from AWWA C304-07, Ec= 3.09e+6 psi
(2.13e+10 Pa).
The properties of gravel (ASTM C33 #57), and bed rock were adopted from typical material
properties of pavement materials from Cornell University (Cornell, 2015).
The material properties used in this model are listed in Table 17 below:
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Table 17: Mechanical property of materials
Young's Modulus
Material
Concrete
Soil
Prestressing wire
Cylinder
Gravel
Rock
Mortar coating
Poor coating

Pa
2.13E+10
6.90E+06
1.93E+11
2.07E+11
3.00E+08
6.00E+09
2.13E+10
1.07E+10

psi
3.09E+06
1.00E+03
2.80E+07
3.00E+07
4.35E+04
8.70E+05
3.09E+06
1.54E+06

Poisson's
Ratio
0.17
0.25
0.30
0.30
0.35
0.18
0.17
0.30

Density
kg/m3
2322.61
1840.00
7832.80
7832.80
1520.00
2650.00
2322.61
2322.61

lb/ft3
145.00
114.87
488.99
488.99
94.89
165.43
145.00
145.00

According to Equation 5-1, AWWA C304-07, the tensile strength of concrete is: 𝑓𝑡′ = 0.58√𝑓𝑐′ ,
therefore, 𝑓𝑡′ = 2.72MPa.
In this model, the concrete damaged plasticity (CDP) model was adopted to simulate the elastoplastic behavior of concrete. The parameters of CDP model for concrete were not available, so
the data used in this model was adopted from other published literatures (Jankowiak and
Lodygowski, 2005), considering the compressive and tensile strength of the concrete used in this
pipe. Since the CDP model governs the nonlinear behavior of concrete, the difference between
the data used in this model and the actual properties of concrete in the pipe could lead to
accuracy problems in the analysis of failure modes.
The parameters used in this model are listed in following tables (Table 18 to Table 22) and
figures (Figure 52 to Figure 55).
Table 18: Parameters for CDP model
Dilation Angle

Eccentricity

fb0/fc0

K

Viscocity
Parameter

38

0.1

1.12

0.66

5.00E-05
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Table 19: Compressive behavior of concrete
Compressive Behavior
Yield Stress (Pa) Inelastic Strain
4.00E+06
0.00E+00
1.00E+07
8.00E-05
1.20E+07
1.00E-04
2.21E+07
7.50E-04
1.80E+07
2.60E-03
9.00E+06
5.68E-03
4.00E+06
1.10E-02

Compressive Behavior
2.50E+07

Yield Stress (Pa)

2.00E+07
1.50E+07
1.00E+07
5.00E+06
0.00E+00
0.00E+00 2.00E-03 4.00E-03 6.00E-03 8.00E-03 1.00E-02 1.20E-02

Inelastic Strain

Figure 52: Compressive behavior of concrete
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Table 20: Tension behavior of concrete
Tension Behavior
Yield Stress (Pa) Cracking Strain
1.50E+06
0.00E+00
1.90E+06
1.50E-05
2.72E+06
8.00E-05
8.70E+05
2.90E-04
2.30E+05
7.00E-04
6.20E+04
1.20E-03

Tension Behavior
3.00E+06

Yield Stress (Pa)

2.50E+06
2.00E+06
1.50E+06
1.00E+06
5.00E+05
0.00E+00
0.00E+00

5.00E-04

1.00E-03

Cracking Strain

Figure 53: Tension behavior of concrete
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1.50E-03

Table 21: Compression damage of concrete
Concrete Compression Damage
Damage Parameter

Inelastic Strain

0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
1.86E-01
5.93E-01
8.19E-01

0.00E+00
8.00E-05
1.00E-04
7.50E-04
2.60E-03
5.68E-03
1.10E-02

Crack Compression Damage
9.00E-01
8.00E-01

Damage Parameter

7.00E-01
6.00E-01
5.00E-01
4.00E-01
3.00E-01
2.00E-01
1.00E-01

0.00E+00
0.00E+00 2.00E-03 4.00E-03 6.00E-03 8.00E-03 1.00E-02 1.20E-02

Inelastic Strain

Figure 54: Compression damage of concrete
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Table 22: Tension damage of concrete
Concrete Tension Damage
Damage Parameter

Cracking Strain

0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
6.80E-01
9.15E-01
9.77E-01

0.00E+00
1.50E-05
8.00E-05
2.90E-04
7.00E-04
1.20E-03

Crack Tension Damage
1.20E+00

Damage Parameter

1.00E+00
8.00E-01
6.00E-01
4.00E-01
2.00E-01
0.00E+00
0.00E+00

5.00E-04

1.00E-03

1.50E-03

Cracking Strain

Figure 55: Tension damage of concrete
6.1.4.4 Loadings and boundary conditions
The loadings considered in the model are shown in Figure 50. The wrapping stress in
prestressing wire is 1.52e+9 Pa (219,750 psi).
The weight of soil, pipe, and water inside the pipe were also considered in the model. The
internal operating pressure is 8.27e+5 Pa (120 psi), surge pressure is 4.83e+5 Pa (70 psi). Live
surface load (park lot of a hotel) is 8.62e+3 Pa (1.25 psi), according to calculations in available
literature (ICC, 2015).
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For boundary conditions, the bottom of the model is fully fixed; the top surface of the model is
free; the other four sides of the model are fixed in the normal direction of each surface.
6.1.5 Numerical analysis
In the numerical analysis, nonlinear analysis was conducted to analyze the condition of the pipe.
In the model, a group of seven (7) prestressing wires were considered to simulate the unbroken
wires based on information in Figure 44.
6.1.5.1 Nonlinear analysis
The distribution of tensile damage variable is shown in Figure 56. It indicates that the outer
concrete core within the broken wire zone has tensile damage with DAMAGET = 0.98 at 5:30.
There is longitudinal tensile damage in the inner concrete core (DAMAGET = 0.89), with a
circumferential damage at the location where the 7 unbroken wires exist.

Figure 56: Tensile damage variable, 𝑑𝑡 , with broken wires at 5:30. Deformation scale factor
= 5 (5 times of original deformation).
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6.1.5.2 Comparison with Field Observation
In the field observation inside the pipe, it was found that there were longitudinal and
circumferential cracks (see Figure 57). The circumferential crack is located approximately 158
inch (13.2 feet) from the upstream joint, while the longitudinal crack is located approximately
between 5:00 and 5:30. By comparing with the simulation of concrete damage in Figure 56, it
was found that the location of longitudinal cracks and the circumferential cracks are consistent in
location.

Figure 57: Damage inside the pipe
6.1.6 Conclusions of the validation of ECP model
In the nonlinear analysis, it was assumed that the prestress between wire broken point and fullprestress resuming point is linearly distributed in the broken wires. The adopted concrete
damaged plasticity (CDP) model considers the tensile and compressive strength of the concrete.
The results show longitudinal crack at around 5:30 in the outer concrete core and longitudinal
cracks close to 5:30 in the inner concrete core. Due to the tightening of the 7 unbroken wires, a
circumferential crack is about to form in inner concrete core. This simulation result matches the
field observation in terms of the location of longitudinal and circumferential cracks inside the
pipe.
6.1.7 Improvements for future research
The analysis conducted in this chapter has limitations considering the uncertainties in pipe
materials. The assumptions made for the analysis in this research could lead to accuracy
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problems, especially in considering the failure mode of concrete which requires data for
plasticity behavior of concrete. For future research, several improvements should be made:




Lab tests of material properties should be conducted to define the actual behavior of
material under loading;
Conduct lab tests to determine the bond between the wire and mortar coating, which
would help to determine the length of wire needed to resume prestress once it breaks;
Further investigation using sonic/ultrasonic technology might help to identify the quality
of bond within the broken wire zone. Such information could help to identify the
prestress distribution in the broken wire between the broken point and full prestress
resuming point.
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6.2 Validation of PCCP Model Using a 42-inch LCP
This section summarizes the validation of the proposed numerical mode for PCCP using field
data of a 42-inch LCP from Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC). The basic
information of this pipe, assumptions made for the numerical model, and simulation results are
presented in this section.
6.2.1 Background of the 42-inch LCP Used for Validation
The 42-inch LCP (Pipe # 11-19) was manufactured using class II wire by Interpace Corporation.
The comparison between specification data (Figure 58) and actual measured data is summarized
in Table 23. Approximately 35 broken wires were detected using electromagnetic tools which
were centered 2.5 feet from the upstream joint. During the excavation, a 2.5-feet wide hollow
area was found in mortar coating located 1.5 feet from upstream joint and it is centered at 9:00.
The removal of delaminated coating exposed 38 broken wires centered at 9:00. The broken wires
have longitudinal cracks, indicating possible failure due to hydrogen embrittlement (HE). Steel
cylinder showed corrosion and cracks were found in the remaining coating. There was no special
bedding for the pipe and clay soil was found under the pipe.
Table 23: Comparison between specification data and measured data
Component
Mortar coating thickness (in.)
Wire spacing (wraps/ft)
Concrete core thickness (in)
Earth cover (ft)
Internal pressure (psi)

Specification Data
7/8
21.38
2 5/8
11 or 6.5
88 or 132

Measured Data
7/8 to 15/16
22
2 1/16
5
127

From Table 23, it can be seen that the specification data and measured data are close in mortar
coating thickness, wire spacing, earth cover, and internal pressure (for 6.5 earth cover). The
major difference lies in the thickness of concrete core, namely, the measured data is 9/16 inch
thinner compared with specification data. Due to limited time, only one model was built based
on actual measured data.

Figure 58: Specification sheet of 42-inch LCP
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6.2.2 Data gaps and assumptions
Most data needed for model development is presented in Table 23 and Figure 58, however, there
is still some data missing. The data gaps are summarized below:




The plasticity parameters of concrete needed for nonlinear analysis to identify the failure
mode of the pipe;
Material properties (both elastic and plastic) of mortar coating;
Prestress in broken wire between broken point and full-prestrss resuming point.

Since the plasticity parameters of concrete govern how the concrete behaves under loading, they
are the most critical gap. The properties of mortar coating (bond strength) determine how much
of the wire loses prestress once it breaks. To continue the analysis, certain assumptions were
made as below:




A set of plasticity parameters of concrete was assumed. More details can be found in
model development section 6.2.3.3;
The mortar coating was assumed to have the same material properties as concrete core;
Assume linear prestress distribution between the broken point and full-prestress resuming
point.

6.2.3 Numerical model for PCCP based on measured data
This section presents the numerical model based on measured data, the material properties used
for simulation, loadings and boundary conditions, and simulation results of the model.
6.2.3.1 Introduction
Based on measured data and some data presented in Figure 58, a numerical model was developed
using finite element method (FEM). Pipe components such as mortar coating, concrete core,
prestressing wires, and steel cylinder were considered. Since the location of broken wires is so
close to the upstream joint, the steel at the joint is also considered following the dimensions
listed in Figure 58. Loadings include the weight of soil, pipe, water inside the pipe, and
internal/surge pressure. Live loads were not considered, as no such information is available in the
field observation summary sheet. The FE model of PCCP is shown in Figure 59.
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Figure 59: FE Model of PCCP
In this study, the wire bond strength (𝜎𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 ) is assumed to be the same as the tensile strength
(3.30 MPa) of mortar coating (the best scenario).
6.2.3.2 Model dimensions
A length of 2 m (6.6 ft) was simulated to save computation cost. The pipe dimensions are listed
below:









Pipe diameter: 1.07 m (42 inch)
Cylinder thickness: 1.40 mm (0.05 inch)
Concrete core thickness: 0.05 m (2.06 inch)
Coating thickness: 0.02 m (0.88 inch)
Wire size (#8): 4.1 mm (0.16 inch)
Wire spacing (22 wraps per foot): 13.9 mm (0.55 inch)
Buried depth: 1.52 m (5.0 ft)
Trench width (30 inch+O.D.+30 inch): 2.74 m (107.99 inch)

6.2.3.3 Material properties
The properties of prestressing wire and steel cylinder were adopted from AWWA C304-07. The
yield strength of cylinder is 2.28e+8 Pa (33,000 psi). Ultimate strength of prestressing wire is
1.59e+9 Pa (231,000 psi), according to Figure 58.
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The Young’s modulus of concrete was calculated according to Equation 5-2 from AWWA C30407, namely, 𝐸𝑐 = 158𝛾𝑐 1.51 (𝑓𝑐′ )0.3
Where, 𝛾𝑐 = 145 lb/ft3
𝑓𝑐′ = design 28-day compressive strength of concrete in psi.
According to the specification sheet in Figure 58, the minimum compressive strength of concrete
is 3,875 psi, therefore, according to Equation 5-2 from AWWA C304-07, Ec= 3.28e+6 psi
(2.26e+10 Pa).
The material properties used in this model are listed in Table 24 below:
Table 24: Mechanical property of materials
Material
Concrete
Soil
Prestressing wire
Cylinder
Mortar coating
Joint steel

Young's Modulus
Pa
2.26E+10
6.90E+06
1.93E+11
2.07E+11
2.26E+10
8.65E+11

psi
3.28E+06
1.00E+03
2.80E+07
3.00E+07
3.28E+06
1.25E+08

Poisson's
Ratio
0.17
0.25
0.30
0.30
0.17
0.30

Density
kg/m3
2322.61
1840.00
7832.80
7832.80
2322.61
7832.80

lb/ft3
145.00
114.87
488.99
488.99
145.00
488.99

According to Equation 5-1, AWWA C304-07, the tensile strength of concrete is 𝑓𝑡′ = 0.58√𝑓𝑐′ ,
therefore, 𝑓𝑡′ = 3.00 MPa.
In this simulation, the concrete damaged plasticity (CDP) model was adopted to simulate the
elasto-plastic behavior of the concrete. The parameters of CDP model for concrete were not
available, so the data used in this model was adopted from other published literature (Jankowiak
and Lodygowski, 2005), considering the compressive and tensile strength of the concrete used in
this pipe. Since the CDP model governs the nonlinear behavior of concrete, the difference
between the data used in this model and the actual properties of concrete in the pipe could lead to
accuracy problems in the analysis of failure modes. The parameters used in this model are listed
in following tables (Table 25 to Table 29) and figures (Figure 60 to Figure 63 ).
Since no material property of the mortar coating is available, it was assumed that the mortar
coating has the same property with concrete core. This assumption could lead to too “strong”
mortar coating if it actually has lower strengths.
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Table 25: Parameters for CDP model
Dilation Angle

Eccentricity

fb0/fc0

K

Viscocity
Parameter

38

0.1

1.12

0.66

5.00E-05

Table 26: Compressive behavior of concrete
Compressive Behavior
Yield Stress (Pa) Inelastic Strain
4.83E+06
0.00E+00
1.21E+07
8.00E-05
1.45E+07
1.00E-04
2.67E+07
7.50E-04
2.17E+07
2.60E-03
1.09E+07
5.68E-03
4.83E+06
1.10E-02

Compressive Behavior
3.00E+07

Yield Stress (Pa)

2.50E+07
2.00E+07
1.50E+07
1.00E+07
5.00E+06
0.00E+00
0.00E+00 2.00E-03 4.00E-03 6.00E-03 8.00E-03 1.00E-02 1.20E-02

Inelastic Strain

Figure 60: Compressive behavior of concrete
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Table 27: Tension behavior of concrete
Tension Behavior
Yield Stress (Pa) Cracking Strain
0.00E+00
1.82E+06
1.50E-05
2.31E+06
8.00E-05
3.30E+06
2.90E-04
1.06E+06
7.00E-04
2.79E+05
1.20E-03
7.52E+04

Tension Behavior
3.50E+06
3.00E+06

Yield Stress (Pa)

2.50E+06
2.00E+06
1.50E+06
1.00E+06
5.00E+05
0.00E+00
0.00E+00

5.00E-04

1.00E-03

Cracking Strain

Figure 61: Tension behavior of concrete
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1.50E-03

Table 28: Compression damage of concrete
Concrete Compression Damage
Damage Parameter

Inelastic Strain

0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
1.86E-01
5.93E-01
8.19E-01

0.00E+00
8.00E-05
1.00E-04
7.50E-04
2.60E-03
5.68E-03
1.10E-02

Crack Compression Damage
9.00E-01
8.00E-01

Damage Parameter

7.00E-01
6.00E-01
5.00E-01
4.00E-01
3.00E-01
2.00E-01
1.00E-01

0.00E+00
0.00E+00 2.00E-03 4.00E-03 6.00E-03 8.00E-03 1.00E-02 1.20E-02

Inelastic Strain

Figure 62: Compression damage of concrete
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Table 29: Tension damage of concrete
Concrete Tension Damage
Damage Parameter

Cracking Strain

0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
6.80E-01
9.15E-01
9.77E-01

0.00E+00
1.50E-05
8.00E-05
2.90E-04
7.00E-04
1.20E-03

Crack Tension Damage
1.20E+00

Damage Parameter

1.00E+00
8.00E-01
6.00E-01
4.00E-01
2.00E-01
0.00E+00
0.00E+00

5.00E-04

1.00E-03

1.50E-03

Cracking Strain

Figure 63: Tension damage of concrete
6.2.3.4 Loadings and boundary conditions
The wrapping stress in prestressing wire is 1.19e+9 Pa (173,250 psi). The weight of soil, pipe,
and water inside the pipe were also considered in the model. The internal operating pressure is
9.10e+5 Pa (132 psi); surge pressure is 4.83e+5 Pa (70 psi). Live surface load was not considered,
assuming no live traffic on top of the soil above the pipe, since no such information is available
in the field observation summary sheet.
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For boundary conditions, the bottom of the model is fully fixed; the top surface of the model is
free; the other four sides of the model are fixed in the normal direction of each surface.
6.2.4 Nonlinear analysis
In this study, nonlinear analysis was conducted to analyze the possible failure mode of the pipe.
The concrete damaged plasticity (CDP) model was adopted to simulate the crack initiation and
propagation within the concrete and mortar coating of the pipe under loading. The proposed
algorithm for broken wire can provide the position where the broken wire fully resumes prestress.
In this analysis, it was assumed that the prestress between the full-prestress resuming point and
the broken point is linearly distributed.
6.2.4.1 Simulation results
The simulation results are shown in Figure 64 and Figure 65. It can be seen from these two
figures that the coating of the pipe has tensile damage (DAMAGET = 0.97) at 9:00. The concrete
core has much less damage with DAMAGET = 0.70. The inner concrete core has no damage
(DAMAGET = 0). This indicates that the broken wires caused crack of mortar coating, but the
damage doesn’t penetrate through the whole concrete core.

Figure 64: Tensile damage variable, 𝑑𝑡 , with broken wires at 9:00
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Figure 65: Tensile damage variable, 𝑑𝑡 , with broken wires at 9:00.

6.2.4.2 Comparison with field observation
In the field observation, it was found that there is approximately a 12 inch by 6 inch mortar
coating at 9:00 fell off during the excavation (see Figure 66). The inner surface of the concrete
core doesn’t show any crack. The simulation results are consistent with the field observations.
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Figure 66: Hollow area and coating fell off
6.2.5 Conclusions of the validation of LCP Model
A numerical model was built for a 42-inch LCP to analyze its condition using field data.
Nonlinear analysis was conducted to evaluate the pipe condition. The simulation results indicate
that the coating has tensile damage at 9:00. The location of cracks in mortar coating is consistent
with the field observation. The actual degree of damage could be more accurately simulated if
actual material properties of mortar coating and concrete are known.
6.2.6 Limitations of this study
The research conducted in this study has several limitations summarized below:




The material properties of concrete core and mortar coating are not the actual properties
of used in the pipe. This could lead to inaccurate results in simulating the failure mode of
the pipe.
Live surface load was not considered, as the field observation summary sheet didn’t
provide such information.
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6.3 Validation of PCCP Model Using a 48-inch LCP
This section presents the validation of the proposed numerical mode for Prestressed Concrete
Cylinder Pipe (PCCP) using field data of a 48-inch Lined Cylinder Pipe (LCP) from Washington
Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC). The background information of this pipe, assumptions
made for the numerical model, numerical analysis and the results are detailed in this section.
6.3.1 Background of the 48-inch LCP used for validation
The 48-inch LCP was manufactured using wire equivalent to Class I, which was drawn under
ASTM 227, with ultimate strength ranging from 1.32e+9 Pa (192,000 psi) to 1.52E+9 Pa
(221,000 psi). The comparison between specification data (Figure 67) and field measured data is
summarized in Table 30.
Table 30: Comparison between specification data and field measured data
Component
Mortar coating thickness (in.)
Wire spacing (wraps/ft)
Concrete core thickness (in)
Earth cover (ft)
Internal pressure (psi)
Surge pressure (psi)

Specification Data
7/8
21.62
3
12 ft per specification;
10 ft per as-built
65
70

Measured Data
5/8 to 13/16
23.7
3
4-5
91
20

According to the findings from forensic study, the mortar coating was degraded by groundwater
and its thickness ranges from 5/8 inch to 13/16 inch. Mortar coating without thinning appears to
have been attacked by chemicals. Therefore, the resultant strength of the mortar could be
weakened (see Figure 68). The measured wire spacing is bigger than the specified wire spacing.
There is a big difference between specification (or as-built) data and field measured data on the
earth cover.

Figure 67: Specification sheet of the 48-inch LCP
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Figure 68: Mortar coating (The part with red color indicates loss of calcium hydroxide and pH
<7)
The land surface above the pipe is road with asphalt pavement (see Figure 69), thus H-20 plus 50%
impact will be considered as the live surface load in the model, and the weight of the pavement
will be taken into account as well.

Figure 69: Pavement above PCCP (Blue lines show the location of the pipe)
The backfill soil is silty sand with small amount of clay. There is no bedding for the pipe. It can
be assumed that the soil under the pipe is the same with the backfill soil (see Figure 70).
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Figure 70: Soils surrounding the pipe
The pipe showed no defects during internal visual inspection in both December 2010 and April
2015. However, electromagnetic (EM) inspection conducted in December 2010 indicated 10
broken wires at 8.5 feet from the upstream joint. In the verification inspection conducted in April
2012, 40 broken wires were found, with 10, 15, and 15 broken wires distributed in zones that are
located at 8.0 feet, 9.5 feet, and 11.0 feet from the upstream joint, respectively. The AFO system
recorded 29 broken wires during December 2010 and April 2015. In the forensic investigation,
27 broken wires were observed in the zone between 8 and 12 feet from the upstream joint.
In the in-trench field observation, exterior hollow area was found at 5:00, 11 feet from the
upstream joint. The hollow area is 12 inches longitudinally and 22 inches circumferentially. It
was uncertain whether the hollow existed before the excavation or not. After removing the
mortar coating in the hollow area, broken and corroded prestressing wires were found (see
Figure 71).
In destructive observation, 27 broken wires were found with some wire wraps having multiple
broken points. The steel cylinder was observed with sporadic corrosion, mainly distributed in the
downstream half between 5:00 and 9:00.
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Figure 71: Corroded wires beneath hollow area
6.3.2 Data gaps and assumptions
Most data needed for model development can be found in Table 30 and Figure 67, however,
there is still some data missing. The data gaps are summarized below:




The plasticity parameters of concrete needed for nonlinear analysis were not available;
The mortar coating is weakened due to attacks from the soil, however no material
properties (both elastic and plastic) of mortar coating were available;
The prestress loss in prestressing wires between different broken wire zones were
unknown.

The plasticity parameters of concrete are critical input for nonlinear analysis of the pipe under
loading with broken wires. The properties of mortar coating (bond strength) determine how
much of the wire loses prestress once it breaks; it also governs how the mortar coating behaves
under loading. To continue the analysis, certain assumptions are made as below:




A set of plasticity parameters of concrete were assumed with consideration of the
compressive and tensile strength of the concrete;
The mortar coating was assumed to have the same material properties as concrete core for
an initial analysis;
It was assumed that the wires between different broken wires zone have no prestress loss.
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6.3.3 Numerical model for PCCP Based on field data
This section presents the numerical model built based on field data, the material properties used
for simulation, and loadings and boundary conditions.
6.3.3.1 Introduction
A numerical model was developed based on field data using finite element method (FEM). The
FE model of PCCP is shown in Figure 72. Pipe components such as mortar coating, concrete
core, prestressing wires, and steel cylinder were considered. The interactions between
components with contact with each other were simulated. Loadings include the weight of soil,
pipe, water inside the pipe, and internal/surge pressure. Since the pipe is under a traffic road, live
loads were considered (see Figure 73). The weight of the pavement was also considered as
surface load.

Figure 72: FE Model of PCCP
The simulation of broken wire in PCCP model is very important in getting accurate results. In
reality, once the prestressing wire breaks, the prestress is resumed beyond a certain distance
away from the broken point. Current numerical models remove all broken wires from the model
to make it simple. However, this is overly conservative considering that part of the broken wire
still has full prestress.
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Figure 73: Model of PCCP
In this research, the simulation of broken wires includes two parts: first, the location of broken
wire where full prestress resumes is calculated according to the algorithm proposed in section 4.3.
Second, the prestress between the broken point and the full-prestress resuming point is assumed
to be linearly distributed (see Figure 74). The prestress at broken point is assumed to be zero, and
the prestress at full-prestress resuming point has the full prestress. The prestress in between is
proportional to its distance to the broken point.

Figure 74: Linear prestress distribution between broken point and full-prestress resuming point
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6.3.3.2 Model dimensions
A length of 2.5 m (8.2 ft) of the pipe was considered to simulate the three zones of broken wires
as are shown in Figure 75. The pipe dimensions are listed below:









Pipe diameter: 1.22 m (48 inch)
Cylinder thickness (16 gauge): 1.50 mm (0.06 inch)
Concrete core thickness: 0.08 m (3.00 inch)
Coating thickness (5/8 inch): 0.02 m (0.63 inch)
Wire size (#6): 4.9 mm (0.19 inch)
Wire spacing (23.7 wraps per foot): 12.9 mm (0.51 inch)
Buried depth: 1.52 m (5.0 ft)
Trench width (30 inch+O.D.+30 inch): 2.93 m (115.37 inch)

Figure 75: Three zones of broken wires in the pipe (Zone A: 10 broken wires inspected by EM at
8.0 ft from upstream joint, it was cut during excavation to remove the pipe, no observed data;
Zone B: 9 broken wires in observation at 9.5 ft from upstream joint, 10 broken wires in EM
inspection; Zone C: 11 broken wires in observation at 11.0 ft from upstream joint, 15 broken
wires in EM inspection)
6.3.3.3 Material properties
The properties of steel cylinder were adopted from AWWA C304-07. The yield strength of
cylinder is 2.28e+8 Pa (33,000 psi).
The Young’s modulus of concrete was calculated according to Equation 5-2 from AWWA C30407, namely, 𝐸𝑐 = 158𝛾𝑐 1.51 (𝑓𝑐′ )0.3
Where, 𝛾𝑐 = 145 lb/ft3
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𝑓𝑐′ = design 28-day compressive strength of concrete in psi.
According to specification sheet in Figure 67, the minimum compressive strength of concrete is
4,100 psi, therefore, according to Equation 5-2 from AWWA C304-07, Ec= 2.30e+10 Pa
(3.34e+6 psi).
The material properties used in this model are listed in Table 38 below:
Table 31: Mechanical property of materials
Material
Concrete
Soil
Prestressing wire
Cylinder
Mortar coating

Young's Modulus
Pa
2.30E+10
6.90E+06
1.93E+11
2.07E+11
2.30E+10

psi
3.34E+06
1.00E+03
2.80E+07
3.00E+07
3.34E+06

Poisson's
Ratio
0.17
0.25
0.30
0.30
0.17

Density
kg/m3
2322.61
1840.00
7832.80
7832.80
2322.61

lb/ft3
145.00
114.87
488.99
488.99
145.00

According to Equation 5-1, AWWA C304-07, the tensile strength of concrete is 𝑓𝑡′ = 0.58√𝑓𝑐′ ,
therefore, 𝑓𝑡′ = 3.08 MPa.
In this simulation, the concrete damaged plasticity (CDP) model was adopted to simulate the
elasto-plastic behavior of concrete. The parameters of CDP model for concrete were not
available, so the data used in this model was adopted from other published literature (Jankowiak
and Lodygowski, 2005), considering the compressive (28.30 MPa or 4,100 psi) and tensile
strength (3.08 MPa or 447 psi) of the concrete used in this pipe. Since the CDP model governs
the nonlinear behavior of concrete, the difference between the data used in this model and the
actual properties of concrete in the pipe could lead to accuracy problems in the analysis of failure
modes. The parameters used in this model are listed in following tables (Table 32 to Table 36)
and figures (Figure 76 to Figure 79).
Since no material property of the mortar coating is available, it was assumed that the mortar
coating has the same property with concrete core. This assumption could lead to too “strong”
mortar coating if it actually has lower strengths.
Table 32: Parameters for CDP model
Dilation Angle

Eccentricity

fb0/fc0

K

Viscocity
Parameter

38

0.1

1.12

0.66

5.00E-05
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Table 33: Compressive behavior of concrete
Compressive Behavior
Yield Stress (Pa) Inelastic Strain
5.12E+06
0.00E+00
1.28E+07
8.00E-05
1.54E+07
1.00E-04
2.83E+07
7.50E-04
2.30E+07
2.60E-03
1.15E+07
5.68E-03
5.12E+06
1.10E-02

Compressive Behavior
3.00E+07

Yield Stress (Pa)

2.50E+07
2.00E+07
1.50E+07
1.00E+07
5.00E+06
0.00E+00
0.00E+00 2.00E-03 4.00E-03 6.00E-03 8.00E-03 1.00E-02 1.20E-02

Inelastic Strain

Figure 76: Compressive behavior of concrete
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Table 34: Tension behavior of concrete
Tension Behavior
Yield Stress (Pa) Cracking Strain
1.70E+06
0.00E+00
2.15E+06
1.50E-05
3.08E+06
8.00E-05
9.85E+05
2.90E-04
2.60E+05
7.00E-04
7.02E+04
1.20E-03

Tension Behavior
3.50E+06
3.00E+06

Yield Stress (Pa)

2.50E+06
2.00E+06
1.50E+06
1.00E+06
5.00E+05
0.00E+00
0.00E+00

5.00E-04

1.00E-03

Cracking Strain

Figure 77: Tension behavior of concrete
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1.50E-03

Table 35: Compression damage of concrete
Concrete Compression Damage
Damage Parameter

Inelastic Strain

0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
1.86E-01
5.93E-01
8.19E-01

0.00E+00
8.00E-05
1.00E-04
7.50E-04
2.60E-03
5.68E-03
1.10E-02

Crack Compression Damage
9.00E-01
8.00E-01

Damage Parameter

7.00E-01
6.00E-01
5.00E-01
4.00E-01
3.00E-01
2.00E-01
1.00E-01

0.00E+00
0.00E+00 2.00E-03 4.00E-03 6.00E-03 8.00E-03 1.00E-02 1.20E-02

Inelastic Strain

Figure 78: Compression damage of concrete
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Table 36: Tension damage of concrete
Concrete Tension Damage
Damage Parameter

Cracking Strain

0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
6.80E-01
9.15E-01
9.77E-01

0.00E+00
1.50E-05
8.00E-05
2.90E-04
7.00E-04
1.20E-03

Crack Tension Damage
1.20E+00

Damage Parameter

1.00E+00
8.00E-01
6.00E-01
4.00E-01
2.00E-01
0.00E+00
0.00E+00

5.00E-04

1.00E-03

1.50E-03

Cracking Strain

Figure 79: Tension damage of concrete
6.3.3.4 Loadings and boundary conditions
The wrapping stress in prestressing wire is 9.65e+8 Pa (140,000 psi) according to Figure 42,
which is 75% of the ultimate tensile strength of the prestress wire. However, the actual prestress
in the wire could be lower and the calculated tensile stress in the concrete could be lower than
the actual tensile stress. The weight of soil, pipe, and water inside the pipe were also considered
in the model. The internal operating pressure is 6.27e+5 Pa (91 psi) and the surge pressure is
1.38e+5 Pa (20 psi). Live load is H-20 plus 50% impact. According to available literature
(Invisible Structures, 2015), the surface load is 9.51e+4 Pa (13.8 psi), which includes both the
live loads from traffic and the weight of the pavement.
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For boundary conditions, the bottom of the model is fully fixed; the top surface of the model is
free; the other four sides of the model are fixed in the normal direction of each surface.
6.3.4 Numerical analysis
This section presents the simulation of the pipe under four different scenarios, which include:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Broken wires distribute in three zones, prestress between wire broken point and fullprestress resuming point is linearly distributed;
Broken wires distribute in three zones, all broken wires are completely removed from the
model;
All broken wires centrally distribute, prestress between wire broken point and fullprestress resuming point is linearly distributed;
All broken wires centrally distribute, and all broken wires are completely removed from
the model.

In the first scenario, broken wires in three different zones are analyzed. It was assumed that there
is no prestress loss in the prestressing wires between each two adjacent broken wire zones. In
reality, the breakage of one prestressing wire could lower the prestress in adjacent prestressing
wires. Therefore, the assumption in this category could lead to lower tensile stress in concrete
than the actual stress and make it a “stronger” pipe. A series of sensitivity studies should be
conducted to understand the full range of pipe conditions with the variation of the prestress in
prestressing wires between two broken wire zones. Due to time constraints, only the best
scenario was analyzed in this study.
In the fourth scenario, all broken wires were assumed to be centrally distributed and completely
removed from the model which is what current models do in simulating PCCPs with broken
wires.
6.3.4.1 Scenario I: Broken wires distribute in three zones, with their prestress considered
In this section, the broken wires were assumed to distribute in three zones as is shown in Figure
75. There are 10 broken wires at 8 ft, 9 broken wires at 9.5 ft, and 11 broken wires at 11 ft. The
prestress between the broken point and full-prestress resuming point was assumed to be linearly
distributed as is shown in Figure 74.
The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 80 - Figure 83. It can be seen that the maximum
principal stress is 1.28 MPa at coating (11 ft in zone C) and it is below mortar’s tensile strength
(2.77 MPa), therefore, no cracks would occur either inside or outside of the pipe. In this analysis,
the material properties of mortar coating are assumed to be the same as concrete because no
mortar coating data is available. Since the mortar coating could have been degraded, the stress
level in mortar coating could be higher than its actual tensile strength and causes cracks.
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Figure 80: Max. Principal stress in concrete and mortar coating, linear prestress loss (full
model visualization)

Figure 81: Max. Principal stress in concrete and mortar coating, linear prestress loss (partial
model visualization, Zone A, Zone B, and Zone C)
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Figure 82: Max. Principal stress in concrete and mortar coating, linear prestress loss (partial
model visualization, Zone A and Zone B)

Figure 83: Max. Principal stress in concrete and mortar coating, linear prestress loss (partial
model visualization, Zone A)
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6.3.4.2 Scenario II: Broken wires distribute in three zones, but removed from model
In this scenario, all broken wires in the broken wire zone A, B, and C were completely removed
from the model. This assumes that broken wires do not contribute to the structural integrity of
the pipe. It can be seen from Figure 84 to Figure 87 that stress distribution is symmetric; the
maximum tensile stress is 2.04 MPa and it’s located at springline of the mortar coating. Since all
tensile stresses are below the tensile strength of mortar coating and concrete core, no cracks can
be seen in the pipe.

Figure 84: Max. Principal stress in concrete and mortar coating, linear prestress loss (full
model visualization)

Figure 85: Max. Principal stress in concrete and mortar coating, linear prestress loss (partial
model visualization, Zone A, Zone B, and Zone C)
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Figure 86: Max. Principal stress in concrete and mortar coating, linear prestress loss (partial
model visualization, Zone A and Zone B)

Figure 87: Max. Principal stress in concrete and mortar coating, linear prestress loss (partial
model visualization, Zone A)

6.3.4.3 Scenario III: Broken wires centrally distribute, with their prestress considered
In this scenario, it was assumed that all broken wires are centrally distributed. This is a
conservative assumption, because the central distribution of broken wires could lead to less stress
redistribution thus have higher tensile stress in the pipe. The prestress between the broken point
and full-prestress resuming point is assumed to be linearly distributed as is shown in Figure 74.
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The results are shown in Figure 88 - Figure 89, which indicate localized tensile damage (dt =
0.85) in mortar coating at 5:00. The concrete core has no tensile damage.

Figure 88: Tensile damage variable, 𝑑𝑡 , with 30 broken wires at 5:00 (full model
visualization)

Figure 89: Tensile damage variable, 𝑑𝑡 , with 30 broken wires at 5:00 (partial model
visualization)
6.3.4.4 Scenario IV: Broken wires centrally distribute, but removed from model
In this scenario, it was assumed that the broken wires are all centrally distributed but completely
removed from the model. This is very conservative assumption which doesn’t consider the
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contribution of the remaining prestress in broken wires and the stress redistribution when wires
are broken in different zones.
The results are shown in Figure 90 - Figure 91. It can be seen that both mortar coating and the
concrete core has tensile damage (dt = 0.75), which is not consistent with field observations in
which no internal concrete damage was found.

Figure 90: Tensile damage variable, 𝑑𝑡 , with 30 broken wires removed (full model
visualization)
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Figure 91: Tensile damage variable, 𝑑𝑡 , with 30 broken wires removed (partial model
visualization)
6.3.4.5 Comparison between simulation results and field observation
The simulation results with three wire break zones were compared with field observations. Take
the section 6.3.4.1 for example, in which the coating is assumed to have the same material
property as the concrete core (tensile strength of the concrete is 3.08 MPa). The correlation
between the location with high impacts shown in the model and the actual damage location was
compared in Figure 92. In this figure, though the coating doesn’t crack because of its assumed
3.08 MPa tensile strength, however, the three zones with broken wires have much higher tensile
stress compared with other locations of the pipe. With further degradation of coating’s strength
due to environmental influences such as groundwater, these three wire break zones could be the
first places to be damaged. In comparison, the field picture shows that the three locations with
broken wires at 8.0 ft, 9.5 ft, and 11.0 ft have progression of moisture penetration under slowly
disbanding coating. This corresponds with the simulation result which indicates affected zones
with higher tensile stress.
The simulation result also indicates that with further degradation in the coating, the affected area
by broken wires in different zones (broken wires at 8.0 ft, 9.5 ft, and 11 ft) could overlap. In
current simulation, it was assumed that the prestressing wires adjacent to broken wires have no
prestress loss; however, these adjacent prestress wires do have a certain level of prestress loss,
which makes it possible that the impact on the coating between two wire break zones is even
higher.
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The correlation between the highly affected areas from the simulation with actual corrosion
patterns is shown in Figure 93, which indicate the consistency of simulation results with field
observation as well (Note: The coating was chipped off and cracked during forensic study).

Figure 92: Correlation between high impact locations with actual damage locations (Coating)

Figure 93: Correlation between high impact locations with actual damage locations (Corrosion
on Cylinder)
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The simulation results show compressive stress at external crown of mortar coating. The field
observation indicates that the mortar still has good bond between wires. The grey cylinder and
wire surface indicates good bond and good prestress in the wire, which is consistent with the
simulation results (see Figure 94).

Figure 94: Correlation between simulation results and field observation in external crown
locations
The field observation of broken wires (Figure 95) shows that there is a gap between two parts of
the wire once it breaks, and that the bond between wire and mortar coating is lost. The model
results (Figure 93 and Figure 94) show highest tensile stress at the location where the wire breaks,
which is consistent with the field observation that the wire break location has the highest damage
(Figure 95).
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Figure 95: Broken wires
In comparison, if all 30 broken wires are centrally distributed and completely removed from the
model (Scenario IV), then the mortar coating at external springline will have tensile damage (dt =
0.72). In addition, the invert of the concrete core would have tensile damage ((dt = 0.74) as well,
which is inconsistent with field observation. This indicates that centrally distributing all broken
wires and removing them completely from the model is too conservative and would cause much
higher tensile damage to the concrete core than the pipe’s actual damage.
6.3.5 Conclusions
A numerical model was built for a 48-inch LCP to analyze its condition based on field observed
data. The pipe has broken wires distributed in three zones. Two different approaches were taken
for the simulation of broken wires: the first approach was to analyze the pipe with broken wires
failed in different broken wire zone in a sequence, and the second approach assumed all broken
wires are centrally distributed.
The first approach is more closely related to actual failure sequence in the field. The scattered
distribution of broken wires leads to redistribution of stress which is good for the pipe. The
central distribution of broken wires has less stress redistribution, thus higher tensile stress can be
seen in the pipe.
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The comparison between the simulation results and field observation indicates that the
simulation results could predict zones with highest impact, which is consistent with the actual
damage locations shown in the field observation. The corrosion pattern on steel cylinder is
consistent with simulation results which indicate the affected zones (with higher tensile stress in
mortar coating). The condition of mortar coating at wire break location is consistent with the
simulation which shows highest tensile stress at this location. The assumption of centrally
distributing all broken wires and completely removing them from the model is found to be too
conservative and could indicate damage at invert in concrete core which is not found in field
observation.
6.3.6 Limitations of this study
The research conducted in this study has several limitations summarized below:








The material properties of concrete core and mortar coating were not the actual properties
of used in the pipe. This could lead to inaccurate results in simulating the failure mode of
the pipe.
The prestress distribution between the full-prestress resuming point and broken point was
assumed to be linear. A series of scenarios with different remaining prestress in this part
should be simulated to get a full range of the condition of the pipe.
The prestressing wires between different broken wire zones were assumed to have no
prestress loss. This is optimistic assumption (best scenario) because adjacent prestressing
wires could have prestress loss once a wire is broken. A series of sensitivity study should
be conducted to get a better understanding of the pipe condition when simulating a pipe
with broken wires in different zones.
The prestress level in the wire was assumed to be 75% of its ultimate strength. This could
lead to “stronger” pipe than the actual pipe. A series of sensitivity study of the pipe with
different prestress level should be conducted to have a better understanding of the pipe
condition.
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7 Model Sensitivity Study I: Effect of Circumferential and Longitudinal
Location of Broken Wires on Pipe Condition
This chapter analyzes the condition of PCCP affected by location (circumferential and
longitudinal) of broken wires. Several case studies were analyzed including broken wires in one
zone and in two different zones with prestressing wires broken at different circumferential
locations.
7.1 Introduction
The prestressing wire is the primary structural component of PCCP, and its breakage leads to the
loss of prestress in the concrete, thus it weakens the structural integrity of the pipe. The number
of broken wires and their location (circumferential and longitudinal) have great impact on the
pipe condition.
The circumferential location of broken wires is important on the condition of PCCP. However,
previous numerical models don’t consider this, thus analyzing the effect of circumferential
location of broken wires on the pipe condition is quite necessary, especially considering the fact
that current EM tools cannot provide information on the circumferential location of broken wires.
By analyzing the broken wires at different circumferential location, it is possible to understand
the range of impacts on the pipe.
The longitudinal location of broken wires is an important factor affecting the pipe condition.
However, current numerical models of PCCP assume that all broken wires fail at the same
longitudinal location. In practice, broken wires fail in groups at different longitudinal locations,
which could redistribute the loading after one group of wire breaks. Therefore, broken wires
occur in different locations should be considered in simulation to get more accurate results. In
this chapter, the effect of circumferential and longitudinal locations of broken wires on the pipe
condition was analyzed.
7.2 Model Description
A 3-dimential (3D) FE model was built to simulate wire breaks in Embedded Cylinder Pipe
(ECP) (see Figure 96). In this model, to reduce the scale of computation, a 2 meter (6.5 ft) long
pipe segment was considered for analysis. PCCP components such as mortar coating, concrete
core, prestressing wires, and steel cylinder were considered. For loading conditions, operating
internal water pressure and the gravity of the earth and pipe are considered. All data regarding
pipe size, operating pipe pressure, earth cover were provided by WSSC.

Figure 96: FEM model
In this model, the earth cover is 2.44 m (8 ft); the dimension of the whole model is 6 m (19.7
ft)×2 m (6.7 ft)×9.3 m (30.5 ft) (length × width × height). Other dimensions of the model are
listed below:







Inside diameter: 2.44 m (96 inches)
Core thickness: 0.17 m (6.5 inches)
Wire diameter: 0.006 m (0.25 inch)
Cylinder diameter: 2.55 m (100.3 inches)
Cylinder thickness: 0.0015 m (0.060 inch)
Spacing of the wires: 0.015 m (0.59 inch)

7.3 Mechanical Properties of Materials
Part of the material data is from the specification sheet of PCCP provided by WSSC. Other data
are from literatures (Alavinasab et al., 2010; Gomez et al., 2004). The properties of materials are
summarized in Table 37.
Table 37: Mechanical properties of materials
Material
Concrete
Soil
Prestressing
wire
Cylinder

Young's
Modulus (Pa)
2.45e+10
6.90e+06
1.93e+11

Poisson's
Ratio
0.17
0.20
0.30

Density (kg/m3)

2.07e+11

0.30

7832.80
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2322.61
1840.00
7832.80

The yield strength of cylinder is 2.28e+8 Pa (33,000 psi); the ultimate strength of cylinder is
3.87e+8 Pa (56,100 psi). The wire ultimate strength is 1.45e+9 Pa (211,000 psi); the wrapping
stress of the wire is 1.09e+9 Pa (158,250 psi). Compressive strength of concrete is 48 MPa
(6,962 psi). The tensile strength of concrete is 4.02 MPa (583 psi).
7.4 Boundary and Loading Conditions
The bottom surface of the model are fully fixed; the top surface of the model is free; the other
four surfaces of the model are fixed in the normal direction of the surface. For the loading, the
operating internal pressure is 650,176 Pa (94.3 psi). The weight of the soil, pipe and water inside
the pipe is also considered in the model.
7.5 Simulation of Effect of Location of Broken Wires on Pipe Condition
In this section three cases are analyzed to understand how the circumferential and longitudinal
locations of broken wires affect the pipe condition:




Case I: 60 broken wires fail in one zone at 4:00;
Case II: 60 broken wires fail in two different zones (30 wires in each zone) at the same
circumferential location (4:00);
Case III: 60 broken wires fail in two different zones (30 wires in each zone) at different
circumferential locations (one zone at 4:00, the other zone at 3:00)

7.5.1 Case study I: One Zone with 60 broken wires
In this case, all 60 broken wires were assumed to fail in the same zone at 4:00. The prestress
between the broken point and the full-prestress resuming point is assumed to be linearly
distributed. The prestress in the broken wires is shown in Figure 97 and Figure 98.
The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 99 and Figure 100. It can be seen from these
two figures that the outer concrete core has tensile damage (DAMAGET = 0.98) at 4:00. The
inner concrete core has shown tensile damage with DAMAGET = 0.70 at the steel cylinder.
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Figure 97: Prestress in prestressing wires

Figure 98: Prestress in broken wires between broken point and full-prestress resuming point
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Figure 99: Tensile damage in concrete core (Case I), whole model

Figure 100: Tensile damage in concrete core (Case I), partial model
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7.5.2 Case study II: Two zones with broken wires at same circumferential location
In this case, it was assumed that there are two zones of broken wires with each zone having 30
broken wires that broke at the same circumferential location (4:00). The results of the simulation
are shown in Figure 101 and Figure 102. These two figures indicate that there are two zone of
tensile damage in the outer concrete core with DAMAGET = 0.98 in two longitudinal zones.
However, compared to Case I, the inner concrete core has no damage.

Figure 101: Tensile damage in concrete core (Case II), whole model
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Figure 102: Tensile damage in concrete core (Case II), partial model
7.5.3 Case study III: Two zones with broken wires at diffferent circumferential locations
In this case, it was assumed that broken wires fail in two longitudinal zones (with 30 broken
wires in each zone) at two different circumferential locations (3:00 and 4:00). The results of the
simulation are shown in Figure 103 - Figure 105. It can be seen from these figures that the outer
concrete core has tensile damage DAMAGET = 0.98 at 3:00 and 4:00 in two zones, respectively;
however, the inner concrete core has no tensile damage.
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Figure 103: Tensile damage in concrete core (Case III), whole model

Figure 104: Tensile damage in concrete core (Case III), partial model, 3:00
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Figure 105: Tensile damage in concrete core (Case III), partial model, 4:00
7.5.4 Conclusions
In this study, three cases were analyzed to understand the effect of location of broken wires on
the condition of PCCP. The simulation results indicate that with all 60 broken wires failed in one
zone, the outer concrete core has tensile damage DAMAGET = 0.98, and the inner core in
contact with steel cylinder also has damage (DAMAGET = 0.70). With broken wires failed in
two zones at different circumferential locations, only outer concrete core shows tensile damage
DAMAGET = 0.98, but the inner concrete has no damage. The circumferential location of the
broken wires determines the location of tensile damage in the concrete core.
From the study in this chapter, it can be concluded that considering the actual longitudinal and
circumferential location of broken wires is very important to get accurate analysis of pipe
condition, assuming all broken wires in one zone will overestimate the actual damage to the pipe
caused by broken wires.
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8 Model Sensitivity Study II: Effect of Bedding Conditions on Pipe Structural
Integrity
This chapter analyzes the effect of various bedding conditions on structural integrity of PCCP. A
numerical model was developed and different bedding conditions were considered. The research
presented in this section provides a better understanding of the importance of good bedding for
PCCP. The findings of this research can help utilities better manage their PCCP pipelines in
various bedding conditions.
8.1 Introduction
PCCP failures are caused by many factors which can be grouped into three categories:
manufacture and design (poor bond, low prestress, poor material, etc.), construction and
operation (poor bedding, construction damage, etc.), and environmental (corrosive soil, chloride,
etc.) (Lewis, 2002). PCCP failure is a complex process which in general is initiated with “birth
defects” such as cracks in coating due to damage during manufacture and construction, or
operational damage due to overloading. Then chemicals in soil reach the prestressing wires and
steel cylinder via cracks, and corrosion starts. Prestressing wires suffer hydrogen embrittlement
because of the hydrogen produced in corrosion process and then break. A certain number of
broken wires weaken the pipe structure and then concrete core collapses and cylinder bursts
(Price et al., 1998; Woodcock, 2008a; Romer et al., 2008; Kola, 2010; Ge and Sinha, 2014).
Among those failure factors, bedding condition is critical because poor bedding could cause high
stress and generate cracks in the coating, thus leading to corrosion in the prestressing wires and
cylinder (Woodcock, 2008). There have been several cases in which rocks in bedding caused
severe PCCP failure. The 66-inch PCCP failure on River Road, Maryland in 2008 was found that
the damage to the coating caused the pipe failure which was due to the pipe being supported
directly by rock (see Figure 106). In that failure, a large volume of water was released, and
created a flowing river, stranding people in cars. Helicopters were needed to rescue them. The
repair of this pipeline cost approximately $1.7 million, and a million gallons of water was lost
(WSSC, 2012).
Existing numerical models don’t consider the bedding conditions of the pipe when analyzing its
condition. The limitations of such models are summarized in the literature (Ge and Sinha 2014).
In this research, a numerical model considering various bedding conditions is developed. Several
of the most common bedding conditions are summarized and simulated.

Figure 106: Surrounding rocks in 66-inch PCCP at River Road (WSSC, 2012)
8.2 Numerical Model for PCCP Considering Various Bedding Conditions
In this research, a numerical model is developed using finite element method (FEM) to evaluate
the effect of several typical bedding conditions found in practice. The pipe components such as
mortar coating, concrete core, prestressing wires, and steel cylinder are considered. The concrete
core, coating, steel cylinder, soil, rock, and sand are simulated using 3-dimentional 8-node brick
elements (C3D8R), the prestressing wires are simulated using 3-dimensional truss element
(T3D2). The prestress in the prestressing wire is applied by temperature-drop method. The
thermal stress in the wire is generated due to temperature drop. The interaction between cylinder
and concrete cores are simulated using general contact, while the interaction between the mortar
coating and concrete core is simulated using surface-based cohesive behavior. It is assumed that
there is no delamination between the soil and the pipe when the pipe is working.
Loadings such as weight of soil, pipe, water inside the pipe, and internal/surge pressure are
considered in the model. The FE model (with rock bedding for example) is shown in Figure 107.
For boundary conditions, the nodes on the bottom surface of the model are fully fixed; the nodes
on top surface of the model are free; the nodes on the surfaces of other four sides of the model
are fixed in the normal direction of each surface.
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Figure 107: FE model of PCCP with rock bedding (The red part is rock bedding)
In this research, four most common bedding conditions found in practice are analyzed. These
four different types of bedding don’t include all scenarios of bedding conditions, but they are
most typical in the field.





Case 1: Pipe sits directly on rock (see Figure 108), with rock bedding depth of 1 m (39.37
inch).
Case 2: Pipe sits on half rock and half sand (Figure 109), with the sand depth of 0.20 m
(8 inch) and width of 2 m (78.64 inch)
Case 3: Pipe sits on sand bedding with rock base (see Figure 110), the bedding layer is
0.20 m (8 inch)
Case 4: Pipe sits on soil bedding with soil base (see Figure 111)

In these four cases, the pipe is subject to the same loading for comparison purposes: soil and pipe
weight, internal pressure 1.38e+6 Pa (200 psi), and surge pressure 5.52e+5 Pa (80 psi). The pipe
dimensions are listed below:







Pipe diameter: 1.68 m (66 inch)
Cylinder thickness: 1.40 mm (0.05 inch)
Concrete core thickness: 0.13 m (5.00 inch)
Coating thickness: 0.02 m (0.81 inch)
Wire spacing: 0.01 m (0.43 inch)
Buried depth: 2.44 m (8 ft)

The material properties used are listed in Table 38. In this research, only linear elastic analysis is
conducted since the focus is to analyze the effect of bedding conditions on the pipe, not the
failure mode of the pipe.
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Figure 108: Case 1: Pipe sits directly on rock

Figure 109: Case 2: Pipe sits on half rock and half sand
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Figure 110: Case 3: Pipe sits on sand bedding with rock base

Figure 111: Case 4: Pipe sits on soil bedding with soil base
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Table 38: Mechanical property of materials
Material
Concrete
Soil
Prestressing
wire
Sand
Rock
Cylinder

Young's Modulus (Pa)
2.45e+10
6.90e+06
1.93e+11

Poisson's Ratio
0.17
0.25
0.30

Density (kg/m3)
2322.61
1840.00
7832.80

3.50e+7
5.58e+10
2.07e+11

0.30
0.18
0.30

1800.00
2650.00
7832.80

Other properties of the materials are listed below: Yield strength of the cylinder is 2.28e+8 Pa
(33,000 psi); its ultimate strength is 3.87e+8 Pa (56,100 psi). The wire ultimate strength is
1.45e+9 Pa (211,000 psi); the wrapping stress of the wire is 1.09e+9 Pa (158,250 psi).
Compressive strength of concrete is 48 MPa (6,962 psi). The tensile strength of concrete is 4.02
MPa (583 psi). The compressive strength of mortar coating is 37.90 MPa (5,500 psi), and tensile
strength is 3.57 MPa (518 psi).
In the analysis of the four cases, the maximum/minimum principal stress in representative points
is compared (see Figure 112). The Maximum principal stress at Point 2, 3, and 6 are analyzed;
the Minimum principal stress at Point 1, 4, and 5 are analyzed. The relative deformations in
horizontal and vertical direction are analyzed as well (see Figure 113).

Figure 112: Locations of pipe for stress evaluation
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Figure 113: Relative deformations
8.3 Case 1: Pipe Sits Directly on Rock
In this case, the pipe is placed directly on rock. The bottom of the pipe has hard contact with
rock. The distribution of maximum and minimum principal stress in PCCP is shown in Figure
114 and Figure 115, respectively. According to Figure 114 and Figure 115, the maximum
principal stress at Point 2, 3, and 6 is 6.54 MPa, 2.00 MPa, and 2.23 MPa, respectively. The
maximum principal stress at Point 2 exceeds the tensile strength of concrete (4.02 MPa), thus
cracks occur in this location. Point 3 is at external springline and the 2.00 MPa tensile stress is
below the tensile strength of mortar coating (3.57 MPa), hence no cracks would occur at this
point. Point 6 is at inner crown and the 2.23 MPa tensile stress is below the concrete tensile
strength, and no cracks would occur at this location. The minimum principal stress at Point 1, 4,
and 5 is -9.66 MPa, -6.89 MPa, and -5.00 MPa, respectively. Since the compressive strength of
concrete and coating is 49.00 MPa and 37.90 MPa, respectively, there will be no cracks due to
compression in these locations. The vertical and horizontal displacements are 1.73 mm and 1.39
mm, respectively.
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Figure 114: Maximum principal stress in PCCP (Case 1)

Figure 115: Minimum principal stress in PCCP (Case 1)
8.4 Case 2: Pipe Sits on Half Rock and Half Sand Bedding
In this case, half of the pipe is placed on rock and the other half is placed on sand. The
distribution of maximum and minimum principal stress in PCCP is shown in Figure 116 and
Figure 117, respectively. According to Figure 116 and Figure 117, the maximum principal stress
at Point 2, 3, and 6 is 6.69 MPa, 2.05 MPa, and 2.26 MPa, respectively. The maximum principal
stress at Point 2 exceeds the tensile strength of concrete, hence cracks occur in this location. The
tensile stress at Point 3 is below the tensile strength of mortar coating, so there are no cracks at
this point. The tensile stress at Point 6 is below the tensile strength of concrete, so there are no
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cracks at this location. The minimum principal stress at Point 1, 4, and 5 is -9.85 MPa, -6.97
MPa, and -5.03 MPa, respectively. There will be no cracks due to over compression in these
locations. The vertical and horizontal displacements are 1.75 mm and 1.40 mm, respectively.

Figure 116: Maximum principal stress in PCCP (Case 2)

Figure 117: Minimum principal stress in PCCP (Case 2)
8.5 Case 3: Pipe Sits on Sand Bedding with Rock Base
In this case, the pipe is placed on a layer of sand (0.20 m thick, around 8 inch), and there is rock
beneath the sand. The distribution of maximum and minimum principal stress in PCCP is shown
in Figure 118 and Figure 119, respectively. According to Figure 118 and Figure 119, the
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maximum principal stress at Point 2, 3, and 6 is 3.62 MPa, 1.56 MPa, and 1.76 MPa, respectively.
The maximum principal stress at point 2 and 6 is below the tensile strength of concrete (4.02
MPa), so no cracks occur in this location. The tensile stress at point 3 is also below the tensile
strength of mortar coating, so no cracks occur at this location either. The minimum principal
stress at Point 1, 4, and 5 is -6.54 MPa, -6.37 MPa, and -4.65 MPa, respectively. There will be no
cracks due to compression in these locations. The vertical and horizontal displacements are 1.46
mm and 1.17 mm, respectively.

Figure 118: Maximum principal stress in PCCP (Case 3)

Figure 119: Minimum principal stress in PCCP (Case 3)
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8.6 Case 4: Pipe Sits on Soil Bedding with Soil Base
In this case, the pipe is surrounded by soil and there is no rock in the system. The distribution of
maximum and minimum principal stress in PCCP is shown in Figure 120 and Figure 121,
respectively. According to Figure 120 and Figure 121, the maximum principal stress at Point 2, 3,
and 6 is 1.02 MPa, 0.61 MPa, and 0.79 MPa, respectively. The maximum principal stress at all
points is below the tensile strength of concrete (4.02 MPa) and mortar coating (3.57 MPa), so no
cracks occur in these locations. The minimum principal stress at Point 1, 4, and 5 is -4.21 MPa, 5.18 MPa, and -3.91 MPa, respectively. Since the compressive strength of concrete and mortar
coating is 49.00 MPa and 37.90 MPa, respectively, there will be no cracks due to compression in
these locations. The vertical and horizontal displacements are 1.01 mm and 0.77 mm,
respectively.

Figure 120: Maximum principal stress in PCCP (Case 4)
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Figure 121: Minimum principal stress in PCCP (Case 4)
8.7 Summary of PCCPs with various bedding conditions
The maximum and minimum principal stress at representative points is summarized in Table 39
and Figure 122. It can be seen that when the pipe is placed on half rock and half sand bedding
(Case 2), point 2 has the highest tensile stress exceeding the tensile strength of concrete, and
point 1 has the highest compressive stress, but below the compressive strength of concrete. Case
2 has highest principal stress due to the stress concentration of the pipe at the edge of the rock.
This is even worse than Case 1 in which the pipe is placed directly on rock. In case 3, with a 0.20
m layers of sand, the highest tensile stress in the pipe is reduced to 3.62 MPa, which is lower
than the tensile strength of concrete, and there would be no cracks in concrete at point 2. If the
pipe is placed in an all-soil bedding (no rock base), the pipe has lowest tensile stress (1.02 MPa).
The relative deformations of the pipe in horizontal and vertical direction follow the same pattern
(see Table 39 and Figure 123). With half pipe placed on rock and the other half place on sand,
the pipe has highest horizontal (1.40 mm) and vertical deformation (1.75 mm). With all soil
bedding, the relative deformation of the pipe in horizontal (0.77 mm) and vertical (1.00 mm)
deformation is the smallest.
In comparison, when the pipe is placed as it does in Case 2 and Case 1, the concrete has very
high tensile stress in excess of concrete’s tensile strength at inner invert. Compared with Case 1,
Case 2 has much higher maximum principal tensile stress because of the half-rock bedding
creates stress concentration to the pipe. However, with a layer of sand in Case 3, the highest
tensile stress is significantly reduced to 3.62 MPa, below the tensile strength of concrete. This
indicates the importance of bedding treatment for PCCP, especially in mountain areas. In case 4,
the pipe has lowest tensile strength and smallest deformation. In sum, PCCP placed directly on
rock or partially directly placed on rock has very bad effect on the pipe’s structural integrity. To
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improve the condition of PCCP, it is important to treat the bedding and place a layer of soft
material such as sand to avoid high tensile stress in the pipe and provides more even distribution
of stress in the pipe.
Table 39: Maximum/minimum principal stress at representative points

Case No.
CASE 1
CASE 2
CASE 3
CASE 4

Maximum
Principal Stress
(MPa) at point 2
6.54
6.69
3.62
1.02

Minimum
Principal Stress
(MPa) at point 1
-9.66
-9.85
-6.54
-4.21

Figure 122: Max. and Min. Principal Stress in four cases

Table 40: Relative horizontal and vertical deformations
Case No.
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4

Relative Horizontal Relative
Vertical
Deformation (m)
Deformation (m)
0.00139
0.00140
0.00117
0.00077

0.00173
0.00175
0.00146
0.00100
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Figure 123: Relative horizontal and vertical deformations
8.8 Conclusions
This study presents the proposed numerical model in analyzing the effect of different bedding
conditions on structural integrity of PCCP. The four most common bedding conditions are
analyzed and the results are compared. These four different bedding conditions represent typical
beddings that have been found in practice. In the first two cases, the pipe is either directly placed
on rock or partially placed on rock, causing high tensile stress in excess of tensile strength of
concrete, thus cracks could occur at inner inverts of the pipe. According to the results, PCCP
placed partially on rock has the worst tensile stress in the pipe due to high stress concentration.
In the third case, the pipe is placed on a layer of sand on top of the rock, which greatly reduces
the tensile stress in the pipe to the level below tensile strength of concrete and keeps the pipe safe.
In the fourth case, the pipe is surrounded with soil. PCCP with this bedding has the least tensile
stress. The relative horizontal and vertical deformation of PCCP in four different cases is
consistent with the stress level changes in four cases, namely, largest deformation in cases with
rock bedding, and smaller deformation in cases with sand bedding or all soil bedding. In sum,
PCCPs should be placed on good bedding, especially in mountain areas where rock is
unavoidable. Bedding treatment can be conducted by adding layers of soft material, such as in
Case 3 in which a layer of sand could greatly improve the stress condition in the pipe. This also
indicates that pipes placed directly on rock could already have cracks due to the high tensile
stress.
The findings of this research indicate the importance of good bedding for PCCP, even though
this type of pipe is assumed to be “rigid”. Utilities owing PCCP pipelines can use these findings
to prioritize pipes in areas with poor bedding as the first layer of screening for condition
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assessment. Then, further inspection using other advanced condition assessment technologies can
be used to find defects such as cracks of the pipe before they evolve into pipe failures. The
research presented in this study could provide guidance in future model development of PCCP
for condition evaluation as well.
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9 Conclusions, Limitations, and Recommendations
This chapter summarizes the research on analyzing the condition of PCCP using the proposed
numerical model. The limitations of the model are summarized and recommendations for future
research are proposed as well.
9.1 Conclusions
PCCP pipelines are critical assets for water utilities due to their role in transmitting large volume
of water at high pressure in a utility’s pipeline network. The sudden and unexpected PCCP
failures could cause catastrophic consequences. A numerical model that can analyze the
condition of this pipe is necessary for decision-making regarding pipe repair, rehabilitation or
replacement, so proactive actions can be taken before the pipe fails. To develop such a model, it
is vital to understand the failure of PCCP, the data collected by available technologies, and the
advantages and limitations of existing models for PCCP.
This dissertation presented a comprehensive review of PCCP failure including the factors that
cause failure and affect pipe condition, the failure modes of the pipe, and its failure mechanisms.
This review helped to identify critical factors, such as bond quality of mortar coating, and the
bedding condition, which should be considered in analyzing the condition of PCCP. The review
of available inspection technologies also helped to understand the accuracy and uncertainties of
the data collected by inspection technologies. The review of existing models showed their
limitations and provided direction for improvements on research in numerical modelling of
PCCP.
To verify the proposed model for PCCP which considers each pipe component, the interaction
between different layers of pipe components, the bond quality of mortar coating, and the
nonlinearity of materials, both lab test and forensic data were used. The verification process
helped to calibrate the proposed model and to make adjustments to the parameters used in the
model. The results of lab tests and forensic observation were consistent with the simulation
results of the model.
The proposed model for PCCP was validated using field observation data of a 66-inch ECP, a
42-inch LCP and a 48-inch LCP. Field data included pipe dimensions, material properties, and
pipe defects. The results of the analysis were consistent with the actual observations in the field,
which demonstrated the validity and applicability of proposed model when it is used in the field.
The longitudinal and circumferential locations of broken wires are significant in affecting pipe
conditions. The research presented in chapter 7 showed that assuming all broken wires in one
longitudinal location can overestimate the damage in the pipe, and that the circumferential
location of broken wires determines the location of tensile damage of concrete in the pipe.
Bedding condition is a critical factor. However, it is commonly neglected in current models. In
chapter 8, the four most common bedding types in practice were simulated and the results
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showed that PCCPs placed directly on rigid bedding such as rock could lead to cracks in the pipe,
which could further lead to the corrosion in the prestressing wires. However, with a layer of sand,
the pipe condition could be greatly improved. Therefore, the bedding condition should be
considered in analyzing the condition of the pipe. Utilities could use technologies such as
sonic/ultrasonic techniques to detect the bedding condition of the pipe and to conduct further
condition assessment once rigid bedding is detected.
In the proposed numerical model for PCCP, an algorithm was proposed to consider the effect of
bond quality of the mortar coating on the condition of the pipe with broken wires. The prestress
between the broken point and full-prestress resuming point was assumed to be linear distribution.
In summary, the numerical model for PCCP proposed in this dissertation could provide more
robust and comprehensive analysis of pipe condition by accounting for the longitudinal and
circumferential locations of broken wires, bedding condition, the bond quality of mortar coating,
and interactions between different layers of pipe components. The calibration and validation
process conducted in this research demonstrated the applicability of the proposed model.
9.2 Limitations
The proposed model in this dissertation improved the analysis of PCCP condition over existing
models. However, there are still limitations in this model due to limited availability of data and
assumptions, and further research is warranted.
First, material property data such as Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and density used in the
study were not verified via lab tests, which could cause accuracy issues in the simulation results.
The proposed model in this dissertation considers the nonlinear properties of concrete, steel
cylinder, and prestressing wires, etc. The parameters in concrete damaged plasticity model such
as dilation angle, eccentricity, and curves for behavior of concrete under tension and
compression were not verified in lab tests. These parameters vary in PCCP from different
manufacturers or manufactured in different times, as pipe material standards have changed
several times. Some of the parameters used in this research were adopted from published
literature on materials used in other structures, because the properties of materials used in PCCP
are not available. Since the constitutive relationships of the materials actually used in PCCP
could be different, the results of the analysis could have accuracy problems.
Second, the full-scale simulation of interaction between prestressing wire and mortar coating was
not considered. To perform this full-scale simulation, the prestresssing wire should be modelled
with three-dimensional solid elements instead of truss elements, and cohesive behavior between
the surface of wire and mortar coating should be simulated. However, this would significantly
increase the computation. Due to limited time, this simulation was not considered in this
proposed model. In this model, the algorithm for broken wire can only calculate the position
where the broken wire fully resumes prestress, while the remaining prestress distribution
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between the broken point and full-prestress resuming point is assumed to be linearly distributed,
and the remaining part of the broken wires has full prestress.
Third, the parameters such as coefficient of friction used in the simulation of interaction between
steel cylinder and concrete core were not verified by lab tests, which could cause accuracy issues
in the results. The interactions between the steel cylinder and concrete cores are simulated in this
model. The current simulation is based on assumed values such as the friction between the
cylinder and concrete core. These parameters were from published literature on related research
but no actual lab test for such purpose on PCCP had ever been conducted. This could lead to
some accuracy problems in analyzing the condition of PCCP.
Finally, the validation of this model was conducted in only one water utility. There is a limitation
in the geographic distribution because the manufacturers of PCCP, the working pressures, soil
types, and bedding conditions, etc. might be different in other locations across the country.
9.3 Recommendations
Considering the limitations of the proposed model, further improvements in analyzing the
condition of PCCP are recommended below:
1) Material tests on PCCP components should be conducted to simulate more accurate
material behavior. For example, to use the concrete damaged plasticity (CDP) model for
the mortar coating and concrete cores, related material tests such as uniaxial/biaxial
tensile tests and compression tests should be conducted. The parameters of the CDP
model can be derived from those results. Material tests for the pipe should be conducted
before applying the proposed model for analysis.
2) A full-scale simulation of interaction between the prestressing wire and the mortar
coating should be conducted. The simulation of broken prestressing wires should
consider the remaining prestress in the broken wire between the broken point and full
prestress resuming point, rather than assuming a linear distribution. In this research, the
normal and tangential interaction between the wire and mortar coating was not
considered due to high volume of computation. More advanced simulation should model
the prestressing wire with more fine solid elements, which allows the simulation of
surface interaction between the prestressing wire and mortar coating.
3) The pull-out test of prestressing wire in the mortar coating should be conducted to obtain
the bond strength between the prestressing wires and the mortar coating.
4) The interaction between the cylinder and concrete cores should be improved by analyzing
the deformation of the cylinder under loading. Strain sensors could be placed on the
cylinder and the concrete cores in contact with the cylinder to better understand how
these components work together.
5) The model should be validated using data from water utilities from multiple geographic
regions to further test its validity and robustness.
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Appendix A
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C

PROGRAM FOR ASSIGNING PRESTRESS IN BROKEN WIRES

C

C

NOTE: THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO ASSIGN LINEAR PRESTRESS BETWEEN

C

C

BROKEN POINT AND FULL-PRESTRESS RESUMING POINT

C

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
dimension XYZ(500000,3),NENODE(500000,2),Nod_REMOVE(4,300)
dimension Nod_left(5,5000),Nod_right(5,5000),centroid(500000,2)
integer nn,indxr(5,5000),indxl(5,5000),INDXT(5000)
dimension xr1(10),xr2(10),yr1(10),yr2(10)
dimension xl1(10),xl2(10),yl1(10),yl2(10)
dimension xe1(10),xe2(10),ye1(10),ye2(10)
dimension ndr(10),ndl(10)
dimension xright(5,5000),yright(5,5000),xleft(5,5000),TEMP(5000)
dimension yleft(5,5000),tempr(5,5000),templ(5,5000),m_wire(10,2)
DIMENSION TDOWNR(5,5000),TDOWNL(5,5000),ME_REMOVE(5,100)
DIMENSION NR_BRO(10),NL_BRO(10),N_REMOVE_NOD(10),N_REMV(10)
! Open file for input of nodes and elements in broke wire
open(3,file='Node_Element.sap',action='read')
read(3,*) !STR ! skip the first line
read(3,*)n_nod,n_ele !total number of nodes; total number of elements
read(3,*)
i=0
do i=1,n_nod
read(3,*)nn, (xyz(i,j),j=1,3)
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enddo !i
read(3,*) ! skip the text line
do j=1,n_ele
read(3,*)nn,(nenode(j,k),k=1,2)
enddo !j
close(3)
! Calculate the centroid of each element
Do k=1,n_ele
n1=nenode(k,1)
n2=nenode(k,2)
x1=xyz(n1,1)
y1=xyz(n1,2)
x2=xyz(n2,1)
y2=xyz(n2,2)
x0=(x1+x2)/2
y0=(y1+y2)/2
centroid(k,1)=x0
centroid(k,2)=y0
enddo !k

OPEN(4,FILE='control_points.SAP',ACTION='READ')
!Read control points: First point is broken point;
!the second point is on right;
!the third point in on left.
read(4,*)tdrop, ngroup

!Temperature drop; number of broken wires groups
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do i0=1,ngroup
READ(4,*)xr1(i0),xr2(i0),yr1(i0),yr2(i0),ndr(i0) !RANGe:RIGHT WRING NODES
read(4,*)xl1(i0),xl2(i0),yl1(i0),yl2(i0),ndl(i0) !RANGE:LEFT WRING NODES
read(4,*)xe1(i0),xe2(i0),ye1(i0),ye2(i0) !RANGE:SEGMENTS TO REMOVE
read(4,*)m_wire(i0,1), m_wire(i0,2) !read the range of broken wires
enddo !i0
CLOSE(4)
! Find the elements in broken wire to be removed
DO IG=1,NGROUP
*************************

!

LOOP

FOR

EACH

BROKEN

WIRE

GROUP

N_REMOVE=0
do k=1,n_ele
x00=centroid(k,1)
y00=centroid(k,2)
if (x00.GE.XE1(IG).AND.X00.LE.XE2(IG)) THEN
if(Y00.GE.YE1(IG).AND.Y00.LE.YE2(IG))THEN
N_REMOVE=N_REMOVE+1
ME_REMOVE(IG,N_REMOVE)=K
ENDIF ! Y00.GT.YR2.AND.Y00.LT.YR1
endif !x00.GT.XR2.AND.X00.LT.XR1
enddo !k
N_REMV(IG)=N_REMOVE !RECORD TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENTS TO BE
REMOVED IN EACH GROUP

!Find the nodes within the segments to remove (drop temperature before removing them)
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nr_nod=0
do id=1,n_nod
xc=xyz(id,1)
yc=xyz(id,2)
if (xc.GE.XE1(IG).AND.Xc.LE.XE2(IG)) THEN
if(Yc.GE.YE1(IG).AND.Yc.LE.YE2(IG))THEN
nr_nod=nr_nod+1
nod_remove(IG,NR_NOD)=id
ENDIF ! Yc.GE.YE1.AND.Yc.LE.YE2
endif !xc.GE.XE1.AND.Xc.LE.XE2
enddo !id
N_REMOVE_NOD(IG)=NR_NOD

!Find the NODES on the right of the broken point
NRIGHT=0
do k=1,n_NOD
x00=XYZ(k,1)
y00=XYZ(k,2)
if (x00.GE.XR1(IG).AND.X00.LE.XR2(IG)) THEN
if(Y00.GE.YR1(IG).AND.Y00.LE.YR2(IG))THEN
NRIGHT=NRIGHT+1
NOD_RIGHT(IG,NRIGHT)=K
ENDIF ! Y00.GT.YR2.AND.Y00.LT.YR1
endif !x00.GT.XR2.AND.X00.LT.XR1
enddo !k
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NR_BRO(IG)=NRIGHT
!STORE THE X OR Y OF NODES THAT ARE TO BE RANKED
if(ndr(IG).eq.1)then !X DIRECTION IS TO BE RANKED
do ik1=1,nright
mr1=nod_right(IG,ik1)
xright(IG,ik1)=XYZ(mr1,1)
temp(ik1)=XYZ(mr1,1)
enddo ! ik1
elseif (ndr(IG).eq.2) then

!Y DIRECTION IS TO BE RANKED

do ik2=1,nright
mr2=nod_right(IG,ik2)
yright(IG,ik2)=XYZ(mr2,2)
temp(ik2)=XYZ(mr2,2)
enddo ! ik2
endif
!The lines below can be activated to check results
! Write the temperature before re-ordering for comparison purpose
c

open(4,file='tmp.sap',action='write')

c

write(4,*)'temp before re-ordering'

c

do i=1,nright

c

write(4,*)tempr(i)

c

enddo
INDXT=0
call set_order(nright,temp,indxT)
DO I=1,NRIGHT
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INDXR(IG,I)=INDXT(I)
TEMPR(IG,I)=TEMP(I)
ENDDO !I
!The lines below can be activated to check results
!Outout temperature after re-ordering
c

write(4,*)'temp after re-ordering'

c

do i=1,nright

c

write(4,*)tempr(i)

c

enddo

c

close(4)

!Find the NODES on the LFET of the broken point
NLEFT=0
do k=1,n_nod
x00=XYZ(k,1)
y00=XYZ(k,2)
if (x00.GE.XL1(IG).AND.X00.LE.XL2(IG)) THEN
if(Y00.GE.YL1(IG).AND.Y00.LE.YL2(IG))THEN
NLEFT=NLEFT+1
NOD_LEFT(IG,NLEFT)=K
endif ! Y00.GT.YL2.AND.Y00.LT.YL1
endif !x00.GT.XL2.AND.X00.LT.XL1
enddo !k
NL_BRO(IG)=NLEFT
! STORE THE X OR Y OF NODES THAT ARE TO BE RANKED
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if(ndl(IG).eq.1)then !X DIRECTION IS TO BE RANKED
do ik1=1,nleft
ml1=nod_left(IG,ik1)
xleft(IG,ik1)=XYZ(ml1,1)
temp(ik1)=XYZ(ml1,1)
enddo ! ik1
elseif (ndl(IG).eq.2)then

!Y DIRECTION IS TO BE RANKED

do ik2=1,nleft
ml2=nod_left(IG,ik2)
yleft(IG,ik2)=XYZ(ml2,2)
temp(ik2)=XYZ(ml2,2)
enddo ! ik2
endif
INDXT=0
call set_order(nleft,temp,indxT)

DO I=1,NLEFT
INDXL(IG,I)=INDXT(I)
TEMPL(IG,I)=TEMP(I)
ENDDO !I

ENDDO ! IG: FINISH THE LOOP OF EACH BROKEN WIRE GROUP

open(6,file='results_check.sap',action='write')
DO IG=1,NGROUP
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WRITE(6,*)' RESULTS FOR BROKEN WIRE GROUP #:', IG
WRITE(6,*)
WRITE(6,*)'NODES RANKED IN THE RIGHT WING ',' control==',ndr(IG),
1 ': 1==x,2==y'
! The lines below can be activated to check the results
c

do it=1,NRIGHT

c

temp(it)=nod_right(it)
!WRITE(6,*)IT,NOD_RIGHT(IT)

c

enddo !it
!call set_order(nright,temp)
NRIGHT=NR_BRO(IG)
do it2=1,nright
mr=nod_right(IG,it2)
write(6,'(i5,5x,5f16.6,5x,2i7)')mr,XYZ(mr,1),XYZ(mr,2),
1 xright(IG,it2),yright(IG,it2),tempr(IG,it2),indxr(IG,it2),it2
enddo
WRITE(6,*)'NODES RANKED IN THE LFET WING ',' control==',ndl(IG),
1': 1==x,2==y'
! The lines below can be activated to check the results

c

do iK=1,NLEFT

c

temp(ik)=nod_left(ik)
!WRITE(6,*)IK,NOD_LEFT(IK)

c

enddo !iK
!call set_order(nleft,temp)
NLEFT=NL_BRO(IG)
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do ik2=1,nleft
ml=nod_left(IG,ik2)
write(6,'(i5,5x,5f16.6,5x,2i7)')ml,XYZ(ml,1),XYZ(ml,2),
1xleft(IG,ik2),yleft(IG,ik2),templ(IG,ik2),indxl(IG,ik2),ik2
enddo
ENDDO !IG:FINISH THE LOOP OF BROKEN WIRE GROUP
close(6)

open(7,file='output.sap',action='write')

DO IG=1,NGROUP
WRITE(7,*)' LOOP FOR WIRE BROKEN GROUP #:', IG
WRITE(7,*)" "
WRITE(7,*)"OUTPUT RESULTS IN RIGHT WRING: ","NODE No., ",
1 "TEMPERATURE DROP"
drp=0
NRIGHT=NR_BRO(IG)
NDeno=nright

DO I=1,Ndeno
drp=tdrop/ndeno*(NDENO-i)
TDOWNR(IG,I)=DRP
nm=indxr(IG,i)
write(7,'(i7,4x,f12.3)')nod_right(IG,nm),drp
enddo
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WRITE(7,*)"OUTPUT RESULTS IN LEFT WRING: ","NODE No., ",
1 "TEMPERATURE DROP"

drp=0
NLEFT=NL_BRO(IG)
NDeno=NLEFT
DO I=1,Ndeno
drp=tdrop*i/ndeno
TDOWNL(IG,I)=DRP
nm=indxL(IG,i)
write(7,'(i7,4x,f12.3)')nod_LEFT(IG,nm),drp
enddo

ENDDO ! IG: FINISH THE LOOPING OF IG
CLOSE(7)

open(7,file='To_inp.sap',action='write')
write(7,*)'Define the set of NODES for temperature control'
! N_wire_1,N_wire_2
!Nset=N_wire_2-Nwire_1+1
NB=0
NT=0
NE=0

DO IG=1,NGROUP
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N_wire_1=M_WIRE(IG,1)
N_wire_2=M_WIRE(IG,2)
WRITE(7,*)'$$$BROKEN WIRE GROUP #: ', IG
WRITE(7,*)
!DEFIND THE NODE SETS IN RIGHT WRING
WRITE(7,*)"@@@NODES ON THE RIGHT WING","----------------------"

NRIGHT=NR_BRO(IG)
DO I=1,NRIGHT
NUM=NOD_RIGHT(IG,INDXR(IG,I))
NB=NB+1
do J=N_wire_1,N_wire_2
IF(NB.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NB
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
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write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

IF(NB.GE.10.AND.NB.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF NB

IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF

write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

IF(NB.GE.100)THEN !3 DIGITS OF NB
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
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IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

enddo !j
enddo !i
!DEFIND THE NODE SETS IN LEFT WRING
WRITE(7,*)"****************************************************"
WRITE(7,*)"@@@NODES ON THE LEFT WING:","----------------------"

!m2=m1+nleft-nbroke
NLEFT=NL_BRO(IG)
DO I=1,NLEFT
NUM=NOD_LEFT(IG,INDXL(IG,I))
!k=nright+i
NB=NB+1
do J=N_wire_1,N_wire_2
IF(NB.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NB
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IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

IF(NB.GE.10.AND.NB.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF NB

IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
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write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF

write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

IF(NB.GE.100)THEN !3 DIGITS OF NB
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

enddo !j
enddo !i
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WRITE(7,*)"****************************************************"
WRITE(7,*)"###NODES ON THE BROKEN SEGMENT:","--------------------"
NR_NOD=N_REMOVE_NOD(IG)
DO I=1,NR_NOD
NUM=NOD_REMOVE(IG,I)
NB=NB+1
do J=N_wire_1,N_wire_2
IF(NB.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NB
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

IF(NB.GE.10.AND.NB.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF NB

IF(J.LT.10)THEN
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write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF

write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

IF(NB.GE.100)THEN !3 DIGITS OF NB
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
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write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

enddo !j
enddo !i

!OUTPUT TEMPERATURE SETTING FOR EACH SET
WRITE(7,*)'%%%WRITE TEMPERATURE FOR EACH NODE SET:RIGHT WING'
DO I1=1,NRIGHT
NT=NT+1
IF(NT.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NT
WRITE(7,'(A7,I1,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDOWNR(IG,I1)
ENDIF
IF(NT.GE.10.AND.NT.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF NT

WRITE(7,'(A7,I2,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDOWNR(IG,I1)
ENDIF
IF(NT.GE.100)THEN !1 DIGIT OF I1
WRITE(7,'(A7,I3,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDOWNR(IG,I1)
ENDIF

ENDDO !I1
WRITE(7,*)"****************************************************"
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WRITE(7,*)"%%%WRITE TEMPERATURE FOR EACH NODE SET:LEFT WING"
DO I2=1,NLEFT
NT=NT+1
IF(NT.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NT
WRITE(7,'(A7,I1,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDOWNL(IG,I2)
ENDIF
IF(NT.GE.10.AND.NT.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF I2

WRITE(7,'(A7,I2,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDOWNL(IG,I2)
ENDIF
IF(NT.GE.100)THEN !1 DIGIT OF I2
WRITE(7,'(A7,I3,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDOWNL(IG,I2)
ENDIF
ENDDO !I1
WRITE(7,*)"****************************************************"

WRITE(7,*)"%%%WRITE TEMPERATURE FOR NODE SET IN BROKEN
1

SEGMENT"
DO I3=1,NR_NOD
NT=NT+1
IF(NT.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NT
WRITE(7,'(A7,I1,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDROP
ENDIF
IF(NT.GE.10.AND.NT.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF N3

WRITE(7,'(A7,I2,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDROP
ENDIF
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IF(NT.GE.100)THEN !1 DIGIT OF N3
WRITE(7,'(A7,I3,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDROP
ENDIF
ENDDO !I3

WRITE(7,*)"***OUTPUT ELEMENT SETS TO BE REMOVE!******************"
WRITE(7,*)"!!!ELEMENTS TO BE REMOVED IN BROKEN WIRE GROUP #",IG
N_REMOVE=N_REMV(IG)
DO I=1,N_REMOVE
NUM=ME_REMOVE(IG,I)
NE=NE+1
do J=N_wire_1,N_wire_2
IF(NE.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NE
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i1,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i1,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i1,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
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write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF
IF(NE.GE.10.AND.NE.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF NE

IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i2,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i2,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i2,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF

write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF
IF(NE.GE.100)THEN !3 DIGITS OF NE
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i3,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i3,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
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1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i3,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF
EDDO !j
EDDO !i
ENDDO ! IG
CLOSE(7)

open(7,file='final_inp_SET.sap',action='write')
open(8,file='final_inp_TEMP.sap',action='write')
write(7,*)'Define the set of NODES for temperature control'
! N_wire_1,N_wire_2
!Nset=N_wire_2-Nwire_1+1
NB=0
NT=0
NE=0

DO IG=1,NGROUP
N_wire_1=M_WIRE(IG,1)
N_wire_2=M_WIRE(IG,2)
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!WRITE(7,*)'$$$BROKEN WIRE GROUP #: ', IG
!WRITE(7,*)
!DEFIND THE NODE SETS IN RIGHT WRING
!WRITE(7,*)"@@@NODES ON THE RIGHT WING","----------------------"

NRIGHT=NR_BRO(IG)
DO I=1,NRIGHT
NUM=NOD_RIGHT(IG,INDXR(IG,I))
NB=NB+1
do J=N_wire_1,N_wire_2
IF(NB.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NB
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF
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IF(NB.GE.10.AND.NB.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF NB

IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

IF(NB.GE.100)THEN !3 DIGITS OF NB
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
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IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

enddo !j
enddo !i
!DEFIND THE NODE SETS IN LEFT WRING
!WRITE(7,*)"****************************************************"
!WRITE(7,*)"@@@NODES ON THE LEFT WING:","----------------------"

!m2=m1+nleft-nbroke
NLEFT=NL_BRO(IG)
DO I=1,NLEFT
NUM=NOD_LEFT(IG,INDXL(IG,I))
!k=nright+i
NB=NB+1
do J=N_wire_1,N_wire_2
IF(NB.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NB
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
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IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

IF(NB.GE.10.AND.NB.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF NB

IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
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write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

IF(NB.GE.100)THEN !3 DIGITS OF NB
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

enddo !j
enddo !i

!WRITE(7,*)"****************************************************"
!WRITE(7,*)"###NODES ON THE BROKEN SEGMENT:","--------------------"
NR_NOD=N_REMOVE_NOD(IG)
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DO I=1,NR_NOD
NUM=NOD_REMOVE(IG,I)
NB=NB+1
do J=N_wire_1,N_wire_2
IF(NB.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NB
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i1,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

IF(NB.GE.10.AND.NB.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF NB

IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
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IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i2,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF

write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

IF(NB.GE.100)THEN !3 DIGITS OF NB
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1 "instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a19,i3,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Nset, Nset=BROKEN-",NB,", ",
1"instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
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write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF

enddo !j
enddo !i

!OUTPUT TEMPERATURE SETTING FOR EACH SET
WRITE(8,*)'$$$LOOP BROKEN WIRE GROUP #:',IG
WRITE(8,*)'%%%WRITE TEMPERATURE FOR EACH NODE SET:RIGHT WING'
DO I1=1,NRIGHT
NT=NT+1
IF(NT.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NT
WRITE(8,'(A7,I1,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDOWNR(IG,I1)
ENDIF
IF(NT.GE.10.AND.NT.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF NT

WRITE(8,'(A7,I2,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDOWNR(IG,I1)
ENDIF
IF(NT.GE.100)THEN !1 DIGIT OF I1
WRITE(8,'(A7,I3,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDOWNR(IG,I1)
ENDIF
ENDDO !I1
WRITE(8,*)"****************************************************"

WRITE(8,*)"%%%WRITE TEMPERATURE FOR EACH NODE SET:LEFT WING"
DO I2=1,NLEFT
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NT=NT+1
IF(NT.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NT
WRITE(8,'(A7,I1,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDOWNL(IG,I2)
ENDIF
IF(NT.GE.10.AND.NT.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF I2

WRITE(8,'(A7,I2,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDOWNL(IG,I2)
ENDIF
IF(NT.GE.100)THEN !1 DIGIT OF I2
WRITE(8,'(A7,I3,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDOWNL(IG,I2)
ENDIF
ENDDO !I1
WRITE(8,*)"****************************************************"

WRITE(8,*)"%%%WRITE TEMPERATURE FOR NODE SET IN BROKEN
1 SEGMENT"
DO I3=1,NR_NOD
NT=NT+1
IF(NT.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NT
WRITE(8,'(A7,I1,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDROP
ENDIF
IF(NT.GE.10.AND.NT.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF N3

WRITE(7,'(A7,I2,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDROP
ENDIF
IF(NT.GE.100)THEN !1 DIGIT OF N3
WRITE(8,'(A7,I3,A2,F12.4)')"BROKEN-",NT,", ", TDROP
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ENDIF
ENDDO !I3

!WRITE(7,*)"***OUTPUT ELEMENT SETS TO BE
1

REMOVE!******************"
!WRITE(7,*)"!!!ELEMENTS TO BE REMOVED IN BROKEN WIRE GROUP #",IG
N_REMOVE=N_REMV(IG)
DO I=1,N_REMOVE
NUM=ME_REMOVE(IG,I)
NE=NE+1
do J=N_wire_1,N_wire_2
IF(NE.LT.10)THEN !1 DIGIT OF NE
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i1,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",

1"instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i1,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1"instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i1,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1"instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
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ENDIF
IF(NE.GE.10.AND.NE.LT.100)THEN

!2 DIGITS OF NE

IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i2,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1"instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i2,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1"instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i2,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1"instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF
IF(NE.GE.100)THEN !3 DIGITS OF NE
IF(J.LT.10)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i3,a2,A20,i1,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1"instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
IF(J.LT.100.AND.J.GE.10)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i3,a2,A20,i2,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1"instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
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IF(J.GE.100)THEN
write(7,'(a21,i3,a2,A20,i3,a2)')"*Elset, elset=REMOVE-",NE,", ",
1"instance=wire-1-lin-",j,"-1"
ENDIF
write(7,'(i5,a1)')num,','
ENDIF
enddo !j
enddo !i
WRITE(8,*)'LAST ELSET IS:',NE, ' FOR GROUP #:',IG
ENDDO ! IG
close(7)
CLOSE(8)
WRITE(*,*)' PROGRAM STOPS NORMALLY!'
END
SUBROUTINE set_order(nwi,arr,indx)
INTEGER Nwi,indx(5000)
REAL arr(5000),tep
INTEGER i,j,m,ns
do m=1,nwi
indx(m)=m
enddo
!REAL a
do i=nwi-1,1,-1
do j=1,i
if(arr(j).gt.arr(j+1))then
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tep=arr(j)
arr(j)=arr(j+1)
arr(j+1)=tep
!record the index change
ns=indx(j)
indx(j)=indx(j+1)
indx(j+1)=ns
endif
enddo !j
enddo !i
return
END !SUBROUTINE
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Appendix B
In this verification process, a problem with close-form solution is used to compare with the
results calculated using Mohr-Coulomb Plasticity Model.
B.1 Problem Description
The problem is about the radial and hoop stress distribution of a cylindrical hole which is subject
to initial stress (P0) in an infinite elasto-plastic medium. The medium is assumed to be linearly
elastic and perfectly plastic. The failure surface of the medium is defined by the Mohr-Coulomb
criterion. The close-form solution provides the radial and hoop stress distribution along the
distance to the hole of the cylinder. The illustration of the problem is shown in Figure 124.

Figure 124: A Cylindrical Hole Subject to In-situ Stress of P0 in Infinite Mohr Coulomb Medium
B.2 Close-form Solution
According to Salencon (1969), there is a close-form solution to calculate the radial and hoop
stress along the distance to the center of the cylindrical hole.
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The first step is to determine the radius of the yield zone, 𝑅0 .
𝑅0 = 𝑎 [𝐾

2

𝑝 +1

∙

1
𝑞
(𝐾𝑝 −1)
𝐾𝑝 −1
𝑞
𝑃𝑖 +
𝐾𝑝 −1

𝑃0 +

]

(Equation A-1)

Where,
a is the radius of the hole;
1+sin ∅

𝐾𝑝 = 1−sin ∅ ;
𝑞 = 2 ∙ 𝑐 ∙ tan(45𝑜 + ∅/2);
𝑃0 is the initial in-situ stress magnitude;
𝑃𝑖 is the internal pressure within the cylindrical hole.
The radial stress at the elastic/plastic interface is:
𝜎𝑟𝑒 = 𝐾

1

𝑝 +1

(2𝑃0 − 𝑞)

(Equation A-2)

The radial stress in the elastic zone is:
𝑅

2

𝜎𝑟 = 𝑃0 − (𝑃0 − 𝜎𝑟𝑒 ) ∙ ( 𝑟0 )

(Equation A-3)

The hoop stress in the elastic zone is:
𝑅

2

𝜎𝜃 = 𝑃0 + (𝑃0 − 𝜎𝑟𝑒 ) ∙ ( 𝑟0 )

(Equation A-4)

Where r is the distance to the center of the cylindrical hole,
The radial stress in the plastic zone is:
𝜎𝑟 =

𝑞
𝐾𝑝 −1

+ (𝑃𝑖 +

𝑞

𝑟 (𝐾𝑝 −1)

)∙( )

𝐾𝑝 −1

𝑎

(Equation A-5)

The hoop stress in the plastic zone is:
𝜎𝜃 = − 𝐾

𝑞

𝑝

+ 𝐾𝑝 ∙ (𝑃𝑖 + 𝐾
−1

𝑟 (𝐾𝑝 −1)

𝑞

𝑝

) ∙ (𝑎)
−1

(Equation A-6)

Using MathCAD, the distribution of the radial and hoop stress along the distance to the
cylindrical center can be drawn in a graph (see Figure 125).
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Figure 125: Distribution of the Radial and Hoop Stress along the Distance to the Cylindrical
Center
Note: Horizontal axis shows the distance to the center of the cylindrical hole (m); the vertical
axis shows the radial/hoop stress (Pa); the green dot line (S_pr(t)) indicates the stress in the
plastic zone; the red line (S_er(x)) indicates the radial stress in the elastic zone; the purple dot
line (S_pt(x)) indicate the hoop stress sin the plastic zone; the blue dot line indicates (S_et(t)) the
hoop stress in the elastic zone.
B.3 Simulation Using Mohr-Coulomb Plasticity Model
A two-dimensional model is built in ABAQUS using the Mohr-Coulomb Plasticity model. As
shown Figure 124, this is a symmetrical problem, a quarter of the medium and the hole is
simulated. The model and the boundary conditions are shown in Figure 126.
Boundary conditions:
{

𝑈𝑦 = 0, (𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑦 = 0)
𝑈𝑥 = 0, (𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑥 = 0)
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(Equation A-7)

Figure 126: Simplified Model
B.4 Material Properties and Other Parameters
Density: 1840.00 kg/m3
Young’s modulus: E= 6777.93 MPa
Poisson’s ratio: v= 0.21
Cohesion: c=3.45 MPa
Friction angle: ∅ =30o
Dilatancy angle: 𝜓 =0o
Model dimension: 10 m × 10 m
Radius of the cylindrical hole: 1 m.
Initial isotropic compressive stress: 30 MPa.
B.5 Case 1: Internal Pressure is Zero
In this case, the internal pressure of the cylindrical hole is 0 (zero). The comparison of the radial
stress and hoop stress is conducted. The boundary between the plastic zone and elastic zone is
also calculated.
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B.5.1 Simulation Results and Discussion
The simulation of results from ABAQUS is based on Cartesian coordinates. Therefore, a
transformation has to be conducted to compare with the radial stress calculated using the closeform solution. According to Sadd (2009),
𝜎𝑟 = 𝜎𝑥 ∙ cos 𝜃 2 + 𝜎𝑦 ∙ sin 𝜃 2 + 2𝜏𝑥𝑦 ∙ sin 𝜃 ∙ cos 𝜃

(Equation A-8)

𝜎𝜃 = 𝜎𝑥 sin 𝜃 2 + 𝜎𝑦 cos 𝜃 2 − 2𝜏𝑥𝑦 ∙ sin 𝜃 ∙ cos 𝜃

(Equation A-9)

Where 𝜃 is the angle between the x-axial and the point (counter-clock-wise).
In the model, a string of points with angle 𝜃=0 is selected (𝜎𝑟 = 𝜎𝑥 in this case). For the radial
stress, the comparison between the close-form solution and the simulation results are shown in
Table 41 and Figure 127. For the hoop stress, the comparisons are shown in Table 42 and Figure
128.
From Table 41, Table 42, Figure 127, and Figure 128, it can be seen that the simulation results
and the close-form solution results agree well. For the first several points that are close to the
hole, the difference is bigger (around 5%); as it is farther away from the hole, the differences
between the close-form solution results and the simulation results are much smaller (less than
0.5%). The comparisons can verify that the Mohr-Coulomb Plasticity Model in ABAQUS can
be used to simulate the behavior of the soils whose failures follow the Mohr-Coulomb criterion.
B.5.2 Determine the Boundary between the Plastic and Elastic Zone
The strategy to determine the boundary between the plastic and elastic zone is to find the
location where the hoop stress has drastic change, as is shown in Figure 128. To find these
drastic change points, several strings of points were selected (see Figure 129) and the hoop stress
of these points was calculated and plotted in graphs to find the location where the hoop stress
drastically changes.
The results of several strings of points are shown in Figure 130 to Figure 133. By doing the same
calculation for other strings, it was found that the plastic zone and elastic zone boundary is
located on a circle with diameter around 1.74 (m). This is very close to the close-form solution of
1.736 (m). The plot of this boundary is shown in Figure 134.
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Table 41: Comparison between Simulation Results and Close-form Solution Results in
Calculating Radial Stress
Distance
(m)
1.1648
1.2541
1.3482
1.4474
1.5519
1.6619
1.7779
1.9001
2.0288
2.1645
2.3074
2.4579
2.6165
2.7837
2.9597
3.1452
3.3407
3.5466
3.7636
3.9922
4.233
4.4867
4.7541

Simulation
Results
(Pa)
2.24E+06
3.59E+06
5.12E+06
6.82E+06
8.73E+06
1.08E+07
1.30E+07
1.51E+07
1.69E+07
1.85E+07
1.99E+07
2.11E+07
2.21E+07
2.30E+07
2.38E+07
2.46E+07
2.52E+07
2.57E+07
2.62E+07
2.66E+07
2.70E+07
2.73E+07
2.76E+07

Close-form
Solution
Results (Pa)
2.12E+06
3.41E+06
4.86E+06
6.51E+06
8.38E+06
1.05E+07
1.28E+07
1.50E+07
1.68E+07
1.84E+07
1.98E+07
2.10E+07
2.21E+07
2.30E+07
2.38E+07
2.45E+07
2.51E+07
2.57E+07
2.62E+07
2.66E+07
2.70E+07
2.73E+07
2.76E+07
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Error
-0.052
-0.051
-0.050
-0.045
-0.041
-0.033
-0.016
-0.007
-0.004
-0.004
-0.003
-0.003
-0.003
-0.002
-0.002
-0.002
-0.002
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
0.000

Simulation Results VS. Close-form Solution Results
3.00E+07

Radial Stress (Pa)

2.50E+07

2.00E+07

1.50E+07
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1.00E+07

5.00E+06

0.00E+00
1
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Figure 127: Comparison between Simulation Results and Close-form Solution Results in
Calculating Radial Stress
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Table 42: Comparison between Simulation Results and Close-form Solution Results in
Calculating Hoop Stress
Distance
(m)

Simulation
Results
(Pa)

Close-form
Solution
Results (Pa)

Error

1.1648
1.2541
1.3482
1.4474
1.5519
1.6619
1.7779
1.9001
2.0288
2.1645
2.3074
2.4579
2.6165
2.7837
2.9597
3.1452
3.3407
3.5466
3.7636
3.9922
4.233
4.4867
4.7541

1.87E+07
2.26E+07
2.71E+07
3.22E+07
3.79E+07
4.41E+07
4.63E+07
4.45E+07
4.28E+07
4.13E+07
3.99E+07
3.88E+07
3.77E+07
3.68E+07
3.60E+07
3.53E+07
3.47E+07
3.42E+07
3.37E+07
3.33E+07
3.29E+07
3.26E+07
3.23E+07

1.83E+07
2.21E+07
2.65E+07
3.14E+07
3.70E+07
4.33E+07
4.72E+07
4.51E+07
4.32E+07
4.16E+07
4.02E+07
3.90E+07
3.79E+07
3.70E+07
3.62E+07
3.55E+07
3.49E+07
3.43E+07
3.38E+07
3.34E+07
3.30E+07
3.27E+07
3.24E+07

-0.022
-0.023
-0.024
-0.025
-0.024
-0.018
0.018
0.012
0.009
0.008
0.007
0.006
0.006
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.003
0.003
0.003
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Simulation Results VS. Close-form Solution Results
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Figure 128: Comparison between Simulation Results and Close-form Solution Results in
Calculating Hoop Stress
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Figure 129: String of Points Selected to Find the Location where Hoop Stress Drastically
Changes
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Simulation Results VS. Close-form Solution Results
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Figure 130: Hoop Stress Distribution along Point String A (R≈ 𝟏. 𝟕𝟒)
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Simulation Results VS. Close-form Solution Results
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Figure 131: Hoop Stress Distribution along Point String B (R≈ 𝟏. 𝟕𝟑)
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Simulation Results VS. Close-form Solution Results
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Figure 132: Hoop Stress Distribution along Point String C (R≈ 𝟏. 𝟕𝟑)
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Simulation Results VS. Close-form Solution Results
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Figure 133: Hoop Stress Distribution along Point String D (R≈ 𝟏. 𝟕𝟒)
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Figure 134: Boundary between the Plastic and Elastic Zone in Case 1
B.6 Case 2: Internal Pressure is 5 MPa
In this case, the internal pressure of the cylindrical hole is 5MPa. The comparison of the radial
stress and hoop stress is conducted. The boundary between the plastic zone and elastic zone is
also calculated using the same method in Case 1.
B.6.1 Simulation Results and Discussion
The comparison between the close-form solution results and the simulation results regarding the
radial stress is shown in Table 43 and Figure 135. The comparison of the results regarding the
hoop stress is shown in Table 44 and Figure 136. As can be shown in Table 43 and Figure 135,
Table 44 and Figure 136, the simulation results agree well with the close-form solution results.
This can be concluded that the Mohr Coulomb Plasticity model can be used to simulate the
behavior of medium that follows the Mohr Coulomb failure criterion.
B.6.2 Determine the Boundary between the Plastic and Elastic Zone
Following the same method used in Case 1, several strings of points were selected and the
distribution of the hoop stress was plotted in graphs (Figure 137 to Figure 140). By checking the
locations where the hoop stress drastically changes, the boundary between the plastic and elastic
zone was determined. It was found that the plastic zone and elastic zone boundary is located on a
circle with diameter around 1.28 (m). This is very close to the close-form solution of 1.282 (m).
The plot of this boundary is shown in Figure 141.
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Table 43: Comparison between Simulation Results and Close-form Solution Results in
Calculating Radial Stress
Distance
(m)
1.1648
1.2541
1.3482
1.4474
1.5519
1.6619
1.7779
1.9001
2.0288
2.1645
2.3074
2.4579
2.6165
2.7837
2.9597
3.1452
3.3407
3.5466
3.7636
3.9922
4.233
4.4867
4.7541

Simulation
Results
(Pa)
9.18E+06
1.16E+07
1.40E+07
1.61E+07
1.80E+07
1.96E+07
2.09E+07
2.21E+07
2.31E+07
2.40E+07
2.47E+07
2.54E+07
2.60E+07
2.65E+07
2.69E+07
2.73E+07
2.77E+07
2.80E+07
2.82E+07
2.85E+07
2.87E+07
2.89E+07
2.90E+07

Close-form
Solution
Results (Pa)
8.90E+06
1.13E+07
1.38E+07
1.59E+07
1.77E+07
1.93E+07
2.07E+07
2.18E+07
2.28E+07
2.37E+07
2.45E+07
2.51E+07
2.57E+07
2.62E+07
2.66E+07
2.70E+07
2.74E+07
2.77E+07
2.79E+07
2.82E+07
2.84E+07
2.85E+07
2.87E+07
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Error
-0.030
-0.025
-0.014
-0.012
-0.012
-0.012
-0.012
-0.012
-0.012
-0.012
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
-0.011
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Figure 135: Comparison between Simulation Results and Close-form Solution Results in
Calculating Radial Stress
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Table 44: Comparison between Simulation Results and Close-form Solution Results in
Calculating Hoop Stress
Distance
(m)

Simulation
Results
(Pa)

Close-form
Solution
Results (Pa)

Error

1.1648
1.2541
1.3482
1.4474
1.5519
1.6619
1.7779
1.9001
2.0288
2.1645
2.3074
2.4579
2.6165
2.7837
2.9597
3.1452
3.3407
3.5466
3.7636
3.9922
4.233
4.4867
4.7541

3.93E+07
4.52E+07
4.66E+07
4.45E+07
4.26E+07
4.10E+07
3.97E+07
3.85E+07
3.75E+07
3.66E+07
3.58E+07
3.52E+07
3.46E+07
3.41E+07
3.36E+07
3.32E+07
3.29E+07
3.26E+07
3.23E+07
3.21E+07
3.19E+07
3.17E+07
3.16E+07

3.86E+07
4.57E+07
4.62E+07
4.41E+07
4.23E+07
4.07E+07
3.93E+07
3.82E+07
3.72E+07
3.63E+07
3.55E+07
3.49E+07
3.43E+07
3.38E+07
3.34E+07
3.30E+07
3.26E+07
3.24E+07
3.21E+07
3.19E+07
3.17E+07
3.15E+07
3.13E+07

-0.018
0.010
-0.007
-0.008
-0.009
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
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Figure 136: Comparison between Simulation Results and Close-form Solution Results in
Calculating Hoop Stress
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Simulation Results VS. Close-form Solution Results
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Figure 137: Hoop Stress Distribution along Point String A (R≈ 𝟏. 𝟐𝟖)
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Simulation Results VS. Close-form Solution Results
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Figure 138: Hoop Stress Distribution along Point String B (R≈ 𝟏. 𝟐𝟖)
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Simulation Results VS. Close-form Solution Results
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Figure 139: Hoop Stress Distribution along Point String C (R≈ 𝟏. 𝟐𝟗)
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Simulation Results VS. Close-form Solution Results
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Figure 140: Hoop Stress Distribution along Point String D (R≈ 𝟏. 𝟐𝟕)
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Figure 141: Boundary between the Plastic and Elastic Zone in Case 2
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Appendix C
PCCP specifications used for model verification are attached below. The parameters in red column are the pipe analyzed in this
research.
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